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1.I INTRODUCTION

Ecology is the study of organisms in relation to the surroundings in which they live. These
surroundings are called the environment of the organism. This environment is made up of many
different components, including other living organisms and their effects, and purely physical features
such as the climate and soil type.

Ecologists, those who study ecology, are always aiming to understand how an organism fits
into its environment. The environment is of supreme importance to an organism and its ability to exist
in thg environment where it lives will determine its success or failure as an individual.

There are several definitions of ecology. Many workers have produced their own description
of this branch of biology. The word ecology was first used by a German called Ernst.llaeekel in 1869.
It comes from two Greek words logos meaning home and logos meaning undentanding. Haeckel
described ecology as 'the domestic side of organic life'and 'the knowledge ofthe sum of the relations
of organisms to the surrounding outer world, to organic and inorganic conditions of existence'. This
'surrounding outer worlil' is another way of saying the environment. In 1927, Charles Elton wrote
that ecology is 'the study of animals and plants in relation to their habits and habitats'. Today an
ecologist would probably substitute the word 'organisms'for 'animals and plants'because *"ho*



recognise other categories of organisms (fungi, protoctists and bacteria) which are not in the plant or
an-imal kingdoms. Many of these are extremely important in ecology although they are seldom as well
studied as the plants and animals. More recently Krebs (1985) has defined ecology as 'the scientific
study of the interactiorn that determine the distribution and abundance of organisms'.

Ecology is like an enorrnous jigsaw puzzle. Fach organism has requirements for life which
interlock with those of the many other individuals in the area. Some of these individuals belong to the
same species, but.most are very different organisms with very different ways of living or interacting.
Figure l.l is a diagrammatic representation of this interlocking jigsaw. It illustrates some of the ways
in which a single individual fits in with others. In this case an animal is represented which catches
other animals for food (it is a predator) and which in turn is hunted and may be killed iry another
species of predator. During the animal's lifetirne it needs to find a mate of the same species to produce
offspring. rDuring its life, it also competes with other animals (competitors) for food and wiil probably
catch diseases.

organlsm

living place

Fig. 1.1. Diagram showing the interlocking nature of the features of the environment which influence
an organism. In this case the organism is a predator, but to generalise the diagram, the word 'prey'
could be replaced by 'food', or, for a plant, by 'light and nutrients'. For simplicity, this figure is two
dimensional, but the ecological interactions of organisms and their environment are retrlly multi-
dimensional.
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The ability of the animal to avoid the predator, catch its prey, withstand disease and so on
will depend on the relationships it has with the organisms around it. Its life will also be affected by
the weather, time of year and the quality of nesting or sleeping sites. In fact, this simplified example
is already becoming complicated as more and more pieces of the ptzzle are added. The study of
these ecological relationships from the point of view of a single species, as is illustrated by Figure
1.1, is called autecology. If all the species living together are studied as a community, then this
study is called synecology.

1.2 SCOPE OF'ECOLOGY

The only way to find out how any organism survives, reproduces and interacts with other
organisms is to study it. This makes ecology a practical science. There are three main
approaches to the study of ecology. The simplest method is to observe and record the organism
in its natural environment. This is sometimes described as observation 'in the field' of
fieldwork, although the term can be confusing as 'field' suggests open grasslands or the site of
human cultivation. A second type of study is to carry out experiments in the field to find out how
the organism reacts to certain changes in its surroundings. The third approach involves bringing
organisms into a controlled environment in a laboratory, cage or greenhouse. This experimental
aspect can be very useful as it is often easier to record information accurately under controlled
conditions. However, it must be remembered that the organisms may react differently because

they have been removed from their natural home.

No single study can hope to discover everything there is to know about the relationships
between an organism and its environment. These relationships are so varied that different kinds
of investigation are needed to study them. Often both study in the natural environment and
experiments in the laboratory are required to discover even part of the picture. Also, as the
environment changes, so an organism may respond differently, with the result that an experiment
under one set of conditions may well give different results to the same experiment carried out
under different conditions.

So we have a picture of ecology as a subject full of complexity where an organism has
many different responses and needs. Theoretically, therefore, there is an almost infinite amount
to be discovered about the ecology of the world. Even after a century of ecological study we are
just scratching the surface of possible knowledge. A large amount has been discovered over the
years, but our knowledge is patchy; we know far more about northern hemisphere temperate
woodland than we know about tropical rainforest, more,about English rocky sea shores than the
Australian barrier reef.

What makes ecology exciting, rather than an endless list of things to be learned aboul
organisms, is that we are studying a living, working system. Because the system fits together so

neatly it forms repeated patterns w.hich can be recognised by the ecologist. Organisms with similar
life sty.les often respond to their environment in similar ways. For examplg :gl predator-in Figure

I



1.1 can only catch its prey in certain ways. If its prey becomes scarce it may starve, eat something
else or migrate to where food is more plentiful. In other words it only has a certain number of
options and its response to certain conditions may well be predictable. Understanding why
organisms react to various conditions in orte way rather than another takes us a long way towards an
understanding of the principles of ecology.

These principles, with which this book is concerned, are only becoming understood because
of the many studies of organisms both in the field and in the laboratory. Throughout this book you
will find examples of how particular organisms relate to their environment given as evidence to
support the principles being described. Because the relationship of organisms to their environment
may be very subtle. it can often be difficult to unravel the situation to discover the principles
involved. Yet finding out how organis.ms interact and applying these principles can be an absorbing
and fascinating pursuit.

1.3 AUTECOLOGY

Autecology is the name given to ecological studies which concenirate on one species (autos
is the Greek for self). To find out all there is to know about a species is an enormous task which
,equires considerable time, a great deal of observation and numerous experiments. Usually different
ecologists are involved over many years in finding out about one species. Often they are working on
specimens from different parts of the world. Several fields of biology are usually involved including
genetics and biochemistry as well as the more traditional forms of ecology.

There tue an estimated 30-40 million species in existence today. Very few of these have as
yet been studied sufficiently for us to understand much of their autecology. This chapter:gives two
examples of species which have been investigated fairly extensively. One, the bracken dern, is an
autotrophic plant, and the other, the European starling, is a heterotrophic vertebrate. These
examples will give you an idea of how the results of many autecological studies can be combined to
help us to understand the whole life cycle of a species. Much more is known about each of thesd.
sfecies than is mentioned here, but you can get a flavour of the scope of autecology f,rom these
accounts.

1.4 ECOLOGY - GENETICS

Every organllm has a collectiort of genes consisting of lengths of DNA (deoxyhibonucleic
acid). This DNA can be read like a book and is used by the organism to construct proteins including
enzymes. Each cell has a copy of this genetic material stored in the nucleus. The genes are arranged
in a set order on several chromosomes. Most cells have two sets of chromosomes and, usually, one

'set comes from each of the two parents of the individual. The genes.are responsible for the growth,
development, maturation and reproduction of the individual.

' A single gene can have many different fonns called alleles. If a gene has more than one
allele, it is said to be polymorphic. Because many genes are polymorphic considerable variation is
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possible between different organisms of the same species. The set of alleles an individual possesses

on its chromosomes is called its genotype. Different genoq?es result in individuals with different
appearances. An obvious instance of this is hair colour and pattem in cats, or shapes and sizes of
dogs. In wild populations genetic differences are not usually as obviots as these examples. Many
alleles affect the organism in ways which are not immediately apparent, for example differences in
blood groups. The genotype of each individual causes the organism to interact with its environment.
Together the genotype and the environment are responsible for the physical appearance of the
individual. This out*'ard expression of the genotype is called its phenotype. It is the variition in
genotlpe and the expression of this in different phenotypes which is of interest to the ecological
geneticist. i

1.5 ECOLOGY - SOCIOBIOLOGY

Many animals are social. that is, they associ ate in agroup with other individuals, usually of
the same species. For example, starlings feed in small flocks and join large communal roosts at

night, although during the mating season they go off in pairs. Other species, such as most termites,
ants and bees, have much more rigidly organised social units than the starling. Whether an animal
lives in a loose and changing association or in a light family unit it has to live with and relate to the
other iinimals around it. The study of the origins and biological basis for such social behaviour is
called sociobiology.

Many species are social, while others are solitary. This suggests that for somc there are

advantages to group living, while for others the disadvantages are such that a solitary existence is
preferred by natural selection. Once a species evolves group living there often follow important
consequences for the individuals in the group in terms of inter-individual relationships and group
structure. This chapter looks at the advantages, disadvantages and consequences of social
behaviour. The evolutionary pressures favouring helping behaviour are investigated as is the way in
which soeial behaviour plays a vital role in the lives of many species including termites, army antso

lions and naked mole rats.

1.6 ECOLOGY . ENVIROI\MENTS

The astronaut in Figure 1.2 is surrounded by very hostile conditions on the Moon. There is
no breathable atmosphere, no,running water, very high tempetatures in the glare of the Sun and
very low ories on the dark side cjf the Moon, no soil, just dust and rocks and the risk of meteors. In
fact the Moon is probably unable to.sustain any form of life, although biologists live in hope that
some micro-organisms may be found there. This is why the astronaut has to wear a spacesuit trr
carry his oxygen supply and maintain his temperature correctly.

All these characteristics of temperature, light, aridity and ground structure make up the
environment on the Moon. It is a very unusual environment, by Earth standards, because there are-"no living organisms; in other words the environment on the Moon is abiotic: it is made up only of

,
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physical conditions. On Earth, the abiotic environment of an organism is composed of physical
variables such as temperature, rain- or snowfall, nutrient and toxic content of the soil, the power of
wave action and wind speed. Unlike on the Moon, on Fanh an organism also experiences the
influence of other organisms, for example through competition, predation, herbivory, pollination
and seed dispersal. The effects ofsuch isms forms the biotic part of the environment.

Fig. 1.2 Commander David R. Scott from Apollo 15. The spacesull contains a portable
environment to support him.

Although the abiotic and biotic components of the environment can be treated separately, the
relationships berv.'een them,are complex. For example, the amount of incident light falling"on a leaf
may depend not only upon'the position of the sun and the amount of cloud cover, but also on the

'angle at which the leaf is held, and the shading effect of the surrounding vegetation. A nutrient-poor
soil may be colonised by plants with root nodules containing nitrogen-fixing bacteria, but the
presence of such plants alters the soil by increasing nitrogen availability, thus allowing subsequent

colonisation by other plant species. Fire is a physical phenomenon which depends on the weather,

but a fire can only burn because of the build"up of organic matter from the biotic environmgnt as

occurs in savannah grasslands.
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For any organism within a community, the environment which it experiences will be the
result of these complex interactions between biotic and abiotic factors. Some factors will be more
important than others for limiting an individual's growth development, survival or reproductive
success. Different factors may be important at different times in the life of the organism: a

caterpillar will have different requirements from an adult butterfly; seed germination-will be
affected by different aspects of the environment than those which affect a mature plant. Whether
or not an organism can survive the environment at all stages of its life in a particular environment
is therefore of considerable importance in determining the distribution within habitats and the
overall global range of individual.species. Figure 1.3 summarises the complex.interactions
between the abiotic and biotic environments of an organism.

abiotic lactors

interactive
relationshiP

+ d'rect elfect

--> indirect ellecl

. Fig. 1.3 Summary of the complexity of interaction between an organism and the
biotic and abiotic components bf the environment.

Investigations of the components of the environment and the responses of organisms playa
crucial part in ecological study as they add to our understanding of both the distribution of species
and the structure of communities.

1.7 ECOLOGY - TROPHIC LEVELS

There are many approaches to studying the edology of organisms in their natural
surroundings. We have already seen several of these: charrges in population size the occupation of
nich6s andrso on.-Another way is for ecologists ;o study organisms from the point of view of their
feeding relationships - what'they feed on and what feeds on thein. There are a number of reasons
why this is a good approach. First, one of the major problems faced by all organisms is how to
obtain enough energy and nutrients to survive grow and reproduce. Second, if the feeding
relationships of a group of organisms can be unravelled, then we get a clearer understanding of

I

other organisms
in population

climate (and
microclimate)



how those organisms interact. Finally, there simply is not enough time, nor sufficient funds, to
study every species in detail. Ecologists therefore often cannot always look at each and every
species, one by one. Rather they study the autotrophs, the herbivores, the carnivores, the
decomposers and so on, lumping together.the species that have a similar role in the community.

Trophic literally means feeding, so trophic levels are the levels or positions at which species feed.
Examples of trophic levels include 'herbivores' and 'decomposers'. In this chapter we will look at
the characteristics of organisms in each of the trophic levels. We will then examine approaches to
the study of the feeding relationships of organisms. Finally, we will see whether there are any rules
governing the trophic levels and feeding relationships observed in nature.

1.8 ECOLOGY . ECOSYSTEMS

The word ecosystem is a relatively recent term. Sir Arthur Tansley invented the word in
1935 to apply to a whole community of organisms and its environment as one unit. Tansley
realised that the- community could not be sepaiated from the particular environment in which it
lived. The physical features of the habitat plus the climatic influences determine which species
form the basic structure of the community. For many years, ecologists had realised that a habitat,
and the community it contains. are a single working system. They applied many terms to this
concept, but apart from ecosystem, only one earlier word. biocoenose (Mobius. 1877), is
frequently used, especially in Europe and Russia

The ecosystem, or biocoenose, consists of the community of organisms plus the associated
physical environment. The main features of the abiotic environment are climate, soil and water
status (land, freshwater aquatic or marine); other features include geology, topography and depth
below sea level. or altitude above it. We have already looked at some of the organisms which
occur in ecosystems: both autecological studies of species and species in communities. The study
of ecosystems is included in synecology as all the organisms and environmental factors are
studied as an integrated unit.

Many features of the ecosystem are difficult to separate out and look at in isolation from
the communities they support. This is the case, for instance. with the soils of terrestrial
ecosystems and the water relationships within ecosystems. The importance of water in freshwater
ecosystems, including bogs and lakes, is described. The relationships of soils to vegetation and
climate is also investigated, including soil classificatior and distribution on a global scale.

1.9 ECOL.OGY - CONSERVATION

As the human population and its domination over this planet increases, the threat to the
naturally evolved life forms also increases. As the human population continues to rise more and
more land is brought under direct human conJrol for agriculture, the amount of natural vegetation
diminishes and with it ttre space available for the species which live in such habitats. The vast
expanses of tropical forest have become increasingly threatened in the last few decades, as large
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commercial companies back clearance schemes for cattle ranching and timber exploitation. Even in

the oceans fishing is so intensive that populations are diminishing rapidly. In European waters most

fish now caught for food, such as cod, are not fully grown. The large mature fish have already been

caught and the smaller ones are captured before they can grow to replace them. We have become

too efficient as predators.

Some animals are hunted not for food but for luxury items. The African elephant

populations have been severely affected by poachers hunting for ivory. The various rhinoceroses are

even closer to extinction as they are killed for their homs. Our leisure activities also affect the

wildlife: exotic species such as parrots and coral reef fish are captured in their miilions for the pet

trade. Most die before they ever reach the countries where they are to be sold. All this leads to a
feeling that Homo sapiens is out of control. We have become a species which is no longer in co-

evolved balance with its environment. Conservation is management of the Earth's resources in a
way which aims to restore and maintain the balance between human requirements and the other

species in the world.

1.10 SUMMARY

1. Ecology is the study of how organisms live and how they interact with their environment.

2. The environment includes other organisms and physical features'

3. Autecology is the study of the ecology of a single species.

4. Synecology is the study of the ecology of whole communities of organisms.

5. Ecology is a practical science - observations and'experiments are required to investigate

organiims.
6. There are underlying principles in ecology which predict how organisms will react in particular

circumstances.
7. Experimental design is extremely important and requiies, wherever possible, controls,

replicates, the accurate collection of data and careful interpretation of results.

The face that we are destroying species, habitats and perhaps even the life-support system of
the planet by our inesponsible behaviour is a depressing thought. However we do have the

knowledge to realise what we are doing and the understanding of what we could do to stop the

decline and put things right. This is where ecology fits in to the picture, The autecology of rare or

threatened species, the synecology of communities and the role of the abiotic'environment in
ecosystems are all relevant to conservation. The population dynamics of a threatened species and

how it fits into the food web indicate how likely it will be to recover population size once its habitat

is secure. The setting up of protected areas or nature reserves is often a feature of conservation

practice; theories of biogeography, an understanding of succession and the processes of nutrient
cycling are all of importance in understandtqg these ecosystems.
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1.11 EXPECTED QUESTIONS

l. Describe the Nattue.and Scope of Ecology
2. Explain in detail the relation between Ecology and other sciences.
3. Give an account on ecology relevance to civilization.
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LIFE SUPPORTING PROPERTIES OF WATER
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1 1.2.2.9 Surface Film
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1.2.2.15 Thetmal conductivitv
1.2.2.16 Convection
1.2.2.17 Thermal relations of Ice
r.2.3 EXPECTED QUESTTONS
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. I.2.I INTRODUCTION .

That brnnch of limnology which deals with the rneasurernent of significant rnorphological
features of any basin and its included water mass is known as morphometry. Certain fundamental
conditions of production arise directly out of size and form interrelations. Therefore it becomes
necessary for the linmologist to. make various measurefirents of shore line, area, depth, slope,
volume, and other morphological fbatures and to establish from them certain ratios which serve as

indices of lake differences. Details of these procedures belong more properly to field and laboratory
work (see Welch, 1948) and will not be treated here.

. 
1.2.2 LIFE STJPFORTING PROPERTIES OF WATER

1.2.2.1 heszure: Water is a heavy substance. Pure water weighs 62.41b. io ".r. 
ft. at 4t. This

is a direct rpsult of its density. Since density changes with differences in temperature, cornpression,

t:.

\t
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substances in solution, and substances in suspension, the weight of a cubic foot of natural water is
not always the same. It is roughly about 0.2 lb. per cu. ft. lighter at 27"C than at 4"C., and it has
been estirnated that substances in solution and susperlsion in intand waters usually do not add more
than about 0.1 lb. per cu. tt. to the weight. However, for ordinary purposes, calculations of pressure
on the basis of 62.41b. per cu. ft. are customary. In calculating pressures in the sea, a value of 641b.
per cu. ft. is corrnnonly used. The pressure at any subsurface position is the weight of the
superimposed column of water plus the atmospheric pressure at the surface. Pressures in water, as
,{^-+l- j.-,.*.r^-a. r^^s-plii ;r*;.:k.';l,, r.:i;idly becorne great, so that ultimately a crushing effect is imposed upon objects
subntcrgcd to considelable depths. This collapse under pressure is called implosion. Apparatus
which iricludes inner spaces to whiclr water has no access must be protected against the crushing
eftbcts of pressure in deep water.

1.2.2.2 pensity: Some of the rnost remarkable phenomena in timnology are dependent upon density
relations itwater.

1.2.2,3 Variations Due to Pressure: Water at the surface, subject to a pressure of only I
atmosphere, is consi<lered as having a density of unity (1.0); at a pressure of lb atrnospheres, tlre
density is about 1.0005; at 20 atmospheres, the density is about 1.001; and at 30 amspheres, it is
about 1.0015.

1.2,2.4 Variations due to Temperafure: Pure water forms ice at 0'e., and steam at 100"C., but
the main interest here is in the changes of density of the liquid due to temperature. Water possesses
that unique quality of having its maximum density (Fig. 1- ) not just beforp it forms ice but at 4'C
(39.2T'). Strangely euough, it actually becomes progressively less dense (lighter) as it cools from
4t, to the freezing point.

Fig.1. Graph showing relation between density *Oi"oe"tui*"?-pure water
, .. *...&.;-.,r:,{i*dd& s!Fi*erdisCorttintred at 20t.
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The performance of many, possibly most, inland waters parallels closely that of pure water,

as shown in Fig.l. However, one departure should be mentioned, i7z.., it is a well-established fact

that with increasing hydrostatic pressure the temperature of maximum density in pure water becomes

lower than 4'C. atttroigtr the change is of small magnitude. It seems likely that this fact explains the

occu11ence of temperatures slightly lower than 4t. at the bottom of very deep inland lakes in

sunrner (Wright, l93l; EddY, L943).

trn natural enyironments, water is ordinarily least dense (lightest) at the maximum summer

terrperature. As it cools down during autumn and early winter, it gradually increases in density until

+t. is reached. Further cooling <lecreases density until the 0"C. is reached.

According to Coker (1938), sea water becoures heavier as it cools until the freezing point is

reached, i.e., the temperature of maxirrnrm density is at 0t. instead of 4"C. as in pure water.

l.2.Z.S Changes due to Dissolved Substances: All natural waters contain substances in solution.

The concentrations of these substances vary widely, although, as a rule, the total arnount in fresh

water is less than that in sea water. Such substances usually increase the density of water, the

amount of increase depending upon the concentration of dissolved materials aud upon their specific

gravity. A marked in{luence of this sort occurs in salt lakes in which the density may exceed that of
th" o."*.. Evaporation increases density by concentrating the dissolved materials; dilution reduces

the density.

1.2.2.6 Changes Due to Substances in Suspension: All waters, as they occur in nature, contain

so11rc suspended particulate rnatter. The quality and quantity of these substances vary greatly in

different waters and at different tinres. Silt and certain other materials are heavier than water and

thus increase its weight; others may have a specific gravity similar to that of water and cause no

significant change in its weight. Density cuments and related phenomena may be caused by

substances fur suspension.

1.2.2.7 Mobilily (Viscosity) : Water is

an exceedingly mobile liquid. Nevertheless, it
has intemal friction (viscosity). This viscosity

varies with the ternperature. Water is

distinctly more mobile at ordinary srunmer

terperatures than it is just before it freezes

(Ftg.2). For the present purposes, the values

given in Table 1 indicate the essential features

of this variation with temperattue.

t.'g

$o.zeo
o.d?7
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Table 1. changes in the viscosity of pure water due to temperature

Temperature. t Percentage of Viscosity
0
5

10

1s
70
25
30

100.0
84.9
73.0
63.7
56. I
49.8

44.6

The mixing and stirring of water in nature are largely due to wind action. It is evident from
the table given above that the response of water to a wind of fixed velocity would differ with
diftbrent ternperatures of the water. Much morc work is required of the wind to produce a certain
result when the water is near fueezing than when it is near summer tefiperatgres. Pressure does not
cause any significant change in viscosity.

1,2.2.8 Buoyancy: Buoyancy is a direct outconrc of density and varies with the sarrre factors. The-
law of Archimedes is as follows: A body in water is buoyed up by a force equal to the weight of the
water displaced. (The greater the density the greater the buoyant force; the denser the water the
hi.gher will a floating object ride in the water. Ships passing fron-l fresh water into sea water rise a
little higher, and the sanre ships with the sarre loads would ride somewhat higher in winter than in
swnrner. Submerged bodies of all sorts are, of cotuse, under the same influences and subject to the
sarre changes ofbuoyant fbrce.

1.2.2.9 Surface Film: When water is exposed to air, it acts as if it were encasbd within an
extrenEly thin, elastic, surface mernbrane. This boundary is commonly known as the iurface fttm
and is interpreted as a manifestation of unbalanced molecular action. In the interior of the water, the
molecules do not exhibit any such phenornena, since in that position they are attfacted'io;each other
in all directions, neutrdne the attiaction of one another, and are thus balanced. [Iowever, at the
surface hlrn, a phenornenon calhd surface tension occlus, due to unbalanced attrdctions between
molecules at the surface, since the surface'molecules are attracted on one side orly, and upward
attraction is lacking because there are no water rnolecules above them It happens, tlieiefore,^that a
surface tension is produced which acts inwardly, and the nlolecules act as if n"y formed a tightly
stretched, elastic membnane over the water. This srirface tensiod'diminishes with rise of teinperature,
and it is also lowered by organic substances in solution, although rrost salts increase.it. In pure
water, it is said to trb grdater than in anl otherliquid except nrcrgury. Objects which do not *"t'.*y
be supported on top bf thid lfilrrs even 'ttrougb theii specific gravity is'several tirnes greater than that
of the underlyihg rater: A'tine-hon6red:ddnndsitation is tlb supponing o{ d dry, steel needle on
the surface filnr The'Iinlnologist,'i3 accustorned to" seeing, at timbs alonglandy lake shores, patches
of sand floating on the sufface filnt 'fiie'hnder slrriace of the istriface film also'seives as a rhechanical
support for certain objects in nature. Light rays, irryinging from above, penetrate it if the angle of
incidence is not too great, but beyond a certain angle the surface film reflects light. Viewed from
below, especially at an. angle, it appears as an exceedingly snnoth, somewhat silvery, opaque fihrr
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This film is now known to have nrany linmological relations, the rpre irryortant ones of which wil
be discussed later.

Masses of foanr, sorrptirnes of considerable size, appear occasionally,along the shore in
inlafld lakes. Hmdman observed reduced surface tension in regions of foamforrnation and suggested
that the piling up of an organic film by a steady; strong, onsbore wind operating for several hours
might cause such an emulsion.

Table 2. Range of strface-tension deprcssions in various situations

FromHardnran

Situation Surface-tension
Depression" D}mes per cnt.

Oligotrophic lakes o-2
Eutrophic lakes v20
Bos lakes 0-20
Lakes with foam 2-9
Near Lemna and lilies '5"20
Durine plankton bloom o-20

1.2.2.10 Temperature: Terrperature is one of the rmst itrpoftant factors in an aquatic environ.
trEtrt. In fact, it is possible that uo other single factor has so nrany profound influences and so rnany
direct and indirect effects. It, therefore, becorrrs necessary to give a rather detailed discussion lcre.
Certain inlrerent thennal properties of water will be treated first.

1.2.2.11 Specific Heafi Water.hps the greatest specific heat of all substances, except liquid
hydroge,lr and lithium at high tenftratures. Since this heat capacrty is so great, it is used as the
standard in expressing specific heats of other substaoces. The heat capacity of water is given the
value of 1 (i.e., specific heat of water is 1), and. the specific teats oi otber substances are
recorded as the ratios of their thermal capacities to that of water. More specifically, the numerical
value of the specific heat of any substance is tlre nunrber of calories of heat necessary to raise the
tefiperature of I g. of the substance to the extent of l"C.

Since the specific heat of water is so great, a hke rnrst absorb vast quantities of heat in
order to increase its temperature by 1'C., ald this explains tlp slow rate of warrning up of lake
water in spring; Iikewiie, its slow cooling in autrmti is du6 io tb large anprmts of heat which
must be given off. Thus, it is seen ttrat tb terponre to tbp rnajot,",hld* in aii teryeratures is a
very deliberate one: Water tenperatures ,aWuys lag far *hi"d tft Ug", changes of air
te,rrperatures.

l.L2.l2 Latent Heet of trbsion: Another peculiarity is tbat before water at 0oC. can becorne ice, it
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must give off a large anrount of heat, and, conversely, when ice has just been formed at the fteez.ing

point, it must absorb a large arnount of heat before it can transform into the fluid state. Actually, it
requires about 80 units of heat to change I g. of ice to the liquid state when both are at 0'C. The

heat thus involved is called latent heat of fusioz. From the statement just made, it follows that the

amount.of heat required rrrcrely to convert ice into water with no change of ternperature would, after

the conversion has occurred, raise the tenperature of the sarrp arrrount of water about 80t. Latent

heat of fusion is thus eighty tirnes greater than ttre specific heat, although the specific heat of water is

greater than that of all otlrer substances save two.

1.2.2.13 Combined Effect of Specifrc Heat and Latent Heat of Fusion: In lakes and other
natural waters, the cooling of water in autunn with subsequent ice formation r.n winter and the

disappearance of ice followed by warming up of the water in spring involve interchanges with the air

of vast quantities of heat. As a consequence, the changes of water ternperature are slow. In northem

Michigan, for example, where the winter corrres early, the larger inland lakes rnay not freezi over

until December or early January; while in spring, the ice may not disappear completely until April.

1.2.2.14 Evaporation: W3ter, including ice and snow, evaporates at all environrrpntal

temperatures. In evaporation heat is consurned. That quantity of heat necessaly to convert 1 g. of
water at 100"C. into stearn without altering the tenperature of the latter is known as latent heat of
evaporation, sornetirnes called heat of vaporization. Water haq the rernarkable peculiarity of
requiring 536 heat units for this conversion, a quantity of heat much greater than ttlat of many otlrcr

liquids. When evaporation occurs, the necessary heat required to make the change from water to

steam must come from somewhere. It may cofire from some source of high terryerature, such as the

su1; it may be withdrawn from the water itself from bodies in or around it, thus lowering their

ternperature. Rate of evaporatiou is determined by several factors usually acting sirrultaneously, viz.,

temperature, relative arnount of free surface of the water, vapor pressure, barorrrtric pressure, aud

amount of wind action. The manner in which these factors operate is too well known to require

description here. Still another factor, viz., quality of the water, sometfunes affects evaporation in a

significant way. According to Harding (1942), the rate of evaporation of water decreases about 1

pJ, ,"ot fbr each I per cent increase in salt content until suctr content reaches about 30 per cent.

Sea water '\rould be expected to have a rate of evaporation about 2 to 3 per cent less than that of
similady exposed fresh water." It would thus seem that in various inland saline waters evaporation is

siglificantly slower than in corryalable fresh waters, There appears to.be little information available

as to the extent to which rate of evaporation is affected by substances in solution in the so-called

fresh waters; possibly, for linnrological purposes, the effect is commonly negligible. 
\

The removal of heat by vaporization of water in nature goes on more or less continuously

and plays an inportant part in the heat cycle of water and the superirnposed air.

1.2.2.15 lhermal Conductivity: The thermal,condlrctivity of water is very low. If the water of a

lake were heated only by conduction from the surfase, the whole thermal corrylex would be

radically different. Heating of water artificially by conduction alone would alter man's whole

economic schenp. The influence of conduction in the transmission and distribution of heat,

corrpared with certain other factors, is distinctly minor. Heat coming to a lake from the sun is partly

absorbed and to sonre extent conducted, but the really eflective heat distribution is due to wind

action in agitating the water and, to a much rnore limited extent, to convection currents.



1.2.2.16 Convection: When water in a beaker is heated by a flanrc placed below it, those portions

of water first heated expand and rise while the upper, colder, denser (and therefore heavier) portions

sink. If the heat supply continues for sorre tinp, there are thus set up ascending and descending

currents, by rneans of which heat is carried all through the total water mass. This fbrm of heat

distribution is known as convection.. Most forms of artificial heating of water are of this type. It
should be noted, however, that the relation of the sun to a lake surface is just the, reverse of that of a

beaker and flame, since the source of heat is above instead of below; and it might appear at first
thought that no convection cuffents would result, since the water being heated is already at the

surface. However, convection does occur under the following conditions: (1) cooling and sinking of
surface water, as when the sun sets and, under conditions of falling air ternperature; (2) entry of
colder water from a surface tributary; (3) cooling of surface water with the passing of auturur into
winter; (4) alternations of cloudy and clear skies; (5) alternations of winds and calrn; (6) entry of
cooler subterranean water at a high level in the basin; (7) advent of a cold rain; and (8) cooling of
the surface water by evaporation. These and other possible conditions produce a situation in which
convection currents are in action most of the tirrp in surface waters at least during the open season.

1.2.2.17 Themral Relations of lce: When water has reached a terperature of 0oC. and has givc't
up the large amount of .latent heat of fusion, it changes its physical state aud becomes ice. In so

doing, certain other significant thermal changes suddenly come into existence. The ice expands

(coefficient of expansion = 1.125), and its density becornes less (0.917), thereby becoming lighter
than the underlying water, and hence it floats. The specific heat is only about one-half that of the
water from which it was formed (0.505 at terperature 0 to -21'C.), but the thermal conductivity
becomes twice as great (0.005). Transmission of sun's heat to the water thnough the ice in winter,
but it should be pointed out here that while it might appear that because of its reduced specific heat
and its increased conductivity the ice would facilitate passage of heat from the water to the colder air
in winter, only a relatively small amount of heat is actually lost in this way. The thermal conductivity
of ice, even though twice that of water, is nevertheless relatively ineffective, and the ice cover
seriously interferes with the passage of heat from water to the air.

1.2.3 EXPECTED QTTESTTONS
1. Explain the life supporting properties of water.
2. Bxplain the various physical features of water. Write a note on their lirrnrological

significance

1.2.4 REtrERENCES
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LESSON I..3

THERMAL STRATIFICATION OF NATURAL WAT-ER BODIES

1 .3. l lntroduction
1. 3.2 Thermal Stratification
1.3.3 Spring Overturn
1.3.4 Stratitication
1.3.5 Epilimnion.
1.3.6 Hypolirmrion
I . 3. 7 Modifications of theni,ral stratification.
1. 3. 8 Diminutive stratification
1.3.9 Terminology of Thermal Stratification

1.3.10 Fall Overturn
1.3.11 Thermal stratification in the Great Lakes and Larger Bodies of Water
1.3.12 Thermal Stratification in Tropical Lakes
1.3. 1 3 Modified Thermal Stratification

1.3.1 Introduction

Water is unique in a number of respects. Upon these unique features rests the explanation
of rnany phenomena in aquatic biology. It is interesting to speculate on the nature of that aquatic
world which would have existed if specific heat, latent heat of fusion, and latent heat of evaporation
were smaller than they are. Under present ckcurnstances, water in nature is a great storehouse of
heat without at the same time becoming a nrcnace to the adjustnrnts of life to tefiperature as they
now exist.

1.3.2 Thermal Strati{ication

In the deeper lakes, a seasonal, thermal phenorrenon occurs which is so profound and so
fm-reaching in its influence that it forms, directly and indirectly, ttre subsffucture upon which the
whole biological framework rests, particularly in the teryerate zone. Therefore, a clear
understanding of the salient features of thermal. statiftcation is a necessity. The cycle of events
now to be described is the normal expe€tation in terlperate lakes.

1.3.3 Spring Overturn

If a vertical series of temperature records is taken at regular intervals of depth from surface
to bottom just before the ice cover goes off, it will be found that the terperature of the water just
under the ice is Very near the freeztng point and that at successive depths it is gradually and very
slightly waflner. Bottom-water tenrperatures differ sorpwhat in different lakes and according to
conditions described later but they tend to be near tbe tetrperature of maximum density (4t.).
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This condition is one in which the coldqr but lighter (Iess dense) warer is o1 tcip of warmer but
heavier water at the bottom With the Coming of spring and its gradually risilg air temperatures,
the ice begins to disappear, and the surface water rises in temperature. When the surfice water
rises to 40C., or thereibouts, heavier water is now produced, on top of the lighter waterimmediately
below, and the forrrer tends to sink through the latter, the mixing often being aided by rp.iog
winds. In this process, the underlying colder but lighter water tends to rise to the surface *fr"t" ii,
in turn, is warrned up to a terrperature of 40C. And then sinks if tlrere still remains any colder but
lighter water below. This continues until the whole lake becomes homotherrprus (of the sanre

f"p"tu,Tt t{oughoutaom surface to bottom) and therefore of the same density. , Being now of
the sanre density throughout, the whole lake, under the influence of spring winds, will circulate or
mix from surface to bottorn, producing the phenorrrenon known as the spft overtunl or the spring
circulation. Thermal resistance is at a minimurru and relatively Ught-wi;as may cause 

"ontptutl9ircu14io1. Y*-g by convection has becorne essentially nil, except at night when the surface
layer cools and tends to sink, the conveciion currents so pro^duced playing u p-urt in mixing sorne of
the upper water only. Rise of tefiperature of the lake to 4oc., aftir in"tirupp"aruulce oii"e, may
take place in a few days.

Disappqfance of the ice cover of winter now exposes surface water to the
atrnosphere. Surface water then slowly gains heat. The slightly warmed water, reaching a
terrperature above 40c., is lighter than ihe underlying water mass and if irrmobile will remain at
the top.

However, the difference in density between surface and underlying water is very slight, and
resistance to mixing is correspondingly small. This resistance is known as thermai reisnnce.
When thermal resistance is $rall, the amount of work requires to mix the lighterr-warn*r water
with the heavier, colder underlying water is minimal. For exanple, it requires only 0.0067 erg to
mix a colurm of water 1 sq. nrc. In transverse area and 1 m^ ttgtr io whictrthe tenperature gradlent
is uniform and whose upper surface has a tenperature of 5oC,-and its lower surface a tenferature
9f 409. Thus a tiny breJze can stir this lighter water into the heavier water. Heavy winds, co1nrnon
in spring, continue to circulate the whole lake. As the slow heating process at the surface continues
and the ttlermal resistance remains srnall at all horizontal levels, wanner water may be,mixed all the
way to ttre bottom Consequently, the terrperahrxe of bottom water also slowiy rises as spring
advances. Heat intake at the surface accelerates as spring advances, owlng ptirnuCfy to increasin!
length of day and increasing vertic4lntss of the sun Prisently, tle rate Jf tr"ut int-ake by surfaci
water begins to overturn the ability of average winds to continue mixing warner water into
underlying colder waters, thus setting up differences of thernr,al resistance ofincreasing magnitude
at various horizontal levels. By late spring or early srunmer these differences in thermal t"sirtun"
finally becorne too great to be overcorlte by exis1ing winds, and mixing of the whole water mass
ceases. This marks tb end of the spring overtunt. During this overtum period the tenperature of
bottom water rnay have been built up to a level several degrees above tle i*tiat 40C. Fo; exan*rle,
in one of the subnrrged depressions in Douglis Lake, Michigan, bottom terperatures (depth22
m.) at the end of the spring overtum., peridd "of't9,39-1p48, were successively as follows: 7.5, 5.4,
6.2,7.0,8.3, 6.0, 9,5,9,7,7.8, 10.00C. Thus the'ffiiat bottom-wat"i t"op"rature for the
subsequent summrner stagration pgriod is determined..'On,sonlebdCasions it rnay happen in a
te'ryerate lake of the second order.that, because of unusually vigorous and long protracied wind

___--___\_
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action, bottom terperature builds up so high that the thermal resistance between top anrl bottom
water is too slight to overcome wind action at the surface. Then circulation of the water mass

continues more or less all summer. For exanple, in Douglas Lake, Michigan, which stratifies

thermally in sunnner withgreat regularity, peculiar spring meteorological conditions in 1918 built
up the bottom ternperature to 15t. In June, thus living but a very few degree difference in
terperature between top and bottorn, and no stratification occurred during that summer.

1.3.4 Strptification

. As'etaled above, the spring overtum is terrrinateffwhen accelerating heat intake at the

surface leads io the forrn4tion of a veftical tenperature gradient within which the thermal resistance

becores too. lreat for the existing winds to continue mixing the whole water Inass. Then the

circulation beconps pariiat and increasingly confined to the upper water. As the sur,face-water

te.ryerature continues to rise and becornes conespondingly lighter, more and more thermal

resistanbblrp,offered to a mixing by wind action of surface water with the lower heavier uiater, until
tb situation .rises when surface-water-tefiperature is much higherthan that of tmderlying water,
possibly a difference of 100C. or rnore. Then only surface water can be circulated by the wind.
Coincident with this situation, or shortly thereafter, a thermal stratification coiltes into existence. A
series of vertical temperature records taken at regular and frequent depth intervals from top to
bottorq using apparatus suitable for such work, would show 1 the upper layer of the lake, known as

tIrc epilimnion, inwhich the water ternperature is essentially uniforrq 2 a stratumn€xt blow, !p.qw
as the thennocline in which there is a a phenornenal drop in ternperature per unit of depth; and 3 the
lowerrnost region or sffaturn, know as the hypolimnioa in which the tenperature from its upper
limit to the bottomis neady uniform

The transition from spring overtum to thermal stratification is a struggle for supremacy
between the two events. It is a direct reflection of events in the amosphere. Incipient stratification
develops only to be dispersed within the next few hours by rising wind. Terrporary thermoclines
may forrn, disappear, re-form possibly at sonre other level, dod disappear again. Late in the
transition period, two or tlnee thermoclines sometirnes fonn along the sanp vertical tenperature
gradient one above the other; these may be broken up by'a vigorous storrr1 or, if weather conditions
permit, they may consolidate later to foqm the pennanent thermocline. Occasionally a tenporary
therrnocline may last for several days bdfore it is dispersed.

- The dates of beginning and ending of the spring overtum vary from year to year. In
Michigan this overturn usually has duration of about 4 to 6 weeks. In sorrp lakes and under
unusual circumstances the ovefturn'may extend rnuch beyond these limits; e.g., the writer has

. records of spring overtuns which lasted 7 to 13 weeks. The long extent of the overturn usually
provides arryle opportunity for the whole water mass to becorne thorougbly mixed and circulated.

Occasionally, abd under the following special circurntances, an incomplete or partial
overturn may occur: I larger inland lake with unusually great depths, 2 small'lakes with depths



much greater than ordinary ones, 3 Brnall lakes of ordinary depth tmder the influence of calm
weather and a spring season of rapidly rising air temperatures, and 4 small lakes unusually well
sheltered from the wind. In the first instance I unusually great depth alone irnposes a possible
dfficulty to a complete mixing at the bottom The second cbndition-2 is one in which the area is
too small to permit sufEciept wind action to produce complete circulation. In the third instance 3 a
combination of a clam period with rapidly rising air tempergture may cause the surface water to
become warm enougtl and hence light enough, to make it irnpossible ior subsequent winds to force
the upper water very far into the heavier, underlying water. Under the last iondition 4 virtual'absence of wind action leaves only the mixing due to convection.

1.3.5 Epilimnion.

The epilimnion, being almost homothermous throughout, is the zone of swnnrcr circulation.
Because of this circulation, any significant changes in air terrperatures are followed, to sorne
extent, by the water of the epilimnion, so that there may be periods of thermal rise or fall, within
surnner limits, of the whole stratrun

Thennodine

The most unique stratum is the thermocline.: When once fonned, the demarcation between
epilimnion and therr-rpcline is very distinct. The water of the epilimnion, with its riinbst uniform
temperatures, is rather abruptb succeeded by a layer of water in which the fall'in,terrperature
throughout its whole thickness is very rapid. This sudden transition from epilinurio'n to therrmcline
is often very abrupt. When a series of vertical terperature records takbn duringifonditions of
thermal stratification is plotted in the form of a curve, it will be seen that the part bf the curve
representing the epilimnion rounds off into ttre part representing the therrnocline, sb that there is,
even in the sharpest of thermocline formations, a srnall transition stratum Therefofe, any rule to
determine the exact position of the upper limit of the thennocline would be arbitrary. Fiowever, the
need for a standard practice in recording thermocline position led Birge to forrnulate, about forty-
five years ago, the rule which is now widely followed. Tbe essential feature bf this rule is that
where the fall in terryerature with increasing depth forrns the surface is less tttd"llc. penn-
(0.548h. p"j ft.), that position is still within the epilimion; but where the tenpeianre i.rfio"
becomes l}c. Per m. of d.epth, that circunstance marks thre upper limit of the thermocline; and,
finally, the lower limit of the therrmcline is similarly deterrnined but in the reverse order, viz.,
where the drop in terrperature with increasing depthlrst becatnes le:ss than 10C. Per rn it should be
noted that the typical transition from epilinrnion to'thermocline, and the demAication estiblished by
the rule described above is to that extent a nrore arb.lt1nry one./ 

,. 
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The fall of terrperature within the therrrpcline varies with different lakes, with ditreient
seasons, and with *le progress of the sruruner. Tenperature cliririges'as great as 7.80C.,Per foot liave
been recorded, but it is probaHe that such extreme drops ar".'ery rare. In fact, the author has qbver
rnet conditions, in rimny hundreds of terrperature'records taken on ffny diverse ta6s, in wti+ the
ternperature fall exceedcd about 5.fC. Per foot. Tetrperature'fall in the thennocline il not
uniform but is connnonly greater in the upper levels.
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The initial date of definite ttpnual stratification varies with different lakes, with latitude,
with altitude, with rrrteorological differences in tbe same latitudes, with physiographic characters,

with different subnrerged depressions, and with different seasons. Seasonal differences in the sanp
lake are often striking, as, for exarrple, in certain northern Michigan lakes, the date of beginning of
tbermal stratification has varied, during a period of fifteen years, form late May in one season to the
last week in July in another. In ttre early stages of formation, thermal stratification may appear
tenporarily, only to disappear 4gain under the influence of i[creased wind action. The date of
permanenr stratification is, to a large ext€nt, deterrnined by the mea of the lake, the date usually
being earlier in the sumller la\es within the sarn region.

Ordinarily, the thenrrccline forrns first as a relative$ thick stratrmrr often with its. upper
limit not very rentote from the surface, 4nd tlrc lower limit quite deep. Ia'Douglas l-ake, Michigan,
it is not urlconnnon for the initial therrmcline limits to be about 4 to 18 m the decline of
terperature per unit of depth is less than it will be later in the season, although sufficient to qualify
the whole stratum as a ther.rnocline. Sornetirres, the thermocline originates as.two or three
thennoclines, olle above the other, which subcequently fuse to form one thermocline. Ohce
fornrd, the therrnocline rmdergoes a gradual seasonal change as the srunnrr progresses. Its upper
limit gradually drops h d"prt" thus increasing the volume of the epilinrrion and reducing ihe
thenrccline vclurrp. .Likewise, the lower limit may rise in'position for a time, but the arnountpf
rise is usually slight. In thp record rrentioned above (rnrtiat thernncline position at about 4 to 18
m), ttp thermocline 'position was about 12 to 17 m by tte middle of August, with the
congentration still continuing; also the drop in te$peratue per unit of depth had doubled. In sorre
instances,. ttris concentration may reduce the thickness of the therrnocline to I m or less just before
tbe autunp,o-vertum, and tre desce.nt of th upper limil of the thetmocline rnay be such as to
increase the epilirmion four or five.tirnes its original voltune. Not infrequent$, the therrnocline
rnanifests, in additiou to its concentration, a gradual sinkfu of its redian planre so that the whole
tbrnnc\e is dropping to a lower and lower depth level, a process which continues until the
ovelturn-, F ttt obtequent discussion of chemical stratification and its relation to the productivity
of ttp lakp,it will be showq ttnt,r lhis sinking of ,the upper limit of the .therrnocline has a
coqpensating effect on biological production It sbould be noted that tbere are exceptions to the
seasonal history just,described, but it represeirts'tbe. ordinary expectation in tenperate lakes of the
second orfler.

The general position of tlre therrmcline for tbe wbote s,rrrrmrr depends a greatdeal upon the
are4 ovei.ryhich th9 win{ has. fuil pppornrnity to exert,its.infhrence.. ,,In"lakes.having similar
conditbns of depttl expo--srrol altitude, locatlon,"and, so o& ,.th,Walle ths surfac.e arca tb hrgher
the thernpcline positio& irregular lakes with long ramiffbg arms and lakes containing islands of
unusual sizq or nunrber may have a totFl,arEA of considerable,bize,!ut,tlreatrgas of free wind sweep
rnay be v.e.ry rnuch reduced and thrq acgtFly. be less, erygsed, than,14qny, sm44or lakes; also the
thernroclino position rnay be hlgb. I4 a certain. silnallr ovoid,Michigan,lakq,.atbut ,305. X. ZiS ra
and appnoximately 18 m. h .dtptb ,the thernocfing ,pgsition at the ead,of. August, 19i26, was .2 to 6
trr in this lake, the epilinrnion.,ts 9f" very .amall ,vollw -thrqughout tho" season,. while the
hypolimion has a relative$ large volume: 
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A secondary thermocline is sometinres formed but is pemunent, lasting, ordinarily,but a short tinp' Such a phenorneuon rnay occur when the prfunary thermocline is deep and whenthe epilimnion shows a difference of several degrees of teryerature between the surface and itslower limit' Such a therrnocline is a thin o-1, *itrc orop orterperature per unit of depth is srnallalthough suf;Ecient to qualiff as thennocline conditions. So far as known, it is always forrnedabove the primary therrnocline. As many as three thermoclbe strata may b prese,nt terrpormily,when thermal stratification conditions are just takiag form

It must not be assumed that because thenrncline forrnation is found in a certain lake it is auinvariable feature' Since meteorological conditions are intimately concerned with thennalshatification, thqy may actually be of such a nature during the spring and early sunmer fo aparticular season as to prevent complaely any stratification. Ttlefe are] of @urse, all gradations
between those lakes which are too shallow to stratiry permanently in tb sunm*r and those whosedepths are such that stratification is certain. Amng tt"r" iot"rgfud"s are lakes whose depths arejust great enough to establish thermal stratificatioo o*iog 

" 
ctam spring and surnrner but whichwoyld not strati& during more blustery seasons. Such interrrediates iould, over an extensive

series of years, show about an equal nrunber of stratified and uncertified conditions. However,in
lakes whose depth-area relations are such that thermal'stratification is the regular expectation,
exceptional rneteorological conditions may, at more or less rare intervals, prevent stratificationcompletely. In ong Michigan lake, whose swnmer thermal history nas b,66fi rol&;|||6,15,;
therrnal stratification was absent for one out of 37 surmrers, the exceptional instance.being dge,apparently, to an unusually regular series of spring and early surnner st6rms, spaced at intervals ofabout one week *9 o{ sufficient vigor to circutate the water aud gradually to raise the bottom-
water terryerature far above the nonnal condition" so that furally tli 

"ootr*t 
(thermal rrsi*tun"j

between bottom-and surface-water terperatures was not great enough to prevent srxnrner
circulation from affecting the whole lake. The very deep intaniu<er *" plouuutynever srrujecrio
this occasional absence of stratification.

Vertical oscillations of the thennocline'are not rmcournon. Vertical te[perature records
taken at regular and frequent intervals sometimes shw the ufrer sgrfaca"r,n" thernrocline at one
level at one time and at anotber level a short time later. Such oscillations are usuaty the result ofviolent $lntrner squalls which pile up surface water on the exposed sae or tne hke, the increased
weight of the water depressing the thermocline locally. U/6o celm follows, the colder, heavier
water of the therrnocline and hypolimion returns to its forrer position as the surface *ui", again
seeks its norrnal b"*^-Ult *. p -dorng 

a swing is spt up this *oiin*, ior a tirne. Thus, the
thennocline rises md falls with decreasing 

"rFfinni, 
,rniil, with c€otinudd cakn, it rnay finally

manifest only very minor s{viqgs, which tnav t" due io inegular 
"otrent" 

in the hypolinrnion
resulting from the orlginal rnajor movement. ilbse swiags-of the thermally st utifi"A water
constitute a temperature sebhes.
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1.3.6 Hypolimnion

One of the principal influences of the thermocline, when once pernranently fornred, is to
isolate the hypolirrmion fr.om the epilirmion and its circulation. V/hile it is clairned that under
sorrp circumstances a certain amount of water from the epilirmion may be forced down into the
hypolimnion and a minor, subthermocline circulation thus set up, the thermcline constitutes an
effective barrier against influences or disturbances originating ai the surface. Subsurface seiches
may swing hypolirnnion waters from side to side, and, and, in those special cases in which
subterranean water supplies enter the lake basin below the therrnocline, tbe filpolirrmion may show
deviations from the usual condition. Alsterberg and others claim that the wind not only-causes
circulation of the epilinrnion but also produces secondary and tertiary horizontal currents in the
hypolirnnion. Subthermocline movernents are greatly in need of further study.

A srnall but definite rige of ternperature during the surmner at the bottom of the hlpolinnnion
has beeu observed (Welctr, 1927) in certain lakes. The incrernent seeilrs always to be of a gra.dual
nature' The total temperature increase for the season is usually small. In Douglas Lake, Mirhig-,
where it is known to occur, it is not a regular eveot, but appears to be absent d*iog ,o-" ,*rorlrr.
No satisfactory explanation of these heat gains is yet available.

1.3.7 Modifications of thermal stratification

While the type of thermal stratification just described prevails, so far as is known" for the vast
majority of North American terryerate lakes of the first and second orders various rnodifications
may occur either tenporarily or permane,ntly. some of them are as follows:

1. Themnocline at the surface;

In such an instance, tenperature decline of thermocline magniode begins at the surface,
extends to sorne d"pttu and gives place to a typical hypolirnnion. ThJ epilinrnion is thus
eliminated. It is sornetimes argued that such a condition shouid not be designated as a thermocline.
However, since it is llfical in all respects save the presence of its upper lfroit 

"t 
the surface, there

seelns to be sorne justification in regarding it as a therrmcline. The writer has formd this
phenomenon only as a terporary condition. 'It is said to appear occasionally as a local and
terporary plrenomenon in Lake Brie. Aa extensive caln seems to be a necessry elenrnt in the
existence of such a situation. ordinmily, it is of rue oocurretrce.

1.3.8 Diminutive stratification

Under special conditions, very shallrcw water, sometirres mt more than 0.5m In depth may
show a typical diminutive thermal stratification. Corrybte protection from surface Oirt*Ui""", 

"J,for exarrple, in a ty+,- aknost corrpletely enclosed cover, and certain bottom conditions-*iri;h
seemed to fimction 

in helping to keep tlre bottom water cold (large mnounts of *ii r*p;"d"d;;
suspended materials) appear to be inportant factors in those instmces ob,served by,tl; #i;.-- --
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. i'rc.-: f)ilgrnm shotving tlcprcssi,ru irrcliviclrralitr- in lhcrurrtl str:rtifi('ation lrs cxemlrli-
ficd in Dorrglrs Lnkc, \Iiclri,:rrr. -\ug. l!, t9:-12. liltoh v0rtit:rl t'olttrIn r{'t)ri}s(!trt,s c v(]rticei
sect.iorr tlrr(,lrglr tlro rr.giorr ('l tnn\iururl dclrt,h of ea<:llrf tlrc seven, isolal crt, srtlllrrelgcrl
deprcssion.s rsitlrin tlre rrrrrirr lirkc ltrsin. SIratle,l blot:ks iIr (:nch colurrrrt irrrlicate the posi'
tions of tlrc tlrcrrlg<:lirrc. IIn< lr dclrressior) is arit.ing irrtlepcntlr:tr[l)" Lctters et top oI
coluurns:rrc slrlrroti:rtiorrs frrr nlnrcs of the depressions. OIre deprcssiou (8P) slrorvs both a

pri[r&ry uutl { scr:ottclar-v thcrrrloclilrt-'otl this (late.

2. Partial or complete absence of thermal stratification in lakes having large inflow of cold,

heavy, mountain water and large outflow. Certain lakes of northern Italy are said to lack the

typical thermal stratification for this reason.

3. Submersed depressor individuality. In lake basins which contain in the g-eneral b.asin, isolated

depressions separated completely from each other by relatively shallow water, it may happen

that each depression acts as a separate unit or as if it were a separate lake, except that all such

depressions in the same lake possess essentially the same epilimnion. Each depression may

have its own thermocline which differs in position and thickness in the different depressions

and each depression may have its own individual seasonal history. Furthermore, certain

depressions may stratify thermally, while certain ones nearby and of similar depth and

exposure may not stratify at all. Douglas Lake, Michigan, manifests this depression

individuality in a striking way in its six, major, Submerged depressions; and instances in other

lakes are now known. Obviously, temperature records made in one depression of a multiple

depression lake basin would not give a comect picture of conditions in that lake.

[.3.8 Terminotogy of Thermal Stratification

The terms epilimnion and hypotinmi,on were first proposed by Birge in l9l0 and have had

almost universal adoption in work on lakes, but several names are applied to the thermocline. The

term thermocline wai first used by Birge in 1897 as equivalenf to the German term Sprungschicht

employed earlier by Richter. Later, Weddeburn proposed the ferm discontinuity layer. Since then,

F
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the terms transition some, mesolimnion, and metalimnion have been proposed. It is sometimes
referred to in French as the couche desaut thermique. However, the term thermocline is now so'widely 

used that it will probably continue to be the approved designation.

Since the terms epilimnion and hypolimnion, because of tircir derivation, are not strictly applicable
to the sea where thermal stratification is occasionally found, Atkins (L925) has proposed the term
epithalassa for the upper stratum and hypothalassa for the lowest stratum of the sea but retaining
the terrn thermoclirie.for the for the intermediate stratum.

Summer Stagnation Period.

When thermal stratification is permanently established, the lake enters upon what is known
as the summer stagnatiorl'period, so named, probably, because the water of tne hypolimnion
becomes "stagnated" for the summer and at least part of the autumn. Birge has expiessed the
condition of the summer stagnation period as follows:
During the summer, then , our typical northern lakes really consist of two lakes, one superimposed
on the other: first, the lake above the thermocline, whose temperature is high and whose witer is
kept in active movement by the wind; and below this, the itagnant mas-s of water below the
thermocline, having a low temperature, denser and more viscous than the upper water, in which the
gaseous and other products of decomposition are accumulating and from which they are only
slowly and partially discharged.
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1.3.9 Fall Overturn

With the passing of summer and early autumn, declining air temperatures begin to cause a
cooling of the surface waters of the lake. Water thus cooled and rendered heavier sinks, and
convection cuffents are set up so that the temperature throughout the epilimnion is equalized and
lowered. This lowering of temperaturc progresses until the epilimnion comes to have as low
temperature as has the upper part of the thermocline; then successively it attains the same
temperature at the various deeper levels in the thermocline, and finally it drops to the same
temperature level as the hypolimnion, and then the whole lake becomes homothermous and
consequently of the same density. Conditions are now such that wind action can circulate the water
from top to bottom, with the result that the whole lake takes on a uniform character in all of its
various strata.

If the hypolimnion maintains during the summer a temperature higher than 40C., the
overturn will begin when the water of the epilimnion and thermocline falls to that higher
temperature, but the circulation will continue while the whole lake cools down to 4'C. by the
formation, sinking, and mixing of colder, heavier water at the surface. Essentially, the fall overturn
is a repetition of the spring overturn, the only outstanding difference being that the former is
terminated by declining air temperatures and not by increasing temperatures. That the total mass of
water is stirred thoroughly in a complete, typical overturn is clearly demonstrated by the resulting
physical, chemical, and, to a certain extent, biological uniformity oi the water during the period oT
the overturn.

Like this spring overturn, the fall overturn usually continues for a considerable but variable
period. In Michigan lakes the period is known to have a variation of 3 to 8 weeks. Its duration
depends upon the general rate of decline of air temperatures. Seasons vary greatly with respect to
the date of onset of ice cover. Delayed ice cover usually results in prolonged fall overturn. A fall-
overturn period of several weeks and the usual autumn winds ensure that again the lake is
thoroughly mixed from top to bottom.

sprng orcrtum -: srEffin{fty -- fa( qw.tura Winter

lr1q. ,:; I)iagrttns sllorving cssentitl temperaturcr relttions in a ten;terote Inke of tihe
sccond ortlerr. duritrg tlrc four lrrinr:iprll $eilFor$. Nurrrbcrs to the light of euc:lr diagrn,m
represcrlt thc ict)lpernture con(liti.)rrs frrjrl sufllec t.o lxltt,om exlrrtrserl in tlcgrccs r:cltti-
grarle. \'rrtious clctrriletl vnlucs rrsotl in,tlrele,qlilgr:rrrrs, srrch as dcrrtlrs, tcrrrperatrrrqtlcclirne
iIr t,he tht'ri)roclirtc, aritl tenrpLfaturo clistributiorr, tliffer iu clifferent lakcs, brrt. tlrc essr:ntjral
fetrturcs itr.this geasott:rl c1-cle rentriu'thc sanie in.temperate laker of the sccorrtl orrlcr.

$ro\
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lVinter Stagnation Period.

Declining airlemperatures in early winter lower the temperature of the surface water until it
falls below 4'C., after which the water becomes colder but progressive,ly lighter. Being lighter, It
no longer sinks but remains at the surface. When compared with the summer stagnation period, the
temperature conditions are just the reverse the warmer water is at the bottom with the cold water on
top but with respect to density the conditions are the same, i.e., the lighter water is at the top.
Ultimately, the permanent ice cover forms on the surface and blankets off the lake completely from
wind disturbances; then the whole like resembles, in a general way, the hypolimnion of the summer
stagnation period.

Coleman (lgzz)describes the consequences which would result if that peculiar property of
water of becoming lighter instead of heavier on cooling below 40C. were abseni as follows:

If water followed the usual law when cooled below 39.20 (400C.), it would sink to the
bottom instead of remaining at the surface, and at length the whole body of water would reach the
freezing point of 32" (00C), when ice would be formed and, being heavier than water, would
accumulate at the bottom. During a long winter, the whole lake would be transformed into a solid
block of ice ... some of the surface ice would thaw in the summer, but in deep lakes the lower parts
would be perpetually frozen.

A very thin layer of water just below the ice is near freezing temperature, and, for a
relatively short distance below, the rise in temperature is rapid, up to about 30C. From that point on
to the bottom, the rise in temperature may be very slight. This vertical temperature distribution,
when plotted in the usual way, gives a graph which in mere form has a certain resemblance to the
curve of thermal distribution during the summer stagnation period, except that the curve is reversed
and lacks the epilimnion portion. This condition is sometimes ipoken of as an inverse
stratification. but it falls far short of the stratification of the surnmer period, and it is an open
question whether it should be referred to as a true stratification.

The temperature of the bottom waters, during this period, depends upon local
circumstances. In the deeper lakes, it tends to be at or near the temperature oi maximum density
(a.00C); in shallow lakes, it is likely to be colder than 40C., although exceptions may occur. Gain
of heat through the ice and exchange of heat with the basin will be discusied later. Certain very
important, far-reaching chemical and biological cha,rges occur during the winter stagnation peripd
which, in some respects, represent a close parallel to those of the summer stagnation p"rioO. These
will also be described in a subsequent chapter,

1.3.1l" Thermal stratification in the Great Lakes and Larger Bodies of Water
(

That large bodies of water tend to manifest thermal stratification seems evident from what is
now known. However, the great mass of water makes possible certain influences not present to any
important degree in inland lakes, as. for example, the much greater depths to which wave action
may extend, and the existence of vertical currents of considerable magnitude. such influences,
particularly the largo vertical cunents, interrupt a thermal stratification or prevent it fronr forming.
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While the-whole subject of thermal stratification in vast bodies of water is still in a formative stage,

it appears that in such waters there is1o..qq4-tinuous thermocline extending from one sfrore to the

other, as is the c_ase in the inland lakes of--the Jirst and second orders, but instead it is formed only

in certain regions. A well-defined therrnosiine was found in the eastern portion of Lake Erie
(Parmenter, 1929) and in Lake Michigar(Church 1942,1945). Eddy (l9a$ found no thermocline

iir. western Lake Superior. Regional t-trermoctines may occur at certain times and plabes, in the

Great Lakes may be obtained from the fact that summer records from the deeper parts show bottom

temperatures at or very near 40C.; alsorhatrhg surface waters of Lakes Ontario, Erie, Michigan,

and Huron usually warm up in summer to about 20C. (variations in both directions) so that the

difference between bottom and sUrfrcrq€r+qlature is ample for the formation of therrfral

stratification, whenever the disturbing influenies of SUch vast lakes will permit. In Lake Superior,

surface temperatures in summer are ordinarily sohewhat lower, but even there regional thermal

stratification may occur.

Its has been found that the temperature of the lowermost water in certain deep lakes is

below 40C. Kemmerer, Bovard, andBesrman (1923) reported that in Crater Lake, Oregon, the

water temperarures decreased from 3.90 at 100 m. depth to 3.50C. At 600 m. depth. Similar

phenomena have long been known for the very deep waters of certain European lakes and similar

ones have been found in the Great Lakes (Wright. 1931: Eddy , 1943\ and in certain Japanese lakes

(Yoshimura, 1932). Without doubt, this reduction of temperature below 40C. is the result of
pressure Physicists have already esta-bliSffi the fact that water at maximum density under pressure

exhibits temperatures below 40, however. since the abyssal temperatures are not so low as those

which accompany the physical effects of pressure on pure water under gxperimental conditions

deep-water temperatures may be the outcome to pressure modified by other influence not yet

understood.

It is intresting to note here that thermal stratification occurs, at least to a limited extent, in

the oceans. It is :a well-developed phenomenon in the English Channel where a definite

thermocline occurs at times during the summer; also in October or November, the waters become

homothermous from top to bottom. Oceanographic literature contains several recorils of vertical

temperature distribution in the open ocean which when plotted in the usual way yield curves whose

shape is that of a typical thermal stratification curve. Hentschel reported a thermocline in the

Atlantic Ocean at a depth of 100 m.

1.3;!2Thermal Stratification in Tropical Lakes / ,

It has been reported (Ruttner, 1931) that in tropical East India (Java, Suriratra, and

elsewhere) smaller lakes with areas of about 0.4 to 0.8 sq. mile have distinct thermoclines but that

in larger lakes where the wind action has greater effect, thermal stratification is les*marked. It
should be noted, however, that while it is blaimed that thermal stratification occurs, and while

Ruttner?s curves are so drawn that they have the'characteristic shape of an epilimnion-thermocline-

hypolimnion curve, the fall in temperature within the region referred to as the thermocline fails to

quufify as a thermocline under-Birge's rule (temperature decline of 10C. or more per meter).

During the period over which these lakes were studied by Ruttner, the contrast between bottom and

sudac; ternperatures was only about 4.50C., sometimes less, even in lakes of considerable depths.



The thermal resistance is, therefore, srnall, and this so-called thetmal stratification is easily
eliminated by w.ind action. If Ruttner's curves had been so drawn that the space units on both
ordinates and abscissas were of equal dimension. as is commonly done, the curves would have little
resemblance to those representing a typical thermal stratification. Examinations of tropical African

) lakes (Worthington and Beadle, lg32) have demonstrated no thermoclines in large ones, such as

!$" Rudolph, Lake Victoria Nyanza, and others, although in one large lake (Lake Edward; area,
580sq. miles; depth, 117m.), a definite rhermocline ar 40 to 66 m. was iound. But this is interpreted
by the discoverers not as a true thermocline but as due to a heavier layer of more saline water
introduced by rivers from surrounding volcanic regions or from undetgtound sources and
prevented from mixing by its greater density.

. Few limnologists find objections to Birge's defiirition of the limits of a thermocline. Some
of them contend that a stratum of water, irrespective of the amount of fall of temperature within it,
be it ever so slight, which contains sufficient density difference (thermal resistanc-) to establish any
kind of thermal stratification should be designated as a thermocline. Such an interpretation
provides no specific limits and inevitably leads to uncertainty. An extreme departure from iommon
usage is that of Hutchinson (1941) who, apparently for certain purposes at least, prefers to regard
the thermocline as a plane chosen at the lower termination of the epilimnion. It ieems likely-that
some of the reported occurrences of thermal stratification in tropical lakes and elsewhere were
based upon unusual criteria fo,r identifying thermoclines.

1.3.13 Modified Thermal Stratification

Many departures from typical thermal stratification have been described. They arise from
the great array of conditions under which lakes exist. Names have been given to ,o*" of these
atypical temperature conditions, as, for example: Dichothermy summer stratification with minimum
temperature at sorne intervening level, sometimes in upper part of hypolimnion, instead of the usual
minimum at bottom; sometimes called temperature inversion-ph"no-"non; may.be either
temporary or permanent. Mesothermy maximum temperature at some intervening levei; may occurin late summer or early autumn; temporary. poililothermy both maximum and minimum
temperatures in some intervening layer; said to occur on warm days following a cool period;
temporary.

Expected Questions:

l. Give an account on Thermal stratification.
2 What is spring overturn? Describe it's role in Thermal stratification.
3. Define the terms Epilimnion and Hypolimnion.
4. Describe the process of Diminutive stratification.
5. Describe the Thermal stratification in tropical lakes.

Dr. K. VEERAT/H
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l.4.llntroduction

one of the most obvious and 
_famitiar 

properties of water is its transparency. Natrualwaters manifest great differences in the degree to which sunlight can illuminate them Theextrernely turbid waters of the Missouri Riveiand sorne of its tributaries offer striking contrast tothose mountain lakes in th:h light penetrates to unusual depths. Also, many natural waters showseasonal and irregular variations, due to several possible causes, in the degree to which,h"y p"*ri,
p,assage of .light' Light exerts a very profound influence upon a whole series of bioiogicalphenomena in water, but, despite its fundanrental inportance, inherent difficulties involved in theperfection of npthods and instruments for.measuring iight in water, qualitatively and quantitativet,
have long resisted solution, and this'subject is stil fr*og the least satisfacrorily known of the.inportant linmological influences.

1.4.2 Light Penetration and Light Absorption

Methods of Measurement. Limit of visibility methods: Sechi's Disk. In 1965, A.Secchi of Ronr, Italy, devised a methgd for studying tt" t *rparenoy.. of the waterq of ttreMediterranean sea. It consisted in lowering into the ;"t"t a white plate, 20 cm in dianpter, on agraduated rope, noting the depth at which the plate disappeared, ttren ming the plate and noting thedepth at which it reappeared. The average of these'iwo readi4g. oo 
-thr 

graduated rope wasconsidered the limit of visibility. Later, Forel used tbe sarne rrrthod, enploying either a whitezinc disk or a white crockery plate, and pointed out conditions tmder which such tests should bemade to secure best results. Trtit rnethod was subsequently used by many investigators. whipple

)
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modified the method by dividing the disk into guardant and painting thern in such a way that two of
the quadrants which were directly opposite to each other were black and the intervening ones white.

He also increased the efficiency of the method by viewing the disk, as it sank in the water, through
a water telescope held under a sunshade

This method has come into a wide use as a meanJ of 
"orr,p*iog 

different waters.

Obviously,. it is not an actual measure of light penetrarffn, but, instead, nrrely a useful, rough
index of visibility when used under standard conditions. It-is also useful in making corrparisons of
the sarrp waters at different tirnes. See Welch (1948) for furttrer information.

l.4.3Geneva Commission Method

In 1883, the Physical Society of Geneva Switzerland, established a committee for
the study of transparency in Lake Geneva. This committee made use of a rrethod the essential

feature of which is the substitution of an incandescent lamp for the white disk of Secchi. The point

of disappearance of the bright spot (the 14mp was designated as the limit of clear vision, while the

subsequent disappearance at a lower level of the last vestige of the surrounding glow of diftrsed
light was specified as the limit of diffused light. This rnethod has the sanp limitations as that of
Secchi's disk, and it's had had a very restricted use.

1.4,4 Photographic Methods

Early methods. In 1873, Forel" hoping to make use of the well-known fact that
silver ctrloride (a white precipitate) blackens when exposed to light, tried lowering a bottle of this

substance into water for known depths and exposures, but the results were not satisfactory. He later

devised small, square frarres which could be suspended horizontally on a rope and in each of which
a sheet of sensitized albumen p3per was so placed that one-half of its surface was exposed and one-

half was protected against hght action this equipment, lowered into the lake at night and bnought

up the.next night,.enabled the observer not only to determine the depth at which no light eftct
occurred'on the photographic paper, but also, sonp effect of light intensity at different depths was

distinguishable in the degree of change in the gensitive paper. Not only did the exposqd aud

unexposed portions of the sheet provide means of judging degree of light effect, but anadditional
aid was devised in the form of a photographic intensity scale made by exposing sheets of the sarne

paper to sunlight, itr air, for different lengths of time.

During the three decades succeeding the work of Forel, many photochemical devices

were invented the more irrportant of whichhave been discussed by Klugh (1925). Mmy of these

emly instrunrents are p'reserved in the Oceanographical Museum of Monaco and afford an

interesting picture of the evolution of effort in this direction. While incrgasing perfection and

ingenuity oi nrtttoO are exlribited in this early history, all of the devices fell short in one or more

respects. However; it appears ttrat for securing records of that faint light which penetrates to great

depths, photographic rnethods are the best yet know.
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Recent Methods Knudesen (1922) proposed a npthod'the essential features of which
were two spectrophotometers ptaded on a line, one above the other, the distance between them
representing the thickness of the layer of water to be examined. A system of slits urade possible the
determination of the coefEcient of absorption for each region of the spectrum through the effect on
a photographic plate.

Khtgh (1925) devised an instrurnent the principle of which is the use of
panchromatic ptlotographic plates "exposed beneath a set of neutral perce,ntage transmission filters,
the plates exposed to the lower intensities being read against the plate exposed to the highest
intensity, the results being given directly in perce,lrtages." The instrurnent is said to measure both
total intensity and the spectral quality of light in water and to be sensitive to radiation representing
most of the visible spectrum

Certain other rnodifications of the photographic rnethod have been devised dwing
recent years but need not be described here.

1.4.5 Photoelectric Cell Methods.

One of the promising developnrnts of recent years is the use of photoelectric cells
in rneasuring penetration of light into water. Shelford and Gail (1922), Atkins and Poole (1930),
and others have made extensive use of various forms of instrurrents in which the photoelectric cell
was the essential feature and have, from tinp to tirne, made certain inprovernents. The principle of
the photoelectric cell is described by Shelford as follows:

All nptals emit electrons under the influence of light. This emission depends upon
the kind of rrrtal, upon ttre condition of the surface, and upon the surrounding conditions. In most
cases, the emission is irryerceptible. By using a very active rretal, such as strontiwn, rubidiurq
caesiurn, lithiufii, sodiurn, or postasiurn, and placmg it in a vacuum or, much better, in an
atrnosphere of heliurn, hydrogen, or argon, the photoelectric effects becorre very considerable with
a potential of 20 to 300 volts aOross the cell.

Gas-filled cells are said to be sensitive to all wave lengths except red but'only
slightly sensitive to yellow and extrerne ultraviolet. It appears that the most promising use of these
cells is due to their greater sensitivity for the short wave lengths (violet, blue, green). These
instrwrents are undergoing a rapid evolution at the present tinre, and perhaps itt"ir conplete
possibilities are not yet known. Detailed description of a modern photoelectric Ce[ outfit designed
for work in water is given by Welch (1948).

1.4.6 The Pyrlimnometer

Birge and Juday (1g2g,1931) developed an instrunpnt known as a Pyrlimnonpter.
The first instrument, 0g9c1te0 by Birge m'1922; tris unOrrg.prrE nurnero;ts iryprovements. Iqits
present fonrl its essential features are

t



I at large-surface Moll thermopile, mpunted in a special carrier; this thermopile
receives the solar radiation; 2 apparatus for rreasuring the electrical currents thus caused. Two
tlpes of rneasuring instnrrpnts are eryloyed; A Millivoltreters to be taken out in the boat with
tbe PyrlirmofiFter; B a galvanometer, for special studies, to be set up onshore and connected by an

insulated cable with tb boat the carrier of the thermopile has a rotating shutter, with eight
ope,lrings, whbh may be open or may carry opaque disks or light filters. The filters are of Jena

glass. The sm's radiation" acting on the tbrmopile, produces an electrical effect, registered on the
recording instrument, which is proportional to the energy of the sun's radiation. Thus, this
instnunent measures sun's energy penetrating lake water to a given level. It furnishes data on
transmission thnough lake waters of light and heat; it also gives the conposition of the visible

spectrum in water, in terms of either wave length or color bands, and the changes in composition
which the spectrum undergoes as light passes through lake waters. The apparatus is dbsigned for
use in snrall inland lakes and has been much used by Birge and Juday in such watbrs.

1,4,7 Factors Influencing Light Penetration

Several factors affect the way in which light illuminates natural waters. The
following are irportant;

1 Intensity al Surface:

The intenstfy of illumination at ttre surface of water varies with a.nurnber of
circumstances, such as degree of cloudiness or clearness of sky, presence of fog, smoke, dust, or
other occasional features of amspheric condition, time of day, and season of the year. Some of
these variations are cyclic, such as the altenration of day and night; others are irregular
nrteorological pbenorena; and still others originate in various ways moonlight is known to
illuminate water to sorrr extent; also starlight in a much rnore limited way; but these sources of
light are likewise subject to vmiations in intensi,ly at the surface. Strictly speaking, light intensity at

the surface of natural waters is highly variable, and periods of uniform intensity are of limited
duration are of limited duration. it should be understood that on a clear day, the light reaching the

surface of the water is the sum total of the light coming I directly from the sun and 2 from the

hemisphere of the sky. Clouds passing across the sun produce alterations in the relative arnounts of
light from the two sources.

2. Angle of Contact of Light with sudace:

Light rays'nreeting the surface of water at right angles pass into it without deviation
from the original axis. If, however, thrc angle of contact is less than 900, those rays passing into the

water are refracted, i.e., bent toward the perfendicular. The refractive index from air to water is

about 413, or 1.33. It is therefore evident tlat the position of the stm with reference to the surface of
water is concerred with the depth tb which light will penetrate. The greatest penetration in a body

oi'water would resuft from zenith srui.- ns the sun departs from the zeniJtU the rays on entering the

water, even though bent toward the perpendicular, penetrate in'a diagonal direction and hence tO

shallower depths.



In gelreral, when light waves encormter the surface of water, a part of light will bereflected' and another part will 
"oio 

tl" water and becorne refracted. This is-true under practicallyall conditions, but the nature of tbe reflegtio3 depends "*" * angle of the rays with the generalwater smface and also upon the degree of 4gitation of the water surface since water is so commonlyin a state of disturbance of sorre son, varying from the rnost gentle swings to severe wave action, atleast a part of tb reflection is usually liety *t**;nentary fearure owing to this conrnronmotion of the water surface, light at 
1 Si"*-ti* ;"t, ir a series of successive rrroments, meet thesuface fihn rnorrpntarily at a given tioL .uy, i" ;G,i; of successive rnornents, nreet the surfacetilm rnorrpntarily at ilumy difflrent {eles of ion ""; he.nce, the irregularity of the reffection.Even in tireq of greatest calnr, there is-a 

""rtuio 
;h*t; of surfbce t"r"f ir., it is never absolutelyimnobile' Therefore, under no circumstances would all of the light irrpinging upon the surfaceenter the water; sone is alwayS reflected.

3. Differences in Latihrde:

obviously, latitude determines tbe relation of a lake surface to the general incidenceof light from'the' sun' the upre rellpte a lake is from the equatorial region the greater the depart'reof tbe sun's rays from the vertical.

4. Seasonal Diflerences

closely associated with latitude are the seasonal chmges in the position of the sun.only locations at or between th9 tropics of cancer and capric orn 1ziozg,N. lat. And 2302g,s. latrespectively) ever have a vertical strn. Beyond mis zone (torrid), north or south, not ody d;pcations have an angular sun but the uogt" 
"Uu[", 

progrrri"ly with the sequence of seasons.

5. Diumat Differcnces

The apparent gally journey of the sun from east to west results in its rise in the skyfrom the horizon to tbe rneriaian ro, 
" "ho*o 

lo";tio;*d a succeeding drop across the sky to thewestern horizon' Therefore, fu*g; of.contact or@trt rays.increases, in an east-west plane, from0 to 900aud then declines to Oin the-evering: The angle of contact of light with the water surface isconstantly clunging during the day, t"*niog itsneareJfapproach to tn" Troiurut noon. 
-'----- l

6. Dissotved Materials

Natural waters differ from prrre water in tbe wal in which they absorb light; also,natural waters differ widery TPoq themselves in this;p., Dissolved materials constirute oneof the inflnences responsible ror lhis difference *f""*r"lr, tlo-;iJ*is;, known concemingthis subject It has bein claired tbat chfqidJ"i;;";;*d magnesium and similar salts diminishlight absorption traces of amnonia, pqoteins,-and 
"ittates 

ilffi;ril;a ;ater are said greatlyto reduca its transparency to ultraviolet tight, *G** JiSsolveO salis- usually have little effect.Differences in light transmission between 
"t?il*-4; ;;';fi;f#"r,, lakes, assignablbto the mineral content of their wate.rs, are apparently "'t'n{"4 1xJ affi1.,ned gases have an,hfluesce*b probable, btrtat pt-"at uttteseess ,nbe boqinabout it



7. SuspendedMaterials

Finely divided materials io .*p"iioq-organic or inorgmic, -tend to screen out lielht.

These materials will be discussed more fully undef the subject of nubdity. In general, the rmre

suspended matter in water the rnore coryletely is light shut out. In very higbly turbid waters, light

seenN to be excluded by a relatively thin sftatunr at tbe surfacet

---
1.4.8 Light Penetration in Pure Water -:= '

Since ""*A waters have various substaqces aud circumstances associated with
them which affect light penetration, it is better to cpproach the subject by considering first tb
phenomena of light penetration and light absorption in ptrre water. In this way, the inherent,

unmodified effects of water alone upon entering light may F distinguished

When light enters pure waters, ,*o "t*gi. o-r"*; 1) I certain part of the ligh is

absorbed by the water, and 2) some of the lght rmdergoes a scattering within the water, this

scattering being in the forrr of a deflectioniLall directions. Absorption is a selective perfonnance

in which certain wave lengths are absorbed rmre quickly ttran others. It has been estimated

(Shelford and Gail, L922) that very small quantities of the violet, blue, green, and yellow penetrate

to adepthof atleast 1,800m of purewater.

Light Penetration in Natural Watcrs:

Ealy work on light penetration was concerned, by interest and by limitations of
method, with the depth to which any light was transnnitted, without reference to selective

absorption. Also, it was concemed almost wholly with marine waters whose transparencies are

greater than those of most fresh waters. Sorne of the qarly records will now be mentioned. Forel
(f aqSl found light affecting his photographic apparatus-in Lake Geneva at 200 rn depttr. Fol aud

Sarasin, using fphotographic-plate nrthod, obtained light effects at a dcpth of alnost 480m. in tbe

Mediterranean Sea near the Riviera. Petersen" also working in the Mediterranean near Capri' got

light influence on a photographic plate at a depth of 550m tuksch obtained a photographic effect

io ttr" easrern Mediterranean at 600 n by ilreans of af iryroved pbotographic apparatus (Helland-

. Hansen photometer) used in tlre Atlantic Ocean during the Michael Sms Expedition, records of
li.ght penetration to a depth of 1,000 rn after an exposure. of 80 min. were secured (noon" June 6,

iDtO, clear sky, near Azores), a depth much greater than had formerly been fo-und; but an exposure

of the same apparatus at L,700 rn for 2 hr. yieldedrnr@bf effect. Sorrewhere betwee,lr thpse

depths, Ugnt, as detennined by this type of apparah$, firded out corrryletely. Photographic

"rrid"o"" 
of light at 1, 500 rn has since been found. Early woikers also discovered that ttre length of

,tay" in.water is very different from that in air; that ttris day varies in duration with depttU and that

ttre dawnand twitght periods, present in air, me virtually absent b water.

Modem Records:

:It appears that methods eryloying @tographic plarcs or photographic paper are

probably the best fbr securing doords of frat very feebb light whieh is transmitted to grcat depttts:

t



However,'in rnodem work, the interest has shifted from a desire to know the depth of fual
disappearance of all light to the rnore fundamental matters of light absorption in the 

"pp"t 
strata.

For tllat ieason" little has been added to the knowledge of grea:test deptlls of penetratlol.: g;bu
reported the disappearance of all color from the spectnrur at ;depth of itt m in the Atlantic Ocdan
near the Benrruda islands. 

{
There is a general law sometimes e,ryloyed in estimating the rate of diminution of.light with increasing depth in a body of water, 

"i2., 
tft B the deptht"t,*.;rhfi1i;rd,t,

light decreases geometrically. Occasionally; the actual conditions in a lake tend to'follo* this"la*,
but caution should be exercised in using it as the general expectatiou since rrndiSing hfh.;;;
nulny' and departtres fromvalues givenby this law are cormton'and often rnarked. :

Because of the various factors and combinations of factors which affect ligfu
penetration in natrual waters, inland lakes vary widely in the *py h which they transmit light. 

-In
the large nurrrber of lakes in Wisconsin studied by Birge aod Juiay, the depth at which the armrmt
of radiation delivered at the surface would be reducedio 1 per cent varied hq* 

"bo;i 
1.5 ,o fr-;,

with various intergradations between them Witl""lO""Ut, even wider variations exist.

1.4.8. Qualitative Determinations

The selective absorption, characteristic of pure water, is manifested by natgral
'waters, nndified by those additional 

.f1ct9rs alrcady me,ntioned which affect absorption Since
these nrodi$dng influences vary so widely in ditrerent wate,rs, only a very teneral statenrent of the
usual character of selective absorption can oe.. given here for nesbwaieilakes- A ;;id";.b;
study of this phenomenon in sea water has been rnade by various investigators, and while in some
respects sea water and fresh water behave similarly in fgfrt absorption,;*; are certain inberent
differences. In this discussion, attention will be confined lig"ly to tie ,"rrrlt, from fresh water.
Birge ant Juday (1930), in their work on more than 30 fuisconsh hk;s, founo ttr,at tbe general
story of changes in the composition of the sun's radiation as it purr"r'tLu-gft *" waters olth"."
lakes is as follows: 

_._
1' In lakes containing heavily stained wajer, very little radiation of wave lengthsJess than dd00A0 occurs below a depth of I m: the blue is negligible, the amount of greei is very srnan ana

{isappears rapi4ly as depth increasss, and the r*tr-ir tme of the adjacent region of the yellow.
The red may b higher than any other color in fact; it may equal 

"i "."""a "u 
gtry *jlu-,loo

The red is less affected by stain and by suspended routt"rr, and, in **"tr where ^stain and
suspended rnatters are at a mildmurn, the transmission_of r"o rnuy 6 tigh", tt* *j otfrocolor' In zuch lakes, the radiation at md-below I m oepth conrcs from that part of the spectrum
whose wave lengths are greater thau 6000 Ao. - 

--- --' '

.:2' trn lakes of rnoderate transparency, the central part of the spectnrm:lauout:Boo Ao.; yellow) hasa much E.reater transmissicn thaneither end, al'thougtt uottireoilXi;-;;"j|;*"i.tff;"i,iil
passing through a fdw'rheters of water contains 

"".y. 
firril'4"*- il"TG;, #hb-redratrthoughthere is more of tfre lqtter. T -. . /1. -,.

i: . \.-- -

I

j
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3; In the most transparcnt lakes, blue exceeds the red. The sbottwave half of the sPectrum

: contributes much at all depths, and radiation from tbe whole region, extending to wave length

5700 A0, is transnnitted tlnough the water atmrch the src rate.

l.4.g,Light Penetration through Ice Cover

Ice cover interposes a partial barrier to ligbt penetration, the effectivenesS of which

depends upon circunrstances suct as thickness of.the ice, its degree of transparency, and the

pri."or" oi absence.of accunulated snow on its surface. It bas already been pointed out that a lake

accurrulates heat during tb winter from the Crm's rays that pass through the ice. Some of the stm's

energy penetrating rbe ice is in tbe form of light. Detailed knowledge qf this whole subject is stilt

iry"*""t although a few studies bave been fixade b5' tbe use of nrodern tecbniques for reasuring

ligilt transmission, one of the latest being *rat of Greenbmk (1945) from which the following

quotation is taken:

It is readily apparent that the penetration of light through ice varies greatly with the

condition of the ice. For-exauple, Tln in of clear ice transnitted 84 per ce,nt, as against 22 Wr
cent for 7ln m. of 'fartly cloudy'' ice. This ice was full of minute air bubbles, which gave it

soupwhat the appearance of opA ghss, and rendered it probably as oPaque 
-as 

any ice like$ to.be

encogntered on natural waters, except that which might have /inclusions of dirt or other foreign

matter. Similarly, the "cleat'' icb just rrntioned was probably as crystal-clear as any which ever

freezes on inland lakes. Between tbese two extrerres, the ice of most lakes, varies greatly in

character, and in ability to transilnit light, depending on the manner in which it was frozen, on

various thaws and refreizings, and so fortb-

Gree,n bank also formd that ice rnay bave a differential effect upon qualitative

transmission of light, depending upon the physical cbaracter of the ice itself. Clear ice seered to

produce no signidcant differences in the r"tatirne transmission of light of different colors, but turbid

ice caused a distinctly lower relative penetratiotr of blue light, a result which he attributed to the

effect of air bubbles and other inClusibns.

Snow accumulation on the surface of ice are comnron, and when present they act as

. an additional even nnre effective barr-ier to light, thus reducing to varying degrees tbe aurormt of

light which reaches the snow-ice interface. Snow reduces ttre initial sunlight in two principal ways:

1l reflection from the strrface of snow greatly bxceeds that from the surface of water or ice; 2) light

entering the snow is rapidly shut out. 
-According to Greenbank, only a very srnall amunt of light

p"o"t o:t", through a layer-of snow a few inclps in thickness. It appers reasonably certain that

il"u,ny snow fall, in its 
-ordinary 

physical stat€; rna! for the tirr practically prevent all lighl ftom

,"u"hiog ttre r:nderlying ice. S"o* is also said io have a differential effect upon the quality of

light which penctraLsit, apparently effecting a greater reducing in the red and blue portion of the

spectnirn



1.4.10 Color of \{ater 
i
I

fne f6$wifrgiu5stauc-e-s-areiaid to play a part in producmg color in natural waters:

1) Iron, as ferrous sulpbate or as fenic oxide, produces various shades of yellow depending

upon the amor4g$Jlgglnl

2) Humic rratters, originating from peaf frnsits,..produce colors varying' with increasing

amounts, ftomilue ["o"gh gfeel\ yellow, and yellow brown to dark brown'

3) Large quantities of calcium oarbonate are claimed to prodtrce a green color'

4) Carbon and managanese are supposed- t9 F involved in color production' but the exact

effect i, ,ro"rrtuio.-loa"y ana Birle (1933) found a definite correlation between the brown

color of bog and marsh waters *a tt" aupuni of organic carbol in the surface waters'

Color production by sonre of the substances mentioned above has been denied outright by

certain investigators. According to Janps and Birge (1938), all colors found in lake waters'

subsequent to"setting, are origilally colloid h their nature or are associated with colloids;

hence. such colors are reducible by iiltration. It seems certain that the whole matter of color

production in water is a very complex one and is still badly in need of critical study'

In sorp lakes, the color is essentially the same at all depths from surface to bottonu

in others particularly the brown lakes, there may be a very distinct increase in the bt'own color with

in r"usiog depths, increases being due to such causes as ttre increase of vegetable stain or of iron in

the lower waters.

Changes in color with season are well known. Some of these are rhythmic; for

exanple, certain *it"r, have two periods of maximum color (May or. JYne and November or

December) and one of minimum color in each oftbe intervening periods. Other changes are 
\

ulegutar, such as those produced by rainfall. I

That colored water bleaches on exposure to direct sunlight seems to be- wgll

establistred.AccordingtoWhipple,certainwarcrslose20percentoftheoriginalco1orby100tlr.
Exposure to sunlight, and conplete color loss results fromiong t*p^:tY" t9, syrlieht, and tonplete ]

color loss results from long exposure. Such blerching is most effe'ctive in the surface layer and

diminishes.rapidly with incrlasing depttr" This bleaching, if and when it occurs, bears directly upon 'l
several inportant linrnolo gical phenonrcna

Color of water is determined by corparing a sarple with sorne form of colorimeter.

Long ago, Forel devised a set of color standards by mixing in vmious proportions two aqueous

solutions, s11s gsataining copper sulfate and the other potassium chrornate. His color chart

contained 11 graded ro6t* t"i"tng from the deep blue of the qopper sulfate qofutlon fone t9 a
'di-d; ydb*-p-oo""d by a rrixture of ttre two solutions in which the yellow solution (potassium

chromate) predominated. 'Forel's color scale was the basis for nreasurement of color in natural



waters for many years' and even yet there is an occasional mention of it in the current Europeanliterature' Two different npthods *" "o*nly used io e-.i"u at the present thtre,,vu.,

I. the platinum-cobalt-standards method, the essential featwe of which is a series of colorstandards method, the essential feature of which is a series of color standards prepared bythe progressive dilutions of h soluiion containing potassium clrlorolatinate; andThe u'S' Geological l:*:y field apparatus in*tri"tr the color standards are colored glassdisks' cahbrated infiyroulttr to 
"oo"rpond to the colors of the platinum-cobalt scale. Itshould be noted hat in spiti of the distinctions commonly rnade between the true and theapparent color of water, field practice often consists ;;Ji;;" ;il*#;;i;ofri#;sanple taken directly from the water and withou, 

"tr*gJof any sort, such as 1iltration orcentrifuging to remove suspended matter. \

2.

l.4.IlTurbidity

Turbidity is a condition of waterresulting from the presence of suspended matter. Isconspicuous' but' as a rnatter of fact, all natural waters'contain suspended materials, and thereforeall are turbid, althoug]l the vary widely in ttre amo;;:-'iil clearesi of mountain lakes have a verylow turbiditv, while the Missouri River t".p.*r;;;;; d;;rd;;;.#' # tirrcworn staternentthat "there is not enough silt in the world to make ,h" o""*, turbid,, is r'"r" fiction, since theoceans are already turbid. rD .r

The sources of substanrces- Ploducing turbidity are innumerable. Any materials,flnely divided or later.hecoming to, *ti.t tti.r ,tr"it 
";-"y 

ilto *aters contribute to turbidity, and thegreat array of materials which may get into a lake ano the variety of ways of delivering suchmaterials to a lake are such as alrrnst..,9 
-d:fy "."rp;; enumeration. prominent among thesematerials are plankton organisms, finely divided r"urr-"i*r 

"f 
organic o1gin, and silts.

From the point of view of their relation to water, turbidity-producrng substances maybe divided into two groups' viz., the settling'."rp"ri"o matters and the r";;dt;;ilffienultters.

1.1.12 Setting Suspended lVlatters.

Those substances which in motionless water.will sooner or later settle to the bottomare known as the seitling suspended matler- a4r*;;;ri"l, settle vgry slowl$ qthprs settle,withconsiderabie promptness' Rate of setting is determined larggly by'the specific gravity of .the

i#iili;1il,j:?;trJ-T:f 
particre, bv the rltb or J;;;;. vorume or ge particre (shape), and by

Table Rate of settling hht"l s{ r1t_u*"-rl:Tenperature of water, 500 F.; specific gravity of
particles, 2.65; shape of particles, spherical



Material
Diameter,

mm

Hydraulic
subsidling value,

mfir per sec.

Tirne required to
settle 1 ft.

Gravel 10.0 1000.0 0.3 sec.

Coarse sand 1.0 100.0 3.0 sec.

Silt 0.01 0.154 33.0min

Bacteria 0.001 0.00154 55.0 hi
Clay 0.0001 '0.0000154 230.0 days

Colloidal particles 0.0001 0.0000001s4 63 years

I Reprinted by permission from Whipple, 'the Microscopy f drinking water, '4th ed., John Wiley &
Sons, Inc.,1927.

The substances mentioned above represent but one class of particles (on basis of

specific gravityg and must be regarded largely as suggestive only. In every lake and at all times of
year, ttr.ie is a continuous settling through to rhe bottom of particulate matter. This continuous rain

bf *uteriut varies in amotrnt from to time, and without doubt the settling is a differential one

depending upon the various conditions expressed in Stokes's law. Furthermore, it may well be that

critin additional influences are also operative, as, for example, the effect of surrounding particles

upon a single particle in the sinking performance. Unfortunately, almost nothing is known about

tt" iot"o"tution of the various particles as the whole mass settles through the water.

l. Delayed se$ling qf fne, suspended matter in the epilirnnion facilitates its oxidation and

largely conirols the character of other biochemical changes in the sedirnents which are

dependent uPon'temPeratures.

2. Delayed settling promotes a sorting and a selecting of sedinpnts, since the various kinds of
particles settle through a stratified liquid until they reach a layer approximating their own

specific gravity; and

3. In the alkaline epilimnion and the neutral or even acid hypollrmion, the biochemical

.products and the resulting sediments differ accordingly

During *re corrplete ove'rtums of spring and fall, circulation of the water to all

depths brings about i t"o,pot*y, uniform distribution of the suspended matters and may also retum

into suspension finely divided matters previously settled to the bottorn sorrp of these materials are

so finely divided and the specific gravity so low that any small movement of the water is sufEcient

to bring ttrem into sospeniion again. Therefore, ttre turbidity of a lake may tre greatly increased

terrporarily at overtunN, although not all turbidity at those periods is due to the overturn alone.

The early portion of the spring overturn may coincide wittr

1. The spring thaw when the turbidity is further increased by much inflow of surface water

bearing large amounts of silt.

I..



The spring maximum of plankton; and

3' Release into the water of he winter accumulations of wind-blown miterials in and upon theice. Likewise, the autrunn oveftum may coincid"li" p*, *i;:"'^ ^'-'

1. The autumnal plankton nuximum

2 a period of increased wind_blown material; and

3' Autumn rains' After the overturn is cornpleted, settling out of much of the materialsoccurs rather quickly, and the water resufiles a more transparent condition. In thoselakes having either an incomplete overturn or none at all, the permanently stagnantdeep waters, although not themselves circulatinq, 
lecorne temporarily more turbid bythe increased arnount of sediment settling through from above at those times when thesurface waters become markedly turbid. 

e

Turbidity conditions during the winter stagnation period are usually different fromthose of other seasons' Ice cover not only shuts out *ioJlto*n particulate rnatter, but it eliminatesall surface disturbance, inposing aeaa-tah conditions upon underlying water. Furthermore,density-viscosity relationships ae altered. rrr r"ra"t,-rigr,r"t, but more vis-cous water is at the top,while the warmer, heavier, but less viscous water is below. while little is known about the actualfacts of settling of particles under these conditions in a lake, it seems likely that those particles atthe top which will settle do so at about a uniform rate from top to bottorn, since the temperatureconditions, operating as they do on the specific gravrty of the p'""i"r", irrri""ru"r, on de,nsity, and
9lthe viscosity apparently about balance eactr other. It^ should atso ue r"memu"red that the
litre1ence in temperature betweqr top and bottom is but ;ta:;;; il; *u,". is at maximumdensity; also, that it is changed viscosity rather than changed density that exercises the major efifectupon the rate of settling. ' Q

The more or less constant wave action of the upper waters of a lake not only tends toslow down settling of suspended materials bu1 also, as pointed out elsewhere, erodes and transportsshore materials some of which are finely divided uoo b""o*, at least terrporarily, suspendedmatter in the water' Irregularities of turbidity thus arise from that continuously changing chmacterof surface-water disturbance of which there is every possible i","t!,u6"Jto- calm to violentstorns. kregularities also arise out of -o----- -'

1. Inflowing waters at one side of the basin.
2. Floods and droughts affecting inflowing waters
3. Sudden contributions of wind_blown material.
4. Plankton swarnN and plankton drift.
5. differences in shore configuration; and other possible local circumstances.

al



1.4 :13 Nonsettlins Srspended Matters
In a very general way, tlrese nonsettling tnaterials may be divided into,two classes:

1. plankton organisms and coarsely divided, nonliving substances whose specific gravity is

such that they are constantly suspended. Certain of these materials are so constituted that
. only strong clntrifuging wili pufl1hem down. The plankton Alga Gloeoffichid, so comtnon

in many lakes, is an excellent exarrple.

2. V9ry finely divided, nonliving materials and organisms of exceedingly small size, such as

sonp of the very minute nannoplankton.

There is reason for believing that all natural waters contain a certain amount of

nonsettling suspended rnatter, the amounts varying in different waters and varying from tirrp to

time in the siirne water; also, that these materials grade down in size of particle to that of true

colloids. Materials in colloidal suspension may undergo flocculation, forming particles sufEcient$

large to sink eventually under the influence of gravity.

Dr. K. VEERAIAH

1
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LESSON 1.5

CONCEPT, STRUCTURE AI\D FTJNCTIONS

1.5.1 INTRODUCTION ;' i 
'

1.5.2 ECOSYSTEM
1.5.3 POND AS AN ECOSYSTEM

1.5.4 WATER SHED LINIT
1.s.5 THE IYIICRO ECOSYSTEM

1.5.6 SPACICRAFT AS AN ECOSYSTEM I

1.,5.7 SUMMARY
1.5.8 EXPECTED QUESTIONS
1,5. 9 REFERENCES

1.5.1 INTRODUCTION

Living orlanisms and their nonliving (abiotic) '91vr1o.nnrent are inseparably i.ter-related and

interact upon each btte.. Any unit trrult inctuaes all of the organisms (i.e., the "community") in a

given area interacting rvith the physical environment so 1!ai 9 flow.of energy leads to clearly

defined trophic strucitrre, biotic diversity, ancl material cycles (i''l', exchauge of nlaterialq between

living and 
'onriVing 

parts) within ttre iystem is an ecological system or ecosystem. From the

trophic (fr. trophe =-nouririr*ent) standpoint,,un ecosystem has two components (which are usually

partially separated ild; and time;, an uutotrophic'component (autotrophic: self-nourishi'g), in

whi-ch fixation of liglrt energy, .rse'of simple inorganig substances,.and b*ildup of conrplex

substances prbdominie, and-a heterotrophic compone't (heterouoqhic = other.nourishing), in

which utilization, ."urrurrg"*ent, and decomposition of complex materials predominate'

i 
Another useful two-category subdivision for heterotrgplT.sugqested.by Wiegert and oweus

(1970) is as flow s,: biophages, organisms consuming other' living brganisms' and saprophages'

organisms feeding on dead Jrgani"hutte.. As will be-exprained below, such a classification takes

t"il;"""9.tation-the time lag between consumPtiln of living and dead matter'

' Froro the functional standpoint in ecosystem rndy. be conveniently al2lyzed in t;11sff,1he
" ,rolto*i,rg;lii;;;i,,lircuits, (2f fooo chai's, (3) diversityplll.t* in ti're 6nd s.pace, (4) nutnent

6;;;ffi"*i"al "ihes, 
(5) i.u"toprn"nt and evolution, and (6) 

"otf9l 
(gvberneticT'

\rl

The ecosystem is the basic functional unit in ccology, since it includes both organrsnrs

(biotic **-r.iii;;t;rd abiotic envlronment, each influencing'the properties of the other and both

..,,""",,u'yformaintenanceoflifeaswehaveit.orrtheeattla.,':,

1t



. Sc. ZOOLOGy :: feSSOX tj - 2 - Ecosl.srErtT6ftFp-i

since no organism can exist by itself or without an environment, our first principle may well. :deal with the "intenelation" -J th; jrinciple-of .\"h"i;q1,, 
that are part of our basic definition of' 'ecology' The term ecogystem was,first propgsed by the British 
"""iogf,, 

ab. t*rt"y in 1935, but,
, :Lt:T:'giooncept is:bv no m."tn b t cent.-eir;;i;"t to the idea-of the unity of organisms andenvronment (as well as thi onenest g{TT an! naturejcan u" ror,rra 

"; 
fh, back in *rTur" rrjr,"ryits one might'care to look' Thus, Karl Mobiur intCiiygf (in German) about the communitv ororganisms in an oyster reef as a "biocoenorir,'i *J in isgz tie emeric* s. a. Forbes wrots hisclassic essay on the lake as a "microcoffi.J rrr" n*ri* pioneering ecologist v.v. Dokuchaev(1846-1903) a^rd his chief disciple G.F. uororouli*io-rp"riulized in-foiesi e"otogy;r placed greatemphasis on the concept of the ..biocoenosir;, u';;; iut.; ;-_.-errd;i"y nurri* ecologists to"geobiocoenosis" (see 

-sukachev, 
rl44). rtur,-io'rnun.r what the environment (whetherfreshwater' marile,.or terreshial), biologists arouna trr. turn of the century began seriousconsideration of theidea of $e ili;i;; IJilr*o,rr.r terms that have bee4 wed to expressthe holistic {iewpoint are holocoen (Friederichs, l9i0;, bir;ft;"iti.rr.,n*r' 1939), andbioehert body (vernadsky, lg44).. Ecosystem ir'u, *igt t be expected, the prefe'ed term inEnglish' while biogeocoenolis (oi geobioioen 

""t ir pt"ferred by writers using the Germanic andslavic languages. Some uniters haie attempted to make a distinction between the two words, butas'far as this textbook is concerned the two'are.oorio.i.a to be synonyms. ..Ecosystenro, 
has thevery great advantage of being a short word which is easily as;t-;#Ji",il uiiy lunguuget

The concept of the ecosystem is and should be a broad one, its main firnction in ecologicalthought being to emphasize obrigatory;F#;r,;;rl-ril;;;;.;;';ar relationships, thatis' the coupling of components to form functionur u"itr. A';;;G airrr, is that since parrs areopefationally inseparable fiom the whole, the ecogystem is the level of bioiogi.ur organization mostsuitable for the application of systems galysis techniques, a subject to be deflt. Ecosystems may beconceived of and studied in various sizes. A pond, f luk", a tract of forest or even a laboratoryculture (micro-ecosystem) providg convenient units of o"J1 ;;j;;;:tt"."*u;- components arepresent and operate together to achieve some sort of funciionat sta6'inty, eve' if for only a shorttime'' the entity may be considered an ecosystem. A temporary pond, for examirle, is a definiteecosystem with characteristic organismsand processes even though its active existence is limited roa short period of time. The practical considerations il;i;t';;;;iri'g and classifyingecosystems will be considered later.

one of the universal feattfes of all ecoslystems, whether terrestrial, freshwater, or marine, orwhether man-engineered (agricultural..g)'ir,not,'is the interaction oi-,r,. autotrophic and'heterotropl/ic 
components, as outlinecl in the statem"nt. very tiequently these tunctions ancl theorganisms responsiblefgl the nroc:ss:s:a{e.nqrtlallr separated in space in that they are stratifiedone above the olher with gregtest autoqeqliic meLtoiil 

";;;'d;il;; upper ..green 
bett,,

I Dokuchaev's chief work, roprintid in Moccow i1!94! was (Jchenie o zonu__prho$, (Teaching About the zones o/-Natare)' Morozov's chief book is uchcnic o lcsc (TeachiogAbout iot"rt l. we are indebted to Dr. Roman Jakobson,

ffffir::"j;fLrc 
raneuaees at Harvard University, ro. ii'otrution on,rr"r" two works *t i.ii ur. but tiute known in

t
:#€**1ry4n-.f,r*F.?



stratum in *ti.r, tigtrt energy r. un1i1"9rt and the 
13st 

intense heteroirop'hic metabolism taking

place in ttre 
..trov,,nTelti;beil* in yhich organic mattel accumulates in soils and sediments' Also,

the basic tunctions t*-p*t"ffy sepgated t1-ti-t in that therq Puy *" t-1yld"ttble delay l: th."

helerotophic utilization qf thl products of autot^ophic organilms.. F.or exlqyle, pho^to.sv1the1is

pi.J".iti.t"s in the canopy of a forest ."9:ytq*. 9ny a part" ofren only a small part' of the photo-

Iv"tt 
"i. 

r, immediatet ;d dl*"ll{ used by gtr gtpi and by herbivores and parasites which feed

on foliage and new *ooaj much of the rfntttesize{ nl"teriat (in the.form of leaves, wood, and stored

food in seeds and roots) eventually reaches the litter and soil, *hictr togetlrer constitdte a well-

defined heterotroPhic sYstem.

This space-time separation leads to a convenient clas-sification of energy circuits into (l) a

grorirg "ii""il-i; 
*t i"tt tir" term grazing r*ry 9 th: direct consumption of living plants or plant

parts, and (2) a, o,rlanic detritus.itruii whiih involves the. accumulation and decomposition of

dead materials. The term detritus ( = a product of disintegration, frsm the Latin deterere, to.-wea,r

u*uyl is borrowed from geology where it is traditionally usgd { designate the products of rock

disintegration. As .rr"a In thls text, 'tdetrifils," unless otherwi-se indicated, refers to all the

particiate organic matter involved in the decomposition of dead organisrnsr Detritus seems the

most suitable of many terms that have been suggestgd to desiggate this important'tink between the

ii;i"g ilrhe inorganic world (see odum and de la Cruz, 1963). 
i

Further subdivision of the ecosystem into six "cornponentst' a;rd six "processes" provides a

,onu"ni.ot, ii;;;h;t*uio*y, ecologicat classifiiation, the former emphasizing structure and

,fr. 
'tur,r,. 

".phurLng 
function. ettftoigh differcnt ytthdu: are often required to delineate

structure, on the one hand and to .r^ut"-r"tes of function onlhe othero the-ultimate goal of study

at any level of biological organization is the understanding of the relationships between structure

and function.

As a general principle we can poini out that from-the^opegtional standpoint (the living and

nonliving pais of ecosystems are so interwoven into the fabric qf nature that it is difficult to

sepi'ate-Gm hence the operational classificatrgn: thll !o not make a sharp distinction between

biotic and abiotic. Most of the vital elements (c, H, O, N, P, flld so on) and organic compounds.

(carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, and so on) are not only found both inside and outside of living

org*ir-r, but tirey are. in a constant state-of flux betwcen living and nonliving Etates' There are,

however, some suLstances that appear to be unique to o{rc or th€-p.-{:t.ltul:'Th: high.energy

storage material, ATP (adenosine triphosphate), pi exgrde,'is found only inside living cells (or at

leastlts existence outside is very transiiory), whgreas hlyi'..t.qQt!?\"ti,*11ttlf::"1tjfl ::'
products of decomposition'(see page Zgi, art never .f911pd. insi$e. cells yet I.t u .qajor 

a1d

characteristic component of 
'all 

ecoiystems. Other',k9y,.liotic complexes,.such,as .t!1 ei]e.tic

material DNA (aeoxyriuonucleic acid) and the chlorophylls, occur both,inside and outsrde organ-

isrns but become nonfirnctional uften outside the cell' As will '!e I r-roled later' qu-antitative

meas'rement of ATp, humus, and chlorophyll .on..att 4rFa or,,yolumq, baFis ,$rovrde.s indices of

biomass, decomposition and production respectively'"



:; .-l

il:: Y-::int :*fT:,^'"9T9:,"':, phagotroph:, *g saprotrophs) may be thought oras the three "functional kingdoms of nature,, siinge they are based on the type of ,,utrition un'O Urcenergy source used' These ecological categories st outinot u" ;"nrrJffiff;,iiltTi't#;ji::
i^Hffi*'1"*::":gifillt:i::,1. e"t""ill ilwfi"k*"ii eiil#'li',no*n in Fig r rn
:ffiyj",H,:l1o:3T.-:llgl"1.oli:q_9ries srgurg-yt u9.o"n,L;;tffi;;,,"#;'il#i.,

Hffi f ,:T3?T:1:j,q"'hy'"t'':"_;i;". 1'""'.'A;il;#,";ii.11JJil:Jiill*Tj,,*.,h"r;;;;fi;,tilffi #il.;#|Tffi 
"fi HilrJ::;#;1,1':;,ffi :,"i::ffi ;'oanimals,' tpu"iaio as "produc"ri,"i'lil 

* 
*," 'ff;":tffiiir:; "ffi:t;J"',Ttt;,' lill3htill
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' Plantae
Animalia

Protista

Iig'l' A five-kingdom system based on three levels of organization-the procaryotic (kingdom
Monera), eucaryotic unicellular (kirigdoT Protista), and eucarlotic multicellu'lar ona ,nuttin;;T";,;on each level there. is divergence in relation to three pri""ipa ,noo.5 ;i 

.*"t,t;ffi;
photosynthetic, absorptive,and ingestive- llany biology and microbioiogy;;; list four kingdoms
!r cgmUining the "lower P.rotista" (i.e., Moner4 wittr itre "higher protiJta,'to ttt irr, ..prOlirrr:;
Evolutiopary relations l! grucn sirnplified, particularly in the Frotista.'only majorcqi-a prrvrl}"
lntered, and phyla of the bacrerii are omitted. The Coelenterata comprise the Cnidaria and
Ctenophorq the Tentaculata comprise the,Bryozoa, Brachiopoda, and pioronida, *; i;;;;
treatnients the Entoprocta. (From Whittaker, 1969)
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emphasized that the ecological classification is one of function rather than of species as such. Some

,frrio of organism, o..,ipy intefmediate positions in the series and others are able to shift their

-oa" of nutrilon accordingi to environmental 
"it"umstances. .Separation 

of heterotrophs into large

and small consumers is arUitrary but justified in practice because of the very different study

;rd;qrri"a. rn" heterotrojhic microorganisms (bacteria, fungi, etc.) are relatiy.e.{ immobile

Cilt iniuedaea in the medium being dicomlose9 *d orre v€r/:: small with high rates of

metabolism and turnover. Specialization is more evident biochemicaftf thayt morphologically;

consequently, one cannot usually detefmine their role in the..:gtytttT by ryth 
direct methods as

lookingpt th"rn o, counting tireir numbers. Organisms which we have designqted as ma9ro-

,on ,r111E^ obtain their energy by heterotrophic ingestion of particulate organlc mqtter, These- are

;;dt;; irii-Jr" in the broad sense. They tend to be morphologically adapted for active.r;fod

;."k#g or food gathering, with the developrnent 9{ complex'sensory-neuromotor_ 11 
well as

,digestiie, respiratiry, anO ilrcutatory syst€rq io th-t hietrel forms. h earlier ediliops 9{St telt the

ti.roronru*-drr, oi ruptottophs, wlre- desigpated'as "decomposers,o but recent work has shown

il;; t" il" ".o.yrt"-l 
animals are more impoitant than bac.te{a or fungi in the decornpositionrof

organic matter. 
-Cooruq,r"ntly, 

it'seems preferable not to designate any particular organisms as

..dlcomposers,' but rattrer ts consider "deiompositiodl,as p process involving all of the biota and

abiotic processes as well For additional general discussions pf the ecosystem concept.

One of the best ways to begin the study of ecology is to go out and study a small pond, or a

meadorr. or,otd-field. n fact, *y rc" exposed to light, eyen 1 lawn, a window flower box, or a

laboratory-cultured microcosm, can be thl "gulnea pig'l for thc beginning'study of ecosystems,

;;;td"dilt tn" phy"i"uf dinrensions and biotic diversity are not,so.grealas 1o 
make observations

ii.,r* *rr"t"\aim"J1 h other words, one does not begin the'ipractical'l or lllab" t!T.{y 9f ecology

i, t .uinn thp great forest or an oceanl In order to ilhurate as many aspectl as,possible-, let us now

,lnjiart n"e eiamptes: a pond, a rneadow, a watershcd, a laboratory micro et)osystem' and a space-

::l

1.5.3 THE POND AS AI\ ECOSYSTEM

. Let us consider thepgnd as a whole as,9n agsystenl leayibg thellrd,r of populations withjn

ttn" porrJi"i or r*"ra'section of.this book. The.inseparability of living organisms *d g*
;;i;;; ;;rtu;; i. 

"t 
once apps€nt wirh the ntst qatnete collected;'{ot onlv is'the pend a

;h* tr r" ol*o uto anfunals tive, 6ut plants and animsls ryke the pond uthat it is. .Thus, 1 ryl'
ffii;f il d; *61; oi u r*op tutl of bottom mrrd is a rnixture of living olgantu6s, both plant

r"i *rirA, ana inorganic and oignnic cornpound;s.'Some:.f,.ft" 1g9"1 f9+ and'Flanls'o*.F

;;dffi; trr" *irer" zu snd] or,counting, but i1 wguld be -tffit"tt P- 
oolnpteletv qna'rafrthe

*fi-fur"raiii;i"g ilingr ao*n:tnr:nonlivlnemasix without changingdrcrcharacterof theftuid.

iil,;;;;;dd ;J;hdthc sarrple,sf'wu6, o. bottom mud sa'that opg nonlivin!,rmatrrial

,;.i"rd" but this residue wotrld then rro longert{ po$d water,orpond:soil,tut wcnrld"tr,v.e entilely

differentappearanc€sandcbaracteristics, "' 
''' " r ''; 'r'r' ''.':i:" ;; ': " " ''



,

Despite the complexities, the pond ecosystem may be reduced to the several basic units, as shownin Fig.2. -/ -- --' -- -_-

1' Abiotic substances (Fig. 2) are basic inorganic and organic compounds. such as water, carbondioxide, oxygen' calcium, nitrogen and.phoilno*r ruitr, amino and humic acids; etc. A smallportion of the vital nutrients is in solution and immediate{y available to-orgunirms, but a muchIarger portion is held in re.serve in particulate -utt.G;:iu[rlhil;;;;'r';;;;r;;r;;iil,in the organisms them sel'les. As Fiayes (1951) tr*.ipiirr"a ii, rponJ;;i;"..is not, as one mightthink, a bodv of water containing ri"ql1t r, iir d;;iibrated system of water and solids, andunder ordinary conditions nearly all of the nutrients *. in a solid rt"g..'; The rate of release ofnutrients from the solids, the solar input, and the cycle of temperafure, day lenglh and other climaticregimes are the most-important piocesses' whilr, t grluti the rate or frinction of the entireecosystem on a day-to-day basis.

2' Producer organisms.'In aRold th;,nroducers 
ryy.!." o1t*o main types:1i; rooted or largefloating plants generally growing in shallow water onty 6ig. 2lr A)and (2); minure floating planrs.'usually algae, called phytoptankton (phyto:'plant; plorkton: floating) (Fig.2 II B), distributedthroughout the pond al deeg as light penetrdtes. In abundan.", trt. p-ffii*i on gives the water agreenish color; otherwise, these producers are not visible to the .*uui oii.*"r, 

"ia 
,r*i, pr.r.n..is not suspected by the layman. Ye1, ir.r lar.Be, d."p ;;Jr ;iT"k"; r*;"tt as in the oceans)phytoplankton is much more important than is rootbd vegetation in the pioduction of basic food fbrthe ecosystem.

3' Macroconsumer organisms.' Animals, such as insect larvae, crustacea, and fish. The primary
macroconsumers (herbivores) (Fig. 2, III-,1A, III-IB) feed directly on living plants or plarrt remains,*d .3: of 

.trvo t1pes, namely zooplankon (animal plankton) arra b"itnos (: bottom forms),paralleling the twp types of producers. ihe seiond4ry 
'.onr.r-"rr 

i.*lr"r.r) ;.i;;;;d*.,;
:1t-t":::Tj,9fltjtrt (Fig. 2,llr-2,III-3) feed o" th" prirnary consumers oi on other secondaryconsumers (thus making thgm tertiary consumers). Another 

-important 
type of consumer is tlredetritivore (2 III-IA), which subsists on the "rain" of organic detritus from autotrophic layers

above.
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Fig. 2.Diagram of the pond ecosystem, Basic units are as follows: I, abiotic substa"r-roes - basie

inorganic and org;r-compounds; IIA, proclucers ,.,,rootqf n"gtfl.nli llB''produeer-s :i

Oilrri'tu*r"ri; [I-iA, prirnary consumel 0;9*:-Pibottpm,forms;' III-IB, primarY consumers

(herbivores;- zooplankion; [I-2, s"corrd'ary oonsilrmers z(grnivores] III'3', tertiary coos'mers

(secondary carnirooresllrv, *ptotoptrs - bacteria and,fungi of decay. The metabolism of the system

runs on sun energy, -iitilr'rrtJ rate qf metabolism and reLtive stability of, the pond depend- on the

;;;i"d;ffi;il from rain and from the drainage basin'in which the pond is loc1rca '

.l

fungi are distributed
4. Saprotrophic organisms (Fig,2, IV): The 

-alultic.basteria, 
flagellates, and

itr"rfi"r, rfr;;*d" bur they ui9 
"tg.ti"tty 

aU,ina*t1*..rhq mud water interface along the bottom

where bodies "r i**;; 
*,i"r"i, ,*rir*"rat9 rvhilg a few of the bacteria and tusrgi are

'0"il;"";"tie-in-tto:itt"v will attack livi,nglorganisms and .ry:: disease, the great majority begin

attack only after trr" ori*irm dies. wdn tJmperature conditions. are favorable,.decomposition

;il; i#aryt" u uoay sfu€&,q dead organisms-do notretain their identification tur very long but

;;"";i;;"n * pieces, .onrund by the cornbined action of detritus-feeding animals and

;;G-il; uiiam.it*tti*tt released for reuse'

Th" p'artial stratification of the gOnd intg 11 upper 'dproductionl' zone and a lovier

.,decomposition - ,r,rfii"nn regeneratiof' &ne can be illustrated by simple measurements of total

diurnal metabolism of water samples. A *liglrt-and-dark bottle" technique may be employed for this

o16*";;; aho to provide a starring point-for charting engrgy flow (one of the six processes listed



i
in paired bottles- one of r.vl-rinl' (+t^ A^-t- L^+ar^\ : rin paired bottles' on: of which (the dark uo'ttr.l i' ;;;;r;l'ffi il;:i'H:#;,"*lffi:iiii::exclude all light' other water samples are *fixed" *iit, reagents ,o ,-tli trre origi'al oxygenconcentration at each depth can be deiermined.t rn"n tt * ,tring of pairecl dart< ana light bottles issttspended in the pond so that the samples are at the same depth from which trre-\, were draw'. Atthe end of a 24 hour. period, the string of bottles i. ,e.ou"d ancl the oxygen concentration in eachsample is determined and compared *ittt ttt" concentration at the ueginniig. The decrine of oxygerrin the dark bottle indicates the amourrt of.respirrrtion iy produccrs and ,--onrun,.., (i.e., the totalcommunity) in the water, whereas oxygen chanie in trr"-rigi t bottle r.eflects the net result of o.rygenconsttmed by respiration and oxygen nnldugecl iy pnntorfithesis. if a'y. Adding rcspiration a.4 ncrprod'ctio. together'.or subtracting final oiyg.n ionc"ntration i. the dark bottle fiom that i' t'elight bottle (providecl that both boitles hld t$ 

:ame ;;;;;" concenrration to hegi' with) gives anestimate of the total or gross photosynthesis (food prodir.tion) for the 24-h.ur period, si'ce theox)'gerl released is proportionarto dry matter produced. 
--""' 'v' r'v 4T-rrv

]'he liypothetibal data in Table I illustrates the kind of results one nright expecr rt,'get with a rir{r*-and-dark bottle experiment in a shallow, fertile po.d on a w,l'm, sunny day, In this rrypotrrcticarcase photosynthesis exceeds respiration in the top two .ete.r' and just balances it in the third metcr(zer. change i' light bottte); below thre-e meters the light intensity is too tow fbr photosynthesis soonll' respiration occurs' The point in a light gradient it which plants ar-e just able 1o balance fbodproduction and utilization is called tbe-coipen,scttialn tevet incl marks a convenient functionalboundary between the autotrophic stratun't (eiphotic zone) ancl the heterotroplric stratum. A dail-vproduction of 8 grams oz pet m2 and excess production over respiratio. would i'dicate a healthycondition for the ecosystem' since excess tbod is being froau..a in the water column that beconresavailable to bottont organisms as well as to all ,rtJ irg""isms during periocls when light andtemperature are not so favorable. If the hypothetical pondivere being poltut"a rvith organic matter,02 collstllllption (respiration) would gr=otly exceed b2 froauction. .resultipg i1 oxygen depletio'and (should the imbalance continue) eventual anacrobic 1 : without oxygen) conditions whichwould elimi'ate fish and most other animals. r' assaying the "health,' ol. a 6ocl.l, of water we 
'eednot only to measure the oxygell concentration as a condltion for existe'ce, but also to detc''inerates of change and the balance between production and use in the cliurnal aird annual cycle.Monitoring oxygen concentratious, then, is one convenient *:y_ol,.feeling the pulse': of the aquaticecosystem' Measurement of "biological oxygen demand" tn.o.o.l ir ;iJ;'sra'clard methocl of.pollution assay' Enclosing pond water in bottles or other containers such as plastic spheres or cyl-inders ltas obvious limitations, and the bottle nrethod used here as an illustration is not aclecir.rate fbr

' The winkler nlethod is the standard procedure for oxygen measurement in water. lt involves fixation with MnSor,H2SO4, and alkaline iodide, which releases elemental ioJine.iri proporrion to oxygen. The iodine is titrated with sodiurnthiosulphate (the "hypo" used to fix photographs) at a concentration calibrated tolstimate nrilligrarns of oxygen perliter, rvhich. convenienrly,.is also grum p.-, nr3 anA parts per mittion 1pp,rrj. nf".r*"i.l".rirodi ."rp,oring oxygenelectrodes are now being develop.a *ni.n will probably 
".n.*u"ri1, 

,.iL." th" srandard chemical nethods. especiallywhen continuous rnonitoring of oxygen.cllangeb'iq desirable. por altaiis o,r nretlrods see reference listed under"American pubt ic Health Associatio--n " in UrJUib t iograptry.
'where water is clear' as in large lakes and *retcean, ptiotosynthesis is actually suppressed by highlight interrsity nearthe suiface so that the highest rate ofphotosynthesis usualry olcu.s.belo* thc.top meter.



assaying the metabolism of the whole pond

larger plants rind animals are not measured.

Table I. Daily Community Metabolism in
Oxygen changes at successive depths

since oxygen exch3l8es of bottom sediments and the

the Water column of a pond as indicated by N4ean

Depth

02 Change (GMSA,Ii) Gross
Prodtrction
(GMS
Ozllr43)

Community
Respiration

(cMS OzlVz)
Light Bottle Dark Bottle

Iop m- -rJ I 4 I

2nd mz +2 -l t
J

3to m' 0 -l I

Bottom mr .J -3 0 5

Total metabolism of water

column (gms O2lmzlday1

8 6

1.5.4 The Witershed Unit

Atthough the pond seems self-contained in terms of the biological components, its rate of
metabolism and its reiative stability over a period of years is very much determined by the input of

sun energy and especially by the rate of inflow of water and materials from the watershed. A rrct

ilflow of materials often'occurs particularlf rvhen bodies of water are small or otttflow is restlicted'

When man increases soil erosion or introduces quantities of organic material (sewage, industrial

wastes) at rates that can not be assirnilated, the rapid apcumulation of sttch nraterials nray be

destructive to the system. The phrase ultural eutr:ophicalion (: cultural enrichttlent) is becoming

widely used to denote organic pollution resulting from man's activities. Therefore, it is lhe whole

d,ainage basin, not just the body of woter, thul rnust be consiclet'ed as the minimum ecosystem unit

when ii comes to mi.an's interests. The ecosystem'unit fbr practical management must then include

for every square meter or acre of water at least 20 times an area of terrestrial watershed. The cause

of and ih. iolutions for water pollution are not to be found by,looking only into the water; it is
usually the bad management of the watershed that is destroyiirg our water resources. The entire

drainage or catchment basin must be considerecl as the management unit- but mor9 about this later.

The Elrergladrjs National Park in south Florida is a good exarnple of this need to consicler the whole

drainage basin. Although it is large in area, the park doeq not now include the source of'the

freshwater that must-drain southward into the park if it is.to .retain its unique ecology" Ihe

Everglades National Park, therefore, is completely .v,ulnerable to qeclamation. agricultural. and

jetpo; developments north of the park boundary. which could rlivert or pollute the "life trlood" of
ilt" ,.gl"d.s." For a picture of a watershed manipulateil qqd ry.o4itoretl 

fbr experimental study, see

Fig. 3.



Because outdoor ecosystems are complex, hard to delineate, and often difficult to study bytraditional scientific means of "experiment and control," many ecoiogists u,l tur,,ing to laborat.rland field micro-ecosystems which can have disprete boundaries *d .un be rnanipulatecl a'dreplicated at will' Figs. 4 & 5 illustrate several types of ,yrr.r, that are bci'g used to testecological principles. These range from closed micrororms thairequire only ligh;;;;;i*t"j,,*r.
biospheres' as it wer:) to assemblages that are maintained in uuriou, kindi of chemostats andturbidostats with regulated inflow and outflow of nutrientr ;; ;;;;;'ii ,.r,o., of biologicaicomponents, two basic types may be distinguished: (l) microecrisystems derivecl directly fi.omnature by multiple seeding of culture media with environmental samples, an<I (z) systems built up

ll^:1*i:rlti:.t from axenic cultures (: r nvFpF,.,w .,a.

Sc. ZOOLOGY LESSON I.5 ECOSYSTEM: C\f,NCEpT STRUCTURE AND p'UN'CrrONl

The Microecosystem

free from othqr living organisms) until the : o,. ,r.r,,j-flefjJSr.'ro" o.ro
desired combinations are obtained. The ,2v ffi!-=ffiltr+-rll

Odum and his students.. In the second

environment imposed by the experimenter. $-._-__-#-,[h8iliiitJ[', *,F

{ormer systems represent nature .,stripped A( |#h llHilgfi flll,ll
down" or "simplified" to those organiims o*' 

il{|h I ll i ;i"\ .ll. / F=JlAIf'--.-.
that are able to survive together wiihin the AH-tr I ll loutue\"Jl-l 

(o) 
wrrxonam'r

Iimits of the containei, the culture .,-..,"d#{,_.1;;,..f
medium, and the lighrtemperature 'sbiuiibYr'"'.._

Such systerns, therefore are usually n

intended to simulate some specific outdoor oAs
mtended to simulate some specific outdoor oAs itj.t"',j"".til:ir" 750n,.

situation. As 'n open nature the' ro*q'-.--"=---;zrqi*

q.., L 'v- r. rrrv [prrNB JHrtw(ARvEMtAl J II{EMATODES (?)

ecological use of "derived" or ..multiple- ALL FRoM axENrc cuLruRE I tt*ff?il:l::
seeded" systems was pione*"atUv- ii.i | ;1i,,:i#":3;;.:'Filil,'FRoMAN

investigator can easily find out by ob- \tr+=/__
servation what major biotic components .l::i'.": .:,
//orr^L ^- ^f ^^^ ^- t---^-:^r^,--- \ / \:' - ' 

"'tt"'r,"";a*".".;?;;"#);#:jlff /r\t.-:j€sr4rSsv ur urvelrsur4tgrr,rargpresentr, .- . "-,::i5::,, 
I

but it is difficult to determine the exact i .r,itli&." 
I,

Icomposition especially in regard to !1ro.rr^,ru 11
composition especially in regard to i11191"ru _ l\[ilffj;,1:ll?,,o,,...,"0,,,,*.o.,.,p:f1" ,rGoide3.. 3, . ot.:. rgoe). rhe ll::,iH:H',:.^i1",^, I hlli*r,:,i1ry 

- n'"vJ.JqA cr

Fiq' a' Three types of laboratory microecosystems. /. A simple, inexpensive chenutstat in which a f.low ofculture media, (B) through the culture chamber, (c) and into un overflow vessel. (D) is regulated byadjusting the electric current fed into an electrolyrir po*p (e),i.n tlre turbiclosrat asreact),-stare regulation isaccomplished by a sensor' placed within the cultured cornmurdty, *"t i"r[nJ; t; ;; density (turbiclity) of'the organisrns (internal regulatiott as contrastea to tlre external Jconrtant ioput; regutatio,., of tlre chemostat(After Carpenter, 1969.) 1/. A gnotobiotic or,,Aqfind:,: rnicrocosrn containing three species from axenic(i'e', "pure") culture. The tube provides - l*1ii *ltilj!1g* 
""n 

multiply freJfiom grazingby tlre shrirnp(hopefully, preventing "overgrazing"). (Aft9r Nixon,.,i'b6i.> ttt A microcosrn..deri'e6" ftom an outclcrorsystem by multiple seeding (see Beyers. 1963).,.SyCtern.I is "open,l, and systems./l and III are..closed,,except for the input of light energy and gas.excitrnge with the airorpl.,"r". eqririuriun., in the closedsystems' if aclrieved, results from nutrient cyilg reguiition by. the community, rather than, by ,echani"alcontrol devices'(as in the chemostat or turbidostat. 
--- -r' -"- 'v'r"'rt"'rrJ*q'rL

,TIcLosURE'.
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Fig.S. Laboratory microecosystems. A. Aquatic microecosystems_derived from nature (see Figure 2-6 Ill)'

Th-e large flasks are .,climait syst€ms that ntaintain themselves indefinitely rvith only light irtput and gas

excheng'e through cotton plug. When samples of equilibrium systems are inoculatcd irrto new culture

medium (small flasks) th" tyr'ters undergo a period of ecological succession or developtrrent that tnirnics

ecosystem development in nature. Micro-ecosystems shown in thc photograph have been subjectcd ttl

gamma inadiation to compare effect of stress on "youthful" and "mature" systems. (Courtesy of the institure

if ecotogy. University of Georgia.) .8. Terrestrial microecosystems ntaintained in plasic desiccatols rvith

trunrpur.-nt tops. Shown are forest floor herbaceous communities maiutained under lorv light intensity as

woulb be chaiacteristic of forest floor vegetation and associated small organisms. (Courtesv of the lnstitute

of Ecology, University of Georgia).

approach, ..defined" systems are "built up" by adding previoi4Bly isolated and carefully studied

clmponents. The resulting cultures arp often called l'gnotobiotic" (Dougherty, 1959, for a

gllcu5slon or rerminology because the exact composition, down to the presence or absence of

bupf*riu, is known. Gnopbiotic cultures have been mgstly used to study the nutrition. biochernistry'-

*d ottrtr aspects of single species or StrAins, .or for thp study of two species interactions. but

t""bntly egologists have begun to experiment with more eomplex "polyaxenic" cultures with the

objective of building towards self-contained ecosystems (Nixon, !969; Taub, 1969).

Actually these. contrasting approaches. to the laboratory microccosysten+ parallel the two

long-standing ways ecologists have attempted to study lakes and other large systems of the real

world.



At 
_this 

point, a word about a colnmon'misconception regard.ing the:;;tulurr"eg.l,, fislr
aquarium. It is quite possible to achieve an approximate gaseou, unJfood blhnce i;; ;q;-r*,
provided that the ratio of fish to water and plants remains small. Back in 1857. Ceoree'Wiirincton
"established that wondrous and admirable balance between the animal and vegetat t. [ir,gOo';::;;
a l2'gallon aquarium using a few goldfish, snails, and lots of eelgrass lvattisiiri"), uoa.-*. ,r.,loi,,
add, a diversity of associated micro-organisms. He not only clearly recognized tft" replpi""-i;ir-;
frsh and plants but correctly noted the importance of tfe snail cleiritivoie :iin decomn;;il; ;;;-
tion and confevoid mucus" thus "converting that ;hich would otherwi;;ri,* 

" *i*"r.i,,J;;;,
into a rich and fruitful pablum for vegetable growth." Most arnateur attempts 16 b;i;;.;;r,r;N'fi,il
because far too many fish are stockel for thJ availabte t r";;;;ftil;il ;;ffi;#; .;* ,t
gross overpopulation!). A glance at Table I shows that for complete self-sufficiency a mediurp-sizs.d
fish requires many cubic. meters of
water and'affendant food organisms.
Since "fish-watching" is the usual
motivation for keeping aquaria in the
home, office, or school, supplemental
food, aeration, and periodic clcaning
iare necessary if large numbers of fish
are to be crowded into small spaces.
The home fish culturist, in other
worils, is advised to forget abbut
eoological balanee and leave the self-
contained microcosm to the student of
ecologr. This is a good time to remind
ourselves, however, that blg'tritters,"
Such as fish and men, require more
room than you might think!

1.5.6 The Spacecraft as an Ecosystem ' 
, 
' ' ,,'

rnan leaves the biosphere he must take with him a sharply delimited, enclosed envirorynent that
must supply all vital needs using sunlight a,s the energy input from the surrounding,and ;;t.h"Jii,
spac€ enviionment. For journeys of a few weeks, such as to the rnqon and back, r"* Opeu not need
to take along- a completely self-sustaining ecosystem since suffrcient oxygen anO ioo* *"ib* storcd
and COz and other waste products can be fixed or detoxified for short periocls.of time. i.or long
journeys, suchas trips to the planets, man must engineer himself into a mLre closed or regensrative
spacecraft. such a self-contained vehicle must include not only alt t ital abiotic substancis and the,
means fo recygle them, but also the vital.qrogessgs:of production, consumption, and-depomposition
must be performed in a balanced manner by biotic components or their mephaaical',ppbqtituies. In a
vrlV rgal sense the self-contained spacecraft is a microecosystern that contains run.'Ii is.interesting
that the same two theoretical approaches as mentioned: in the preyious seition, ,i.e., tn!
"holologicall' and the "merological" approaches, are now being upfti"a to the search. foi ithe
"minimum ecosys'em for man in space." :



I.5.7 SUMMARY
I Fo, descriptive pu{poses it is convenient to recogniz" _t-ry 

following components as

comprisilg the ecosystem: (t; inorganic substances (C, N, COz' H2O, etc') involved in material

cyclis; ()) organf, 
-ro*po,4ods 

(proteins, carbohy.drates, lipids, humic substances, ,etc.) that link

Uiotir *j *Iotic; (3) Zn*ot, iegtme (temperature and other physical factors); (4) producers,

,autotrophic organisms, largely green plants, which are able to manufacture food from simple

inorganic substdnces; (5) *orrororirTn"ru or phagotrophs (phago : to eat), heterotrophic

orguiiir-r, chiefly animals, which ingest other organisms or particulate organic matter; (6)

micrOconsutners, saprOtrophs (sapro = to decOmpose), or osmotrophs (osmo : to pass through a

membrane), heterotrophic organiims, chiefly bacteria and fungi, whic! break d:Y the.complex
" 
compounds of dead protoplasms, absorb some of the decomposition products. an! release inor$anic

nutrients that.are usable by the producers togerher with organic substances, which may pro^vide

energy ,or,r"", or which may be inhibitory or stimulatory to other biotic components of the

ecosystem.

1.5.8 EXPECTED QUESTTONS

l. Explain,t ".on.ft 
pertaining to ecosystem.

2. Describe an ecosystem taking hand as a typical example'

3. Explain the structure and funitions of ecosy'stem.
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1.6.1 INTRODUCTION

The word ecosystem is a relatively recent term Sir Arthur Tansley invented the word in

1935 to apply to a whole community of organisms and its environrnent\ as one unit. Tansley realised

thar the 
"bmm,rnity 

could not be separated from the particular envirohmenr in which it lived. Ttre

physical features oi th" habitat plus the climatic influences detetmine which species tbrm the basic

sffucture of the community. Fot many years, ecologists had realised that a habitat, and the

corrnnunity it contains are a single working system They applied rnany terrns to this concept, but

apart from ecosystern, only one earlier word. biocoenose (M0bius, 7877>, is frequently used,

especially in Europe and Russia.

The ecosystem, or biocoenose, consists of the community of organisms plus the associated

physical environrrpnt. The main features of the abiotic environment are climate, soil and water status

iU"A, freshwater aquatic or marine); other features include geology,. topography and depth below

sea level or altitude above it. We lave already looked at some of the organisms which occur in

ecosystems: both autecological studies of species, and species in connnunities. The study of
ecosystems is included in iynecology as alt the organisms pnd'environmental factors are studied as

an integrated unit.

Many features of the ecosystem are dfficult to separate out and look at in isolation from the

communities they support. This is the case, for instance, with the soils of terrestrial ecosystems and

the water relationships within ecosysteilN. sorrF of the irnportance of a marine environrnent has

already been described in the rock-pool ecosystem in The irrportance of water in freshwater

""o.yrt"r* 
including bogs and lakes is described. The relationships of soils to vegetation and climate

is also investigated, including soil classification and distribution on a global scale.
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r.6.2 AQUATTC ECOSYSTEMS

We have just looked in detail at.a whole series of terrestrial ecosysterns where soils were a
very important part of the inter-relationships between climate and communities. With wetlands and
dquatic ecosystems the climate is a less important environmental factor than it is for terrestrial
eiosystems. The effect of water is predominant and all-inportant in determining the type of wetland
or aquatic ecosystem

Aquatic habitats are, perhaps, easier to identiS than wetlands. They have free-standing water
covering the land surface which can either be fast moving, as in streams and rivers, or relatively still,
as in lakes and ponds. If we consider all aquatic environments, then we must also include areas of
marine inJluence such as brackish estuaries, the tidal zone and the open sea. Both ponds and lakes
tend to be shallow at their edges and deeper at the centre. There are iluny ways in which lakes can
fbrm by build-up of standing water, including in depressions caused by earth movenrcnts and in
valleys carved glaciers and darnnpd by the debris deposited when the ice rnelts. Large lakes, such as
the Norfolk Broads in England, have even been produced by human excavation. The Broads were
created, from Roman tiups onwards, when peat was excavated from the site and the depressions
were subsequently flood.

Linear aquatic habitats are formed by moving water: streams form as rainwater runs offhigh
ground and flows down valley bottonrs frommountainous areas. Streams join up to form larger river
by the time they'reach the coastal lowlands. Streams are usually fast moving with little volurne of
wat€r. ]When the water volume increases due to high rainfall or snow melt, the water has a lot ofr ,.. : ':i,enelgy yhi. ch is capable of eroding and carrying quite large particles away with it to leave a rocky or
sto.nj stream bed. Rivers usually flow rnore slowly than streams; they are large and carry e\ornmus
lbad6 of debris from higher up the water flow. This is often deposited in the lower reaches of the
river, so that it has a muddy floor. Such rivers often meander across large flat plains which flqod

;ia



The presence of deep standing water in the ecosystem protluces"gl e.nVironryent with nnny

unusual properties. First, the arnount of light penetrating the iakeaiaries'with &Pm qttd clarity of
water. Really deep or murky lakes have much of their environment. beb.q the phodc zone withb

which active photosynthesis takes place. Most of the primary prodllcers.thave floating leaves, or

grow underwater only in the shallower parts.

Second,thepropertiesofwaterwhenheatedcanhavequiteastorrnding*frytoulako
ecosystems. In sumrler, lakes receive heat from the Sun. fnis, w4r.rry Un:.ttle surfac-e I'f the water.

This warrred water expands and therefore, because it is less'densg.ihap" dre' oooler wat€r beocatt|"

remains as a surface layer. Fig. 1 shows the tefiperature gradient f.bl0d'itl'suc-h.a lake.l.te Surfre
waters may be many degrees warmer than the bottom water. ThbregjOn nf cbangeovei Of

t$nnmer

hypolimnion

(anoxic)

10 20

Water temPerature ("C)

0 4,
Water temPerature ("G)

Flg. l. The tenperature gradients produced in a lake in sumnpr, @d'in winter. In suuwr lakcs

often stratiff into a layer of warm water (the epilirmion) which floatsion delserlcooler witer (tln
hypolinurion). In winter the lake is warrnpst at the bottorn'usrially, 4"G and gradua[y becorlEs

cooler towards the ice layer at the surface.

temperature is called the metalimnion. This rapid changeover in tenpeianre between thp watrer
epilimnion and cooler hypolimnion is called the thermocdine, ,Ih!q,stratificafiou ppe,vcnts ttr
mixing of the layers of water, so that although debris fiom abovelcan sinkto tbe bottom and @ay
there, there is little transfer of soluble substances such a.s minerats, and {issolved pxygEn.or cubon
dioxide.

If the lake is fertile (eufiuphic), primary p,roductivityl*ill b higt" and conslle.raile anprurts

of deb'ris may fall to the hypolimnion. As the organic rrqtter decogpgsdsi .!lF oxlgenib tb:waficr is

used up, but qannot be replaced because of the stratification..'On t.ho ottrer hand; the nutrientg in:'the

epilimnion are taken in by the plants, then carried down io thchyppiiumiop whontbey'die. T,lti"-:
results in a temporary drop in fertility in the upper zqnes. If fhq,lake is infertile ttrre will bcncry bw
primary productivit], so very little debris falls below the thermocline, Those idertib (Ofr@eUlc)
|akes, therefore, do not develop anoxic bottom waters. The stratificqtioqin'lakes per$dbdly hks
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down and the water remixes. In eutrophic lakes the bottom waters are re-oxygenated and tlre upper
ones replenished with nutrients. In most lakes partial mixing occurs several times a year, and total
mixing at least once a year.

Temperate lakes becorne very cold in winter. Ice forms on the surface of lakes at OoC yet the
bottom waters are at about 4"C (see Fig. 1). This is because water at 4oC is denser than colder or
wannsr water, so it sinks to the bottom The lake waters are well mixed from the autwnn tumover
and the ternperatures are cool enough to prevent anoxic conditions or mineral depletion. In spring,
as the lake warms up, phytoplankton flourish and stratification begins to occur but daily tunrover is
easily triggered. Later in the swrtrrler stratification becorres rnre severe, nutrients are depleted, the
phytoplankton decreases and sinks to the bottonl and the thermocline becomes well developed. At
this time of year, the ternperature difference across the thermocline may be as much as 20oC. The
lake mixes again as it cools in autumn when the surf'ace waters are replenished with nutrients and the
bottom waters with oxygen. There may be another bloom of phytoplankton before the winter
ternperatures fall too low. In the tropics, the difference between the epilimnion and the hypolinrnion
may be only 2 or 3"C, yet in sorne lakes the thermocline is very stable so that hardly any mixmg
occurs (Payne, 1986).

1.6.3 WETLAND BCOSYSTEMS

Wetlands, as their name suggests are grornd, rather than standing water. Unlike ecosysterns,
they develop an organic soil profile, but the saturation with water alters the community structure.
The waterlogging of the soil tends to cause a problem for plants as anaerobic conditions are
produced with little or no oxygen available. Wetlands have been described as 'a halfiryay world
between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems' (Smitb 1980, p. 225). T\ey are a transitional link
between two extrenres, and range from very nearly aquatic to almost dry. Indeed several wetland
habitats dry out dwing dry seasons in the year and are then very dfficult to identify as wetland at all!

There is an enorrnous variety of wetland ecosysterns throughout the world. This has led to a
large number of descriptive narnes for wetland types. Unfortunately, the same narrcs often apply to
different wetland types in different countries and many local terms are used for wetlands cornrnon in
the region. Becadse water is rnore inportant than climate, very similar wetlands occur in rnany
regions. Ttre species in the corununity are often different, but the basic structure of the ecosystem is
similar.

This variation, and the wide range of environments in which similar ecosystenili occur,
makes it quite difficult to classiff wetlands into some wider system We cannot use climate or global
position {N was possible for terrestrial ecosystems and soil t)?es. It is perhaps easiest to divide
wetlands according to the source and nature of the water which maintains the system There are four
possibb sources bf water, each of which have different properties:

(1) The sea - sea water is highly saline and tidal;
(ii) Streams and rivers - sedinrent rich and seasonally flooded;
(iii) Drainage from surface runoffor groundwater - usually nutrient rich and basic; and
(rD Directly fromrain or snow - rain is nutrient poor and acidic.
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The distribution of these water sources depends on the occurrence of topographical features'

For exanrple, sea water will obviously only influence coastal regions, rivers tend to flood most in

lowlands and rainfall is often highesi in mountain regions close to oceans' For these reasons' the

so'rce of water is used here as the basis of the classification of wetland ecosystems.

I.6.4 MARINE WETLAND ECOSYSTEMS

Mangrove swamps

The coastline in the tropical and subtropical regions is fringed.with a strip of swanpland

which is inundated every high tiie with marine oi brackish waters. wherever the wave action is not

too strong to prevent iegeneration" these coastal wetlands are densely vegetated with thickets of

-uogrorrJtrees. There are about 70 species of mangrove around the world, the rrpst inportant

geo"lu being Rhizophora and Avicennia Mangroves af,e capabp of growmg in fresh water, but it is

thought that the saline conditions of the intertioat zone give these poor competitors an advantage

over other species. They are well adapted to the salty condifio$l as they can prevent high

concentrations of salt *titiog the roots and can secrete excess salt from their leaves. They may also

i";;ir." ;;; salt when ttt"y a.op their leaves. Just like the ecosysters on the rocky shore,

nrangrove swamps are influenced strongly by the tides. Incgming tides _irrport 
nutrients to 1fe

systJrn,.and tides are also responsible foi dispersing seeds. Mangrove seeds often germinate while

still held on the tree, They gro* u thick spear-like tgrpocotyl so when the seed falts off the tree, the

hypocotyl is embedded in the mud liki a spear and then grows anchoring roots (Mitsch &

Grosselink, 1986).

A variety of animals live within the mangrove including fiddler crabs (Uca spp.) md

mudskippers (periophthalmus spp.). The food web is based on the presence of many detritivores,

but ascends to majtr carnivores-like alligators, crocodiles and big cats such as tigers (Panthera

tigris).

The rlost rmusual feature of mangrove swamps is the structure of the trees. Fig. 2' is a

photograph of a typical swamp at low tide. You can see that each tree has a whole series of'aerial

roots arising quite irigh up en itre trunt and plunging into dhe mud beneath. Th":9 stilt roots help to

support the trees and lessen the wave actionof incoming tides. Soretirrps considerable arnormts of

otg*ir mud build up under the mangrove forest. Flg. 1 shows *TI stick-like:strycturesprotruding

from the nrud: thesi are called pneumatophores. Both these and the zupporti4g aerial roots have

little pores on them that can take in o*yg"o from the air. One of the problerns of living in w.e-tlands is

the lack of oxygen for roots: ilumgroves have overconre this problem with these pneumatophores.

\
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I ,., In,ldgberrlatittdes;i tbe rp4ngrove ecosysterns disappear because the trees carmot tolerate
evcn'4dnor fioste.',Tbcy are replaced on the coastal strip by much lower growing ecosystems: saltrnryh+',tik-e tlr r.rpngrove swrrys, the salt marshes are within the tidal influence of the sea and
are inmdated *i h 9, wa$er,evg-ry q4 tidr. Ap you can see from Fig.3, they consist of a patch. ';-.work'of-I9w vegetation.qeryrated by tidal rceks. Salt marshes tend to dlvelop in sheltered intertidal
regbps w._lge ryav. e, acqidn is :mt tQo stropg.

- ;l . .. .. ,. .i. , . :,..i. _J, , .. .. ! . ..

' Salt'marsh veg;etlo1$ dorqinated by grasses such as Spartina and rushes Juncusspp. The: ';- ,i rf

:::.jryrg"-f:^f,Ib=q",F,,S ,concenhation is higher have different vegetation inciuOing
pryryqrt 1syr9om,11_eqr9q.a1@' a very succ'ulent plant which is eaten as a (rathir salty) vegetablein Errrqpe' Salt"coupentrathl.tT ]T| consideratly depending on several factors including thei' ...,|t- j e. i:...rr
smrctwE ot tE T!,TY qIP it, is flooded- by tides and the amount of rainfall. If rainfall b-rtigt,'r"l'r' :..f i ,' 'f T lli l

T|1q{ oF ursb-se.1wag-}.$ free ff sorc of ttre salt and are colonised by other plant species srich
as rylEvcpder (Limoniltm $pp-) and rrow grass (Triglochin spp.)

: 
t' '..

:

;' 
'..' 
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1.6.5 FLOOD LAND ECOSYSTEMS . :" .: . . 'i:,1 :,:,": v ;

Flg. 3. A salt fiulrsh in udale Bay, cromarty Firth' Black Isle, scotland

salt marsh soils are high in phosphates but low in nitrogen, which may limit plant growth

They can also be toxic to plants ir suptrw from sea wat:l collects t lT:h,*oils 
as iron pyrites and

hydrogen sulphide. When ihe soils dry out, sulphuric acid may fbrm which lowers soil pH' In these

marshes up to 7O7o ofthe net primary proa*iiui v is lue to cheinosyothetic bacteria which utilise

the sulphur (Howarth et aI. Lgg3). Mats of cyanobacteria on the mud are impo.rtant as fixers of light

energy. Salt marshes have high primary productivity, but much of the organic matter produced gets

* urtt O out of the marsh with the retreating tides. -, . ,r r :, , ;; r, 11 p; i;t?

The second group of wetland ecosysterF are those *hi:l obtain.t|eii yate.r {1.11,Y1^i..{
These wetlands are Jften extrenrely seasonal. They flood deeply with wlte-r Tlt" ihe,rfvel 

ovl,T'tl*"r,
lnese WgtlatrGS af9 UltEfrE LlsIr-FrJ Dwavu6' ^uvJ uvvE'--r'J -'---- . ,- t. , :-r ,ii" _ ,..: :;-';.;.. i. J:i

its banks. This may happn during a rainyrseason, or when winter snows melt m the catcnment' ares'

Froodlands tend to occur in lowland, flit.bottonrd vaneyr ,h;";h rlr""tt 1i*"qa'tioei 
t*im"fdJ"

Such areas can be very large on the flood plains of great rivers. Ttiese liirge'lowland rivers afd'-

associated with a number of features illustrated in Fig. 4. Normally, ilte lr9|{9"riv91g1[.Ue{er

across a wide, flat plain which was created by sedinrcnt degogitlf t'S"."q,*J oI*.tF.9,n:";9I1 
ll,i,ut

channel in which the river flows builds up at the si{e inlo-1andl bq-t t$tg.,tY!""r*#f pfrq;,XO*
:ffi :l# ;ffi:'TJffi H H#ffi ;: ;u ;'"frb;i ii"?r'1 "ar"i 

t rusig: fCp$ r# ;
often has srnall permanrcnt wetland areas which foun wh91 !h" TY"t.-1*P1u,+f.YiP.1t{l9l:T?i;fl9{,r,.
floor, teaving Ueiina an oxbow lake. These lakes slowly fl I rylt sl-{t;lo-,f9fl+,qp-eY $9..?s:;VTfL,3',0

\
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Frg'4' A mature river valley. The large nrandering river floods periodically to create the flood plain
and as nreanders are cut offfrom,1he main river flow they form oxbow lakes.

When the river floods the valley, it carries with it clays, silt and mineral nutrients which aredeposiied on the flood plain. This is because as the water slows {own it loses its capacity to carry
Particles' The largest particles settle out of the water to form the sandy levees. The smaller silt andclay particles are carried further by the floods. and settle out only *h"n the water stops, flowing.
This frequent addition of new rnaterial makes flooded valley.soils nutrient rictr During the period offlooding, anaerobic conditions are created in the soil. This terryorary condition seeu' to be the
limitrqg factor which determines which connnunities grow on the site.

The topography of tlre valley floor in relation to the river affects the number and duration offloods' Areas closest to the river tend to flood rrqst often and thogg further away and on higherground rnay only flood in very wet years. The pecies conposition in the ecosystem changes with
distance from the river.

The natural,*g"tu9"^9 tgryerate -flood plains is Eixed deciduous forest. In terryerate
North {qnerigan, for'eiarye,.f,.ye aisoclations of forest species can be identified. The most extreu'
is in areas flooded all year round. These have a snall nunober of specialisea s*arrp;;;; d;A
$wamp c)'press (faxadium distickun) gUd tupelo (Nyssa aquatica).In areas flooded for more than
half tbe year,'thQ 'swampi: species rye.ilined by specialist oaks (Quercus spp.) and ashes (Fraxinus

'sPp')' With less:$hqn 50% nooding,*ln,swarrp species disappear and a larger variety of oaks, elrn



(Illmus spp.) and many other genera grow in their- place (Larson et aI" 1981)' These 
-mixed

woodhods hun" u rich fagna of birds, anphibians, reptiles and mauunals

In mny parts of the world floodlands hve been cleared of their natural Y"g"luti:"'.T"
n q*ot-nooairg Lns*uy enricbes the soils aod the prroximity of the river makes it ideal for

inigation These ax€,as axe very valuable for cultivatbn and many such areas, like the Nile valle-y in

Bgfut, have been famred for tbousands of years. In teryerate zones, flood plains make excellent

water rnEadows of rich gr1g4g11 land, altlpugh tbe wei environment can harbour diseases and

parasites which rnay infecigrazing animals'

1.6.5 SWAMP AND MARSH ECOSYSTEMS

The ecosystenxi in this category are found in areas of irrpeded drainage, where water nrns

off the srinounding land and collects, or wher€ grcundwater lies close to the surface. In some cases'

rirrers and streams rnay also fted into the area rne mo is flooded all year round except in very dry

years, unlike rnost of the flood-lands described. Swcry and marsh ecosystern^s are very variable in

,ir" *a form, depth of soil and plant conunmity stnrcture. In general, they can be divided into two

major types: swamps in which trees axe the dominmt vegetation; and marshes which have large

opio tlit ofgrasses and reeds.

Swanp wetlands are dominated by trees similar to those found. tj".,*ty wettest areas of

fboded river valleys. Sorre of the rrosi farrcus swarry areas occur in Florida (USA), where the

;t#-tr"t r*i ir ofte,n flooded. Dominanq q.t t-ryi"s-]reliclude *" 
-t:lT_ "Tl::t^fd

*"ilt'*p"i".?rg. i sbows aclose-up of swary in South Carolina. You gg.:T-.m:l jL:--fl.:-:Tf
the forest is under water. The tall stately trees form a

very inpnessive stnrcture; those in ths photograph are

swarry cypresses with fanned out butresses at the bases

of thoir u*tt. The knobs'you can see projectmg out

of tlc water are not rotted off uee stumPs' but knee

roots. Several species in tbe swary have such loee
roots. They project above the surface of the water and

are usually one or rnore rrtres higb" These

pucurnatophores rnay act just fike the ones in thp

nraogrove swarrys in Fig. 5, as aerators'for the roots

which are perrnanently under water. Carbon dioxide

has been shown to leave tbese knee roots, tbougb it has

not been proved that oxygen is taken in (Mitsch"&

Grosselink, 1986).

Flg. 5. Close-up of tlre basqQ of swanp

clpress trees (Taxodiurn spp.) .in South

Carolina. USA showing knee roots'

\tf
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Unlike the mangrove trees, which produce seedlings able to survive and become established
in the inundated muds, swamp trees produce seeds which only germinate and grow in dry conditions.
This means that regeneration of the swamp trees can only occur after the *"rre has temporarily
dried out' This is the key feature which determines the existence of a swamp ecosystem or lake
ecosystem If the swamp ne\rer dries out but rernains with standing water, then the trees will never
regenerate and the swamp will becorne a lake. However, swamp trees ane very long lived, so drying
out need only happen everjr hundred years or so for the swarrp iorest to regenerate.

Marshes are 
-wetland 

ecosystems which are dominated by grasses (poaceae), sedges
(Cyperaceae) and reeds (Junaceae) rather than trees. The movernent of gioundwater, runoff and the
addition of stream water usually make marshes nutrient rich with u ruitty high pH. Marshes are
common in terrperate zones. In the northem hemisphere, the same g"n"tu ar" osrra[y dominant in
both North Arrprica and Eurasia. These include Typha, scirpus, phragmites, clad,ium and Juncus.
Each genus tends to dominate in a particular habitat where the rnarsh conditions suit it best. The
specids which live in marshes often have tough or very sh4rp-edged leaves (Clad,ium and phragmites
were used'to roof houses because they were long lasting). Th; tough leaves may have evolved.to
deter large herbivores, such as swamp rhinoceros (Teleocerds and Elasmotheriumspp.) and straigbt
tusked elephant (Loxodonta antiqua) in the Pliocene and Pleistocene (Topkins, pers. com). Since
these animals have 

. 
becorne extinct, their absence has left the tough grass species relatively

untouched.

Most leaf rnatter falls to the wet urarsh surface and is attacked by decomposers which form
the base of the rest of the food web. Ttle baf litter often build, op hto a peaty layer. T is

.especially so in fenland, although the thickness of fen peat is never as gr€at as reen in bogs. There is
more on the inter-relationship between lakes, marshes and bogs.

I.6,7 BOG ECOSYSTEMS

The fourth category of wetlands is true bogland. It receives water only from rainfall, not
from streams, rivers or grotrndwater. This sole source of water greatly affects the nqtrient content of
boglands' Rainwater has very little nutrient content, unlike river- and groundwater, and as it drains
through the soil profile it tends to leach out aoy remaining nutrients. The dominant species in bogs.
are-mo:s_es inlhe genus Sphagnum (Frg. 6).Many different Sphagnum species are found in bogs,
each with slightly different water requirenrents. The rnosses grow upwards and their lowerrnost
leaves decay and join the peat building up beneatlr.

Wherever rainfall is hlgh and terrperatures cool, so that water loss by evapo-transpiration is
less than waier gaih'from rum, Sphagnum bog tends to develop. The main areas where bogs occur
are in the temperate and boreal regions. The bog may slowly grow up to form a hugh Oorrp of peat'
callcd a raised bo!. Raised bogs are usually confmed by some feature of topog"raphy such as a
hollow formed by an infilled lake. If rainfall is hig[ above about 1000 rnrn a y"ur, bl,rnket bog.uo'
develop even on shallow slopes. The peat in blanket bog can build up to several nretres tlick. This

t̂



o"ut lu v,iltptaUt" to.,erosion as it is easily washed away once the surface vegetation has beel

iut**rO;Utlnaepfiog, grazng"or pollution. The peat is washed away' leaving deep gullies which
-lYr:l';i ..'1.:, i."' .t -, F:- a -r^--,^ ^-^l^l Ll^-l-^+ aaot in +Lo Denninac

grratliiil-"liden:as r*t" p"ut wasfris into thern FrE.7 shows eroded blanket peat in the Pennines-

E"el*d^ Th" fuh rainfalt aids this ,process and often $-qn"Tl me-tres of peat are er9!9d ?Tel,to
t""!uf the rrqdirftng gritstone. The high rainfall leaches nutrients from the bog. The pH iS d:9 u"V
i"*;lp'f.h,ik"i 3--alceused by hufic acids and sulphuric acid formed, yhen organic sulphw is

o*ijirrC.'Few',plant rpgoi"*'other ihan'sphasnilrn.mosses can grow in these conditions. Those

whbh db weff.have oden evolved urethods of increasing their nutrient intake. Some are carnivolnus

plants ru.hich l*" io*""ts into traps, or have sticky leaves that catch flies. Such- p|*lt include

,um.** (Drosera spp.) And butterwofts (Pinguicula spp.) with sticky'leaves, and pitcher plants

tirirn rnia spp,; wiiLtt nuu" a rnodified leaf shaped like a tube with slippery sides and digestive

juices- io:.rtA Utitior., $lu1r'are stigky-leaved,Drosera plants growing on the Sphagnum. in Fig' 6'

O*,ri,fois;.-#e'.npre ortliodox'*d guio extra nutrients from nitrogen-fixing bacteria in root

nodube.,An exanrple is the bog myrtle (Myrica SaIe).
'..'

irr,: :, i<if.tlle'sphagnum can be seeq in the '

i i ; bxtrefrrc.foregrtlund;.the insectivorous
, ' 

srriidews are'Dro sera anglica.

Ftg.7. Eroded blanket bog in the Yokshire'

Pennines. '

"' r., .,'Ttta.lvhoip bog community is slow grolving and short, Pri-rltary productivity is loy, wilh enlY

rgall,popqlations of herbivores such as insects, hares and bog lemmings and a few predators such as

*pU_"ti rith owjs. The targer"herbivores and predators like deer, caribou and bemg,5oam gvpr a rquch

rin*ry, alth.oughttrcymay gntgrboe,s fromtinre to time (Mitsph & G1qsselink. 1986). ,:i" , .

,a
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I.6.8 FEED BACK LOOP

Ecosystems are capqble of self-maintenance and self-regulation as are their componentpopulations and organisms. Thus, cybernetics (fr. kybernetes = pilot or govemor), the science ofcontrols, has important application in.ecology 
"*p."iutty 

since man incrJasingly rends to disrupnatural controls or atterpts to substitute artificiut t*rttuoisms for natural ones. Horneostasis(horrro=same; stasis=standing) is the term generally applied to the tendency r* i.rrg""rl;r"ffito resist change and to remain in a state of equilibri;n " -- -------J

Explanation and Examples
The very elementary principles of cybernetics-are modeled in Fig. g. In silrplest fqrm acontrol system consists of two black boxes and a controlled quantity inteiconnected by output andinput circuits or signals (Fig. 8). In the familiar household heat control systern the thermostat is

Fig. 8. Elements of cybenretics. A _ A
simple control systern, analogous to a
household thermostat, in which sorre of
the output is used as negative'feedback to
maintain sorre kind of equilibrium in a
controlled quantity. B. The concept of
the homeostatic plateau within which
relative constancy is maintained by
negative feedback despite tendency of test
to cause deviations. Beyond limits of
homeo-statis positive feedback results in
rapid destruction of the systen (After
Hardin, 1,963). C. The interaction of
positive (+) and negative (-) feedback in a
predator-prey'feedback loop" system A
period of evolutionary adjustrrrents is
usually required before, such a system
actually becomes stable. Newly
associated predators and prey tend to
oscillate violently.

I
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the sensor (or "error detectot'' as it cqn also be called), tb funrace the effector (which receives its

energy from the fuel), and the room teilperatwe the contro[ed qumtrty. Control depends on

fee&ack, which occrrs wben outptrt (or part of it) feeds back as input. When this feedback input is

positive (like corrpor:nd interest, which is allowed to becorne part of the principal), the quantity

grows. Positive feedback is "deviation-accelerating" and, of course, necessary for growth and

survfual of organisms. However, to achieve control- as for exanple, to prevent overheating a room
or cmcerous overgrowth of a population - there nxrst'also b negative feedback, or "deviation-

cormteracting" input, as shown in Fig. 88, Mecbanical feedback rnechanisms are often called

servorrechaniSms by engineers; biologists use the ptnase horpostatic npchanisms to refer to living

systerns. Cybernetics embraces both inanimate and animate controls. The interaction of positive and

negative feedback add the limits of'bonpostatic control are diagrarned in Fig. 8C. As critics of
hrdirm'society arc pointing out with increasing @rrency, tbe positive feedback involves in he

expmsion of knowledge, power, and productivity ttneatens the quality of human life and

euvironrnent unless adequate negative fegdbac-- rtrols can be found- The science of controls, or
cybernetics, thus beconps one of the rrpst irryortant subjects to be studied' understood, and

Jnacticed.

The existence of honreostaiic nrchanisms at different levels of biological organization was

npntlmed in tho previous chapter. l,Iomostasis at the organism level is a well-known concept in
physiology as outlined, for exarryle, by Walter B. Cannon in his readable little book entitled The

Wisdom of the Body (1932). We fnd that equilibnirmrbetween organisms and environment rnay also

be maintained by factors which resist change in the syste,m as a whole. Much has been written about

this 'balance of nature" but only with the rccent developrnent of good rpthods for measuring rates

of functbn of wlnle systerns has a beginning been made in thp understanding of the rrpchanisms

involved.

Sonp populatbns are regularcd by density, whbh 'Teeds back" by way of behavioral

npchadigms to reduce or inqease the reproductive rate (tbp "cffectot'') and thus maintain the
population size (the 'tontrolled quantity') within set limits. Other populations do not seem to be

capable of self-limitation but are controlled by outside factors (this rnay include man, but more about

this alter): Control npchanisms operatipg at &E ecosystem le-vel include those which regulate the

stor4ge and release of nutrients aud tbc production aod deconposition of organic substances. The

interplay of material cycles and energy flows in large ecosystems generates a self-correcting

hsnbobtasis with no outside control or sct-point required. The possible rcle of. "ectocrine"
substsnc'es in coordinati4g rmits of the.eeosy*em bas becn rrntioned. In subsequent sections and

chapters, we sball have frequent occasion to discuss tbse mechanisrns and to presext specific data
der,nonstrating that the wiole is often not as variable as the part.

It is inportant to note, as shown h FE. 88 that bomeostatic rnechanisms haye limits beyond
which unrestricted positive feedbact leads to dcattr Note also that we have strown the'trorneostatic
plateau" as a series of levels or steps. As wcss increases, tlrc systern, although controlled, may not
be able to return to.tbe exact sur bvel as^bifun. Rdy gegd homeogetic tuutnol,comes only
after a period of evolutionaqy e{fushcnt. New ecosysdms (such as a oew type of agriculture)

A
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Wetland ecosysteuxit includc miqgrovo swamps, salt marshes,

marstps and bogs".
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9. Mangrovg $wailps and salt marshes are dominated by the influence of tides and by the high salt

content of the soil and water.

10. Bogs me mainly fed by rainfall and are therefore nutrient poor. Many bog plants augment their
nutrient intake by being insectivorous.

11. Aquatic ecosystems include the open sea, ponds, lakes and rivers.

12. Ponds are small and sorne are ephemeral, drying out occasionally in years of drought or regularly

everydry season! {

13. Lakes may be fertile (eutrophic) or nutrient poor (oligotrophic).

14. Lakes may become stratified in sumnrer due to the heqting ofthe surface waters. As debris sinks

and decays, the bottom waters, especially in eutrophiclakes, can become anoxic and nutrient rich
while the surface waters become nutrient poor. , ;

Ttp ecosystem is the ceutral theme and most important concept of ecology. The two
approaches to its study, the biological and the merological, must be integrated and translated into
programs of action if man is to survive his self-generated environment crisis. It is man the

geological agent, not so much as nvm the anirnal, that is too mUch under the influence of positive

feedback, and therefore, must be subjected to negative feedback. Nature, with our intelligent lrelp,

caq cope with man's physiological needs and wastes, but she has no homeostatic mechanisms to
cope with bulldozers, concrete and the kind of agro-industrial air, water, and soil pollution that will
be hard to contain as long as the human population itself remains out of control.

1.6.10 EXPECTED QUESTIONS

Discuss the various types of ecosysterns with examples.

Write a short note on the following:
a) Food Land ecosystems
b) Bog ecosystems
c) Marine wet land ecosystefiis
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2.1.1 Introduction:
Energy and matter are essential constituents ofboth the universe and living organisms. Ifmatter

is the material of which things are made, ENERGY is the capacity to do work. Energy can take many
different fonns. Heat, light, electricity, and chemical energy are cornmon forms. The energy contained
in moving objects is called KINETIC ENERGY. The energy that is stored but available for use is
potential energy chemical energy stored in the food that we eat and the gasoline that we put into the
car, is also potential energy that can be released to do useful work. I

Heat describes the energy that can be transferred between objects of different temperature.
When two objects of different temperature are placed in content, heat transfer to the cooler one until
the two reach the same temperature. Wren a substance absorbs heat, its internal energy increases; the
kinetic energy of its molecules increases, or it may change state: a solid may become liquid or a liquid
becomes a gas. The behavior of the energy is described in the following laws. The first law of the
thermodynamics states that energy may betransformed from one type into another btit is never created
nor destroyed. Light, for example, is a form of energy, for it can be transformed into work, heat or
potential energy of food, deepening on the situation but none of it is destroyed. The second law of
thermodynamics may be stated in several ways, including the following: No process involving an
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energy transformation will spontaneously occur unless there is a degradation of the energy

transformation will spontanebusly occur unless there is a degradaticcq of the energy from a concentrated

form into a dispersed into the cooler surroundings. The second law of thermodynamics may also be

stated as follows: because some energy is always dispersed into unavailable heat energy, no spontaneous

transformation of energy (light, for example) potential energy (protoplasm, for example) is 100%

efficient.

Organisms, ecosystems and the entire biosphere posses the essential thermodynamic characteristic of
being able to create and rnaintain a high state of internal orders or a condition of low entropy. If is
achieved by a continual dissipation of energy of high utility (Light or food for example) to energy of
low utility (heat, for example). In the ecosystem, order in terms of a complex biomass structure is

maintained by the total community respiration which continually "pumps out disorder".

Energy is often measured in units heat (calories) or work (Joules).

when I kg is accelerated lm per second per second

lJ = lKg. M2/S2

one calorie is the amount of energy needed to heat one gram of pure water one degree celsius. A

celsius can also be measured as 4.184 J.

2.I,2 ENERGY SOURCES AND USES:

Being able to utilize external energy to do useful work is one of the most unique characteristics

of humans. Access to a source of high quality energy is essential for continuation of the current way

of life. But what do these terms mean? Work is the application of force through a distance. Energy

is the capacity to do work, power is the rate of flow of energy, or the rate at which work is done. The

energy we use to move our muscles, to think, and to energy in our food. Food energy is generally

measured in calories.

2.I.3 CURRENT ENERGY SOURCES:

Fossil fuels (petroleum, natural gas & coal) now provide about 79 percent of all commercial

energy in the world. Biomass fuels such as wood, peat, charcoal, and manure contribute about 9.5%

of commercial energy. Other renewable sources, solar, wind, geothermal and hydroelectricity makes

up about 4.5 percent of our commercial power etc. In any registered place biomass supplies more

than 90%o of the energy used for heating gnd cqoking. This is an important energy source for poor

people but can be a serious cause offorest destruction.

One Joul (J) is the work done
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Fig. 2.1 The figure explains the worldwide cq{nmercial energy production.

2.I.4 SOME ENERGY UNITS:
I JOULE{J): The force excreted by a current of I ampper second

I ohm.

I Walt (W): one Joule per second "i

I Kilowatt - hour (kwh): I thousand (l0r) watts exerted for I

I Megawatt (MW) : I million (106) watts

I gigawatt (GW): 1 billion (l0e) watts.

I petajoule (PJ): I quadrillion (l0rs) Joules

I British thermal unit (BTU): energy to heat I lb of water 1'0F

I PJ = 947 Billion Btu, or.278 million Kwh.

I standard'banel (bbl) of oil = 42 gal (160 lit) or 5.8 million Btu

I Metric ton of standard coal :27.8 million Btu or 4.8 bbl oil

. ; i-i !'

folloring through'a resistance of
l:

hour
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ENERGY SAVING POTENTIAL:

MODEL
AVERAGE

BEST
ON MARKET

BEST
PROTOTYPE

SAVTNGS (%)

\utomobiles (MI//gal) 24 78 t07 7l
tefrigerator (kwh/day) 190 68 1l 94
{ome ( I,000 J/day) 4 2 I 75

ias furnace (milion/day) 2t0 140 ll0 48
\ir conditioner (kwh/day) l0 5 3 70

SAVINGS = Average rnodel + best prototype .. 1.0

2.l.5Explanation
It is readily apparent how the fundamental concepts of physics outlined in the above paragraph are
related to ecology. The variety of manifestations of life are all accompanied by energy changes, even
though no energy is created or destroyed (first law of thermodynamics). The energy that enters the
earth's surface as light is balanced by the energy that leaves the earth's surface as invisible heat
radiation. The essence of life is the progression of such changes as growth, self-duplication, and
synthesis of cornplex relationships of matter. Without energy transfers, which accompany all such
changes, there could be no life and no ecological systems. We, as human beings, should not forget that
civilization is just one of the remarkable natural proliferations that are dependent on the continuous
inflow of the concentrated energy of light rddiation. Thus, the relationships between producer plants
and consumer animals, between predator and prey, not to mention the numbers and kinds of organ-
isms in a given environment, are all limited and controlled by the same basic laws which govern
nonliving systems, such as electric motors or automobiles.

Some of the radiation falling on the earth, passes through the atmospheric film, and strikes
forests, grasslands, lakes, oceans, cultivated fields, deserts, greenhouses, ice sheets, and many hun-
dreds of other types of ecological systems which blanket the earth and compory the biosphere. When
light is absorbed by some object which becomes warmer as a result, the light energy has been trans-
formed into another kind of energy known as heat energy, which is composed of the vibrations and
motions of the molecules that make up the object. The absorption of the sun's rays by land and water
results in hot and cold ar€os; ultimately leading to the flow of air which may drive windmills and
perform work such,as the pumping of water against the force of gravity. Thus, in this case, light
energy passes to heat energy of the land to'kinetic energy of moving air which accomplishes work of
raising water. The energy is not destroyed by lifting.of the water, but becomes potential energy,
because the latent energy inhgrgnt in h4ying the water at an elevation can be tumed back into sorne
other type of energy by allowing the yatgr to falf back down the well. As indicated earlier food
resulting from photosynthetic activity of green plants contains potential energy which changes to
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other types when food is utilized by organisms. Since the amount of one type of enelgy is always
equivalent to a particular quantity of another type into which it is transformed, and may be calculated
one from the other. For example, knowing the amount of light energy absorbed and knowing the
conversion factor, we may determine the amount of heat gnergy which has been added.

The second law of thermodynamics deals with the transfer of energy toward an ever loss avail-
able and more dispersed state. As far as the solar system is concerned, the dispersed state with respect
to energy is one in which all energy is in the form of evenly distributed heat energy. That is, if left to
itself, all energy where it undergoes a change of form which will be eventually tend to be transformed
into the from ofheat energy distributed at uniform temperature. This tendency has often been spoken
of as the running down of the solar system. Whether this tendency for energy to be leveled applies to
the universe as a whole is not yet known.

At the present time the earth is far from being in a state of stability with respect to energy
because there are vast potential energy and temperature diffprenccs which are maintained by the
sontinual influx of light energy form the sun. However, it is the process of going toward the stable

-state that is responsible for the succession of energy changes that constitute natural phenomena on the
earth as we know them. It is like a man on a treadmill; he nevcr reaches the top of the hill, but his
efforts to dos so result in well-defined processes. Thus when the sun energy strikes the earth, it tends

I 
to be degraded into heat energy. Only a very small portion of the lightinergy absorbed by green
plants is transformed into potential or food energy; most of it goes into heat, which then passes out of
the plant, the ecpsystem, and the biosphere. All the rest of the biological world obtains its potential
chemical energy from organic substances produced by plant photosynthesis or microorganism chem-
osynthesis an animal, for example, takes in chemical potential energy of food and converts a large
part into heat to enable a small part of the energy to be reestablished as the chemical poteniial energy
of new protoplasm. At each step in the transfer of energy from one organism to another a large part
of the energy is degraded into heat.

The second law of thermodynamics which deals with the dispersal of energy is related to the
stability principle. According to this concept any natural enclosed system with energy flowing through
it, whether the earth itself or a smaller unit, such as a lake, tcnds to change until a stable adjustment,
with self-regulating mechanisms, is developed. Self-regulating'rnechanisms are mechanisms which
being about a return to constancy if a systern is caused to ohangp ftom the $able state by a momentary
outside influence.When a stable adjustment is reached, enorgy transfprs:tead ioprogress in a one-way
fashion and at characteristic steady rates, according:to the stabilig principh. . ,

According H.T. Odum (1967), building on thg, corp.,gplrq.of Lotka 4nd Schrodingel places the
thermodynamic principles in the ecological context i1rne,p,[,9.'ryingmanag1 , .

Antithermal maintenance is the number onq priority ih any comple,x'sistbm of the real world.
As Schrodinger has shown, the continual work ofpumping;6ut'l.disbrder'is,necessary if one wishes
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to maintain intemal order in the presence of thermal vibrations in any system above absolute zero

temperature. tn the ecosyslem the ratio of total community respiration to the total community biomass

(R/B) can be considered as the maintenance to structure ratio, or as a thermodynamic order function.

This "'schrodinger ratio" is an ecological turnover, a concept introduced in earlier If R and B are

expressed in calories (energy units) aqd divided by absolute temperature, the R./B ratio becomes the

ratio of entropy increasq of maintenance (and related work) to the entropy of ordered structure. The

larger the biomass, the treated the maintenance cosq but if the size of the biomass units (individual

organisms, for example) is large (such as vegetation in a forest), the Antithermal maintenance per

unit of biomass structure is decreased. One of the theoretical questions now under debate is whether

nature maximizes the ratio of structure to maintenance metabolism or whether it is energy flow itself

that is maximized

It is interesting to note that the word economics and ecology have the same root, oikos, which

refers to o'house." It.can be said that.gconomics deals with financial housekeeping and ecology deals

with environmental housekeeping. While energy can be thought of as the "currency" of ecology,

energy and money are not the same because they flow in opposite directions (i.e., exchange), and

money circulates while energy does not. The behavior of energy in ecosystems can be conveniently

termed the energy flow bechuse, as we have seen, energy transformations are "one-tvay" in contrast to

the cycli!.behavior of materials.

2.I.5 ENERGY CONSERVATION:
one of the best way to avoid energy shortages and to relieve environmental and health effects of

our current energy technologies is simply to use less. Conservation offers many benefits both to

society and to the environment.

l. USING ENERGY MORE EFFICIENf,LY: Much of the energy that is consumed is wasted.

This statement is not a simple admonishment to turnofflights and turndown furnace thermostats

in winter; it is technological'challenge. Our ways of using energy are so inefficient that most

potential energy in fuel is lost as waste heat, becoming a form of environmental pollution. More

efficient and less energy-intensive industry transportation, and domestic particle could save largc

amounts of energy. Many improvements in domestic energy efficiency have occurred in the past

decade. Today's average new'home uses one half the fuel required in a house built in l974,but

much more can be done. Household elergy losses can be reduced by one-half to three - fourths

by using better insulation, installing double'or triple glazed windows, purchasing thermally effi-

cient curtains or win{gW Coverings, and sealing cracks and loose joints.
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2.I.7WHAT IS OUR ENERGY FUTURE:

Fig. 2.2Idealized ecological scenario for curnulative world energy c-osumption 2000-2100.

None of the renewable energy sources discussed likely to completely replace fossil fuels and
nucleus powers in the near future. They could, however, make a substantial collective contribution
toward providing us with the conveniences as we crave in a sustainable collective contribution toward
providing us with the conveniences we crave in a sustainable, environmentally friendly manner. They
could also make us energy independent and balance our,international p3y14ent deflcit, 

,

Environmentalists point to the dangers of air pollution, global climatb change, and other envi-
ronmental problems associated with burning of fossil fuels. On othbr hand; preferconservation meas-
ures such as forcing auto -makers to increase average fueliefficiency,of cars ,and'}ght.trucks and
providing heating bill assistance for law-income,househpldsr . , , r,n,. , 1.;.. . t

In light of what you;r. read in this chapter about cunent aii'd poGirtiai souiies, what sort of
energy policy would you suggest if you were invited to advice government offrcials? How much
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conservation is it realistic or fair td ask people to adopt? What is a reasonable percentbge of our
energy that might come from the renewable sources in 20 or 50 years? If you want more towards the
'ecological scenario'described above by the world energy council, how would you go about imple-
menting that plan? What government actions do you think would be most effective in accomplishing
these goals?

2.l.8ENTROPY LAW:
Introduction: For many years scientists believed that only exottlermic changes resulting in a

lowering of internal energy or enthalpy could occur spontaneously.
But melting of ice is an endothermic process and yet occurs spontaneously. On a warrn day, ice melts
by itself. The evaporation of water is another example of a spontaneous endothermic process. Thus
arose the need of investing another driving force that affects the Spontaneity. This is known as the
entropy change, as, AS.

SPONTANEITY and RANDOMNESS: Careful examination shows that in each of process viz.,
melting of ice and eVaporation of water, there is an increase in randomness or disorder of the system.
The water molecules in ice are arranged in a highly organized crystal pattern, which permits little
movement. As the ice melts, the water molecules become disorganized and can move very freely.
The movement of molecules becomes free still when the water evaporates into space as now they can
roam about throughout the entire atmosphere. In other words, the randomness of the water molecules
increases as ice melts into water or water evaporates into space.

INCREASE IN RANDOMNESS FAVOVRS A SPONTANEOUS CHANGE.
A change that brings about randomness is more likely to occur than one that brings about order.

Let us suppose we have a suit of playing cards arranged numerically, we can see that sequence of
cards in certainly highly organized. Now, if we throw the cards into the air, collect them and restock
them, we will almost surely find that they have been placed at random

This is expected because when the cards are tossed, there are many ways for them to be disor-
dered, while there is only one way for thern to come together again in their original sequence. Thus on
the basis of pure chance a disordered sequence is for more probable than the ordered one with which
it w_aq.llarted The same lary,gf ghanpg applies 

1o 
any physical or chgmical process.

Entropy is defined as "It is a thermodynamic state that it is a measure of the randomness or
disordetof the molegules of the system"'.' -

The symbol of entropy is 'S' while the change in disorder accompanying a process form start to
completion is r.eprqsente.d by A$. i [trs.entropy of a:eystem is. a state function and depends only on the

initial and final states of the system. The change in entropy, as, for any process is given by the

equation.
AS = S.11"rr'$fii,ir,r.,.,.,{i... r11.,.:.:::.,: i'.!.':; {r'i:; r1a'.;1i'.,r t; ii , ....;i,.;, . ',;'1. ,'.""' , , '

When'S;,u;; >:S:ni,;,1xs.ispoiitive. "-'i,', .t',+tt',r4', -'". ' ':, ' rt''',' 'i" r.

A process accompanied by an increase in entropy tends to be spontaneous.

Let us consider a molecular system in states A and B. In state A all the molecules are affanged in a

highly ordered, while in state B the molecules are present at random and it is highly disordered.
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By the definition, the entropy ofA is low and that of B high, thus an increase of entropy occurs in
the change fromA to B.

According to the law of chance, A is less probable and B is more probable. Therefore, ihe change
from A to B is spontaneous.

From (1) and (2), it follows that the change from A to B which is accompanied by ihcrease of
entropy will tend to be spontaneous.

Hence in general, that change in a system which is accompanied by an increase in entropy, tends
to be spontaneous.

The second law of thermodynamics states that whenever a spontaneous process takes place, it is
accompanied by an increase in the total energy ofthe universe. More specifically, the term 'uqiverse'
is to mean the system & surroundings.

Thus AS*,n- AS,rr, a AS.n 
i
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Ihe second law,.as stated above, tells us that when an irreversible spontaneous process occurs,
the entropy of the system and surroundings increases. In other words ASu.,u >o,when a reversible
process ocCurs, the entropy of the system remains constant. ASun,u: O, since the entire universe is
undergoing spontaneous change, the second law can be most generally and concisely stated as:

"The ENTROPY of the system is constantly increasing. The entropy of a substance varies di-
rectly with the temperature. The lower the temperature, the lower the entropy. For example, water
above 1000 at one atmosphere exists as a gas and has higher entropy. The water molecules are free to
room about in the entire continues. When the system is cooled, the water vapour conddnses to fotnl '

a liquid. Now the water molecules are confined below the liquid level but still can move about
somewhat freely, thus the entropy of the system has decreased. On further cooling, water molecules
join together to form ice crystal. The water molecules in the crystal are highly ordered and entropy of
the system is very low. If we cool the solid crystal still further, the vibration of molecules held in the
crystal lattice gets slower and they have very little freedom of movement and hence very small en-
tropy. At absolute zero all molecular vibration ceases and water molecules are ip perfect" order. Now
the entropy'of the system will be zero. . ,.

At absolute zero, the entropy of a pure crystal is also zero.
That is, S:O at T:OK

Numerical definition of entropy:
We have discussed the physical definition of entropy, but classical thermodynamics doesn't

require a physical explanation of the concept of entropy. All that we need is an operational definition
so that we can calculate the entropy change of the system and the surroundings.

In 1850 Celsius introduced a numerical definition of entropy. According to him entropy of a
system, is a constant quantity when there is no communication of heat. When heat flows into a sys-

tem, the entropy increases by q/t. heat flouring out of a system produces a corresponding decrease.

Thus entropy could be precisely defined as:

For a reversible change taking place at a fixed temperature the change in entropy (AS) is equal to heat

energy absorbed or evolved divided by the temperature (T).

T'hatis 65:q/t
lf the heat absorbed then AS is positive and there will be increase in entropy. Ifheat is evolved, AS

is,negativq,and thpre is a decrease in entropy.

2.T.g UNITS OF ENTROPY.
As stated above, entropy is equal to heat energy divided by absolute temp. Therefore, it is

measured in entropy units which are calories per degree per mole i.e., cal mol-rK-r

In the SI system, the units are joules per mole per degree i.e., J mol-r K''. These are represented by

EU.

leu:4.184 EU.

The absolute entropy of a substan ce at250C (29SK) and one atmosphere pressure, is called the stand-

ard entropy; So
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2.2.llntroduction
The productivity of an ecosystem refers to the rate of productions i.e. the amount of organic

matter accumulated in any unit time. A community's primary production, is the conservation of solar
energy into chemical energy that was stored in living organisms. Since much energy is used in
respiration, a more useful term is often net primary productivity, is the amount of biomass stored after
respiration. Productivity depends on light levels, rnoisture and nutrient availability. In tropical forests,
coral rsefs and estuaries have high levels of productivity becausc sey have abrmdant supplies of all
the required resources. In deserts, lack of water limits @tosynthesis. On the arctic tundia or in high
rnounfains low temperaturss inhibit plant growth. In the open ocean, lacks of nutrients reduce the
ability of algae to,rnake use of potential sunshine and Water.

Even the most photosynthetically active ecosystems capture only a ,small percentage of the
available sunlight and use it to make energy rich compounds. .In a temperate clirnate oak - forest,
leaves absorb only about half thle available light on a midsutnmer day. Of this absorbed energy, 99%
is urged to evaporate, in respiration and cooling. A large oak tree can transpire several thousand liters
of water on a wann, dry sunny day, while making only a few kitograrns of eugars and other energy
rich organic compounds.



2.2.2 Productivity types
l: Primary P-,{oductivitv JCro.r primary productivity

INet 
prirnary productivity

2. Secondary productivity
3. Net productivity

1. Primary Productivity: It is associated with the producers which are autotrophic, most of which
are photosynthetic and to a much lesser extent the chemosynthetic microorganisms. There are the
green plants, higher rnacrophytes, as well as ower forms, the phytoplankton and some photosynthetic
bACtCTiA. PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY IS DEFINED AS " THE RATE AT WHICH RADIANT
ENERGY IS TRAPPED BY PHOTOSYNTHETIC & CHEMOSYNTHETIC ACTIVITY OF
PRODUCERS". Primary productivity is further distinguished as:

a) Gross Primary Productivity (GPP): It is the total rate ofphotosynthesis including the organic
matter used up in respiration during the measurement period. This is also sometimes referred
as total (gross) photosynthesis or total assimilation. It depends on the chlorophyll content.
The rate of primary productivity is estimated interms of either chlorophyll content as 'chl/g
dry weight/unit area'or photosynthetic number i.e., amount of CO, fixed/g chl/hour.

b) Net Primary Productivity: It is the rate of storage of organic matter in plant tissues in excess
of the respilatory utilization by plants during the measurement period. This is thus the rate of
increase of biomass and is also known as apparent photosynthesis or net assimilation. Thus,
the net primary productivity refers to balance between gross photosynthesis and respiration

' 
and other plant losses as death etc.

Secondary Productivity:.lt ref-ers to the consumers'or heterotrophs. These are the rates of
energy storage at corisurners level. Since consumers only utilize food materials in their
respiration, simply converting the food rnatters to different tissues by an overall process,

secondary productivity is not divided into gross and net amounts. Thus some ecologists as

ODUM (1971'), prefer to use the term assimilation rather than 'production' at this level the
consumer level. Secondary productivity actually remains mobile and does not live in situ like
the prirnary productivity. Only about 10-20% of the primary production,is converted into

Net Productivity: It refers to the rate of storage of organic matter not used by the he terotrophs
i.e. equivalent to net primary production minus consumption by the heterotrophs during the
unit period, as a season or year etc. It is thus the rate of increase of biomass of ttie primary
producers which has been lef,t ones by the consumers. Net productivity is generally expressed

, ur productiop of Cg/mYday. lVhich may then be consolidated on month, season or year basis.

In more general terms, productivity of an ecosystem refers to its richness that and have a

richer productive community/may have a larger quality of organisms than a less productive
community, this is by no means always the case. Standing biomass or standing crop present at.any 

given tirne should not be confused with productivity.
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2.2,3. Pioductivity in Phytoplanktons
Thermodynamically the most desirable measure of primary production would be change in free

energy but, at preEent at least, this can't be done easily enough to be practical use. A large numbers of
determinations for comparative purposes are required for knowing the change in primary production.
Since oxygenic photosynthesis is the predominating contributor to primary production and measuring
changes in the amount of one of the substances involved e.g. oxygen or carbon helps to determine the
change in primary production. With terrestrial plants a sirnple method of doing this is to determine
the dry weight of material accumulated during the growing season. With suitable corrections for
losses by respiration and predation this provides a reasonable estimate of primary production. A
similar method is not possible with phytoplankton because generation times are much shorter than
those of higher plants and biomass is usually consumed by predators at about the some rate as it is
produced. In this situation only determinations of photosynthesis made over short periods, of hours
rather than days, and in the absence of predators can give an accurate idea of the rate of primary
production

2.2.4 The organisms responsible for primary production
Usually, primary production is refened to the total phytoplankton 'measured interms of chlorophyll

content' numbers or cell volume. Numbers give only a poor idea of photosynthetic capacity since the
cells counted may range from flagellates only I pm or so in diameter to large diatoms. about 2 mm
across. Cell volume is a better measure but cell surface is better still. Small cells have a high sgrface/
volume ratio. Which favors rapid exchange of materials between protoplasm and environment 'and'
as expected, they are most active in photosynthesis. Phytoplankton is divided rather arbitrarily into
net plankton, retained by the finest blotching silk with 64um apertures 'and nannoplankton which
passes through such a net. It is usually found that 'after passing through the net' lake or sea water
retains 50o/o or sometimes more of its photosynthetic capacity. Floristic studies on phytoplankton
have until recently been concentrated on net plankton but it now appears that the smaller;'lagellates,
diatoms, green and blue green algae which make up the nannoplankton and which have been relatively
ignored by taxonomists are at lsast as important in primary productivity. Photosynthesis by
nannoplankton was found to be greater than its biomass would suggest where as several species were
found to contribute significantly to biomass but not to primary production.'

2.2.5 Primary Production
The most important input of energy into the ecosystern is by photosynthesis: This iS the"synthesis

of organic matter from water, carbon dioxide and mineral salts as carried out in sunlight by chlorophyll
containing plants. It may be described by the equatiorr.
Cor+H2O + CH'O + O, (l)

In which (CFITO) is an approximate empherically formula for'organic piodticis, thepoteirtial Chemical
energy of which has been derived from radiant energy. Photbsynthesis need not 'howevef, rle0essarily
start from the inorganic form, COr. If a suitable organic source, such as acetate or glucose is available'
cell material may be synthesized directly from this using energy supplied Qy the qhotosynthetic
mechanism. Thus a substance already having f:high potential chemicg! eirergy is co'nverted into
other substances at the expense ofradiate snergy. This piocess 'photo assimlfliq-n: il Wqlf ilqsted by
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laboratory experiments; it presumably occurs 'for cxample' in water polluted with rewage'but it is
not clear'to what extent it goes on under natural conditions. There is yet another variant of
photosynthesis carried out by bacteria. which contains chlorophylls other than chlorophyll a, and by
chlorophyll-a containing algae under special conditions 'which depends on the availability ofparticular
inorganic or organic hydrogen diners and in which oxygen is not evolved. For example, green sulphur
bacteria carry out photosynthesis according to this equation.

hcor+2Hrs "r, , (cHro) + Hro +2s + (2)

The total energy fixed in photosynthesis world wide is one of the most important factors limiting life
on earth. Until fairly recently the assumption was commonly made that the oceans'because they are
large in area by comparison with the land'support most of the photosynthesis in the world. Careful
measurements of both photosynthesis and nutrients, especially nitrogen and phosphorus, available to
support photosynthesis in the world careful measurements of both photosynthesis and nutrients,
especially nitrogen and phosphorus, available to support photosynthesis of the world occurs in the
oceans despite their large area. That photosynthesis occurs in upper l00m or so of the mixed surface
layer and is most intensive in the costal zones where nutrients are available fiom runofffrom the land
and from upward rnixing of nutrient rich water from the oceanic depths.

The convention that ecologists have developed for examining energy fixation by plant communities is
summarized by two sirnple equations, one of tha,t is applied to a single plant or a plant community.

NP=GP-Ra (3)

Where NP: Net production
GP = Gross production, which is a total photosynthesis

Ra :Respiration of the autotrophs. ', ', : : ,

NEP = GP - 9Ra+Rh (4)
Where NEP = Net ecosystem production, the net storage or loss of energy by a unit of landscape. :

GP: Gross production
Ra = Respiration of the autotrophs
Rh = Respiration of heterotrophs.
Ra+Rh: Re: the respiration of the ecosystem as a whole.

The Community

Bog
Marshes, freshwater
Typha, cattail
Carex, sedge

Phragmites, reed

Cyperus; papyrus
Freshwater tidal
Marshes, shlt water tidal '

Average
Production

900

2740
1000
2100
7500
1600

Maximum
production

1500

3700
r700
3000
15000
2100

6000Spartiiia'' 2500
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Other grasses

Salicornia
Swarnps, freshwater
Bog, spruce

Cedar, Cypress
Hardwood
Swamps. salt water
Mangroove
Benthic micro types
Freshwater, Lake
Freshwater, spring
Marine

1500
3000

500
4000
1600

3000

t70
3000
200

Annual production levels

8500

1560

3s00 
:

850

in benthic plant communities

2.2.6 METHODS USED TO MEASURE PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY
The Harvest Method: ln this method the plants grown on a particular area are harvested at ground

level and their weight is taken. They are dried and again weighed. This is done at regular intervals

'the primary production is expressed intenns of biomass or mass/unit area/unit time.

Carbondioxide Assimilation Method: Plants utilize carbon dioxide for photosynthesis" So the rate

of photosynthesis can be calculated by calculating the amount of carbon dioxide utilizing piants per
unit time. The incorporation of carbondioxide in photosynthesis can be determined lgy using infrared
analyzer, with the help of this possible to measure carbondioxide enter or leave.

Oxygen Production Method: This method is used to measure primary production in aquatic ecosystem.
In this method the amount of oxygen produced per unit time is taken as an index to measure the rate
of photosynthesis. For this light and dark bottle technique is.used. Samples of water containing the
autotrophs are collected in a light bottle and in a dark bottle. The light bottle allows light to enter in
and dark bottle does not allow light. The two bottles are suspended at the same depth from which the
sample is collected. After a certain period of time the amount of oxygen present in the two boffles is
calculated by titration using sodium thiosulphate.' 'In dark bottle photosynthesis does not occur but
respiration occurs.

In light bottle both respiration and photosynthesis occur. The rate ofphotosynthesis is calcarlated
by calculating the amount of O, present in the twg bottles. The light and dark bottle method, pioneered
by GAARDER.and GRAM in 1927. oxygen production may also be measured in,gertain qquatic
ecosystems by the diumal curve method. .. 

:

Productivitydeterminationswithradioactivematerials:
This method is similar to oxygen production method. In this rnethod a known quantiiy of-Cra is

introduced into the light and dark bottles along with the sample aqdqhe bottles are suspgn{b.{ .ep six
hours. Duriqg this period Cra is incorporated into the protoplasm ofthe autqtrop.hs, ,Thebulphophs
are filtered and dried, after drying the radioactivity is measured;,,;fhe aniount of ridictagti.Vrty is
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proportionate to the amount carbohydrate produced. Radioactive isotopes other than Cra and P32 offer
many possibilities which are yet to be investigated.

The Chlorophyll Method: The Possibilities of using the chlorophyll content of whole natural
communities as a measure of productivity are now being actively investigated. GESSNER (1949)

made the remarkable observation that the chlorophyll which actually develops on a per square mater

basis tends to be similar in diverse communities.

Factors Affectin g f roAuctivity :

1) Quantity of incident radiation

2) Density of photosynthesizing material

3) availability of water

4') CCI2and HCo.,

5) Temperature

6) Nutrients like P, N, Si etc.

I

In higher temperature Higher respiration = Productivity is less

ln tenestrial communities

GPP:2.7x NPP

In aquatic communities (In ocean)

GPP=l.5xNPP.

,: ,

2.2.7 . Food Chains:
The transfer of energy from the source in plants through a series of organisms with repeated

eating and being eaten is referred to as food chain.

At each transfer a large proportion of the potential energy is lost as heat, so the steps or links in

a sequence is limited, usually to four or five. The shorter the food chin the greater the available

energy which can be,converted into biomass. Food chains are not isolated sequences but are

interconnected with one.another. Traditionally food chains with the producers at the bottom, plant

eaters the second trophic level, carnivores which eat the herbivores. The third level, secondary carnivores

are atthe fourth level. Sometimes the sun as the ultimate source of almost all food chains is placed at

the bottom. Although decomposers play vital role in natural communities they are not usually included

in food chains. Some organisms are omnivores eating the producers as well as the carnivores at their

lower level in the food chain, such organisms may occupy more than one trophic level in the food

chain. In any food chain energy flows from producers to primary consumers, fror.rr primary consumers

to secondary consumers, form secondary consumers to teritiary consumers and so on. This simple

chain of eating and being eaten away is known as food chain. Food Chains are attempts to
demonstrate the fate of individual organisms in a particular habitat
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In general, two basic types of food chains are recognized, they are.
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Generalized food chain

l. Grazing food chain
2. Detritus food chain

1. Grazing food chain:
Green plants - herbivore - carnivore this type of food chain starts from the living green plants

goes to grazingherbivores and in to carnivores. Ecosystem with such type of food chains are directly
depend on sun. Most of the ecosystems in nature follow this type of food chain. From energy stand
point, these chains are very important.
Phytoplanktons -+ Zooplanktons + fish

These two sequences are the examples of grazing food chain :

Some examples to the Food Chain:

SCENEDESMUS BOLIGENS + Brachionus falcatus
(Phytoplankton) (Zooplankton)

|lago attu *,loittypharyngodon sps
(Man) (a large fish) (A small fish) :

J 1000 calories



lEaotropEq--+ 990 Calories loss to the environment

9 calories loss to the environment

GY FLOW THROUGH FOOD CHAIN

2. Detritus food Chain:
Detritus -+ bacteria -Detrivores-Predators.

,''
_ 

This type of food chain goes from dead organic matter into microorganisms and then organisms
feeding on detritus (detrivores) and their predators. Such ecosystems are thus less dependent on
direct solar energy. Detritus food chain ends up in a manner similar to the grazingfood chain 'but the
way in which the two chains begin in quite different. In fact this type of food chain is simply a sub
component of another ecosystem.

.r,bbreviated food chains :

Phytoplankton--+ krill - Blue whale

This type of food chain starts from eh phytoplankton 'phytoplankton in turn are eaten by krill'
these intern may be eaten by Blue whale here we find only three trophic levels'. Shorter the food
chain greater the amount of availability of food energies.

Fig.2.4 A hypothetical food chain typical of
a European mixed deciduous oak wood. '

Y-IV 2.2.8 CONCEPT OF PRODUCTIVITY FOOD..;

l0 Calorieq plant J
matter available I lvores
as a food

I calorie available as a foodfC:T-iffil
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2,2.8 SIGNIFICANCE OF FOOD CHAIN t 
,

Jhe foo{t chain studies help understand the feeding relationship an$ the interaction between

drganisms in any ecosystem. They also help us to appreciate the'energy flow mechanism and

matter circulation in ecosvstem

I2.2.9 Food Web:

A food web is really a collection or matrix of food chains. It shows the pattern of energy or

nutrient flow throughout a community. Food chains in natural conditions never operate as isolated

sequences, but are interconnected with each other forming some sort of interlocking pattem,

which is referred to as food web.

,., 
*KPPER\

/ 
\ Lrz.RRo \1\fu

l'loUsF

EXA\PLEa f<.1 Feo_wg:B3 '
I ,.

In'such a food web in grassland, they may be seen as many as five foodchains, which in sequences
are:

q



l. Grass - Grasshopper - Hawk
,.2.. Grass --+ Grasshopper --r.Lizard - Hawk ,

3. Grass - Rabbit + hawk
4. Grass + Mouse -+ Snake --+ Hawk.

-1

The complexity of any food web depends upon the diversity of organisms in the sfstem, it would
accordingly depend upon two main points.

l) Lenth of food chain, diversity in the organisms based upon their food habits would determine the
length of the food chain. More diverse the organisms in food habit, more longer would be food
chain.

2) Alternatives at different points of consumers in the chain. More the alternatives, more would be
the interlocking pattern.

Advantages of food web:
l. It is more realistic than food chain.
2. Omnivores can be shown in food web but not on a food chain.
3. It helps us to understand the actual pattern of energy flow in a community.

Disadvantages:

l. Food web cannot describe the relative importance of food chains.
2. Lack of information of individual group of organisms. Various techniques are used to

determiner food webs are:

' l. Visual observation
2. Analysis of fecal pellets
3. Analysis of stomach contents
4. Application of radio isotopes.

Generally 'food webs are not too complex. As more and more species are involved in a food web
the connections increase.

Trophic.Levels: Each food chain contains many steps like producers 'herbivores'primary
carnivores and so on. Each step of the food chain is called. Trophic level. The number of trophic
levels in a food chain is always restricted to 4 to 5, but very often the chains are very much
complicated with many trophic levels.,

Phytoplankton + Zooplankton - Fishes + Snakes

Tr. L, Tr.L; Tr. L, fr.Lo

Trophic = Feeding
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, 2.5. Tophic Levels

In the trophic structure several community groups or trophic levels are organized 'the species

which are occupy by a particular trophic level are generally suppose to have similar food preferences.

Thus the organisms whose food is obtained from plants by the same number of steps are said to
belong to same trophic level, For eg the green plants (producers level) occupy first trophic level the

herbivores occupy second trophic level, carnivores occupy third trophic level 'secondary camivores'
occupy the fourth trophic level and the territory carnivores occupy the 5the level. This trophic
classification is one of function is not of speci6s i.e., a given species population may occupy one or
more trophic level according to the energy assimilated

2.2.10 Trophic Structure and Ecological Pyramids:' 
The interaction of the food chain phenomena and the size metabolism relationship results in'

communitiEs(having a definite trophic structure. Trophic,structure may be, measured and.deseribedi
either in /dims of the staqding crop per unit area or in terms of the energy fixed per un it arcaper unit;'
time at suicessive trophlc'levels. Trophic structure and also fophic function may be shown graphically
by means of ECOLOGICAL PYRAMIDS. Ecological pyramids dre of tliree general typgs.



l. Pyramid of numbers in which no. of individual organisms depicted.
2. Pyramid of biomass based on the total dry weight 'caloric value or other measure of the total

amount of. Living material.

3. Pyramid of energy in which the rate of energy flodor productivity at successive trophic
level is shown.

Pyramid ofNumbers :iThey show the relationship between producers 'herbivores and camivores
at successive trophic levels in terms of their number. In a grassland the producers u'hich are mainly
the grasses' are always maximum in number. This number then shows a decrease towards apex

'herbivores like rabbit, mice etc are lesser than producers' the carnivores snakes and lizards lesser
than herbivores. Finally top tertiary consumers are very less in number; Thus the pyramid become up
right. Similarly in a pond the pyramid is upright. Here the producers which are mainly the phytoplankton

as algae, bacteria are maximum in number. The herbivores which are smaller fish and rotifers are

small number than producers and secondary consumers water bless in number than herbivores. Finally
territory consumers the biggest fish are least in number.

In a forest ecosystem however, the pyramid of number is some what different in shape. However, in
a parasitic food chain the pyramids are always inverted.

Actually the pyramid of numbers do not give a true picture of the food chain as they are not very

functional. They do not indicate the relative effects of the geometric, food chain and size factors of
the organisms.

Fig. 2.6 Typical pyramid of number. Produiers have
been omitted, following Elton. T-he width of the boxes
indicates the relative numbers of the organisms at each
of the trophic levels. The most convenient horizontal
scale is probably a logarithmic one. The highest
carnivore(s). in this case the third-level carnivore, iJ
arp sometimes refereed to as the '!op carnivore(s)'s.

Numbers
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t.3 x 106 herbivores

Numbers

Fig.2.7 lOb Inverted pyramid of numbers in Wytham
oak wood, Oxtord. The horizontal scalt mic. The
numbers at the right-hand side refer to the nurhbers ofthe
organisms at each trophic level per hectare. Only oaks
were counted as producers. (Data llom Varlelr 1920.)

Pyramid of Biomass: They are more fundamental, as they instead of geometric factor, show the
quantitative relationship of the standing crops.

In grassland and forest, there is generally a gradual decrease in biomass of organisms at successive
levels.from the producers to top carnivores. Thus pyramids are upright. However, in a pond as the
producers are small organisms their biom'ass is least, and this value gradually shows an increase
towards the apex of the pyramid, thus making the pyramid is inverted in shape.

I 
sro-r"r"l carnivores

Biomgss

Figure 2.8 Inverted pyrarnid gf biomass of zooplankton
feeding on phytoplankton.
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2.9. Pyrarnid of Biomass in a pond

Pyramid of Enilrgy : Here, the rate of energy flow/or productivity at each successive trophic level is
shown. In this case ther will be gradual decrease in the availability of energy from autotrophs to
lighter trophic levels.

Pyramid of energy gives the best picture of the community function by highlighting the amount of
energy available for successive higher trophic levels. Pyramid of energy can never be inverted. This
follows directly from the first law of thermodynamics. The units of pyramid of energy are therefore

energylarea/time.
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Fig. 2.10. Pyramid of Energy based on oak trees.
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2.2.llSummary:
Productivity,is nothing but the rate of production. Productivi6r is mainly of threetypes they are

primary productivity, secondary productivity and net productivity. Net primary productivity ls ttre
amount of dry weight accumulated by autotrophs per unit alea per unit time. Gorss primary productivity
equals to net primary productivity plus respiration. .Lack of nutrients..limits primary production in
most aquatic environments. Aquatic communities where thenutrient sgpply is gooO, * i, thr,ruse for
some algal beds,'coral reefs and estuaries have primary produotivities gi."iritfnn any foun{ on land.
Production efficiencies vary from about l-3%o for endotherms to over 51o/o for some ectotherms.

Food chains can be used to demonstrate the biological fate of individual atoms. Food chains
rarely have more than five levels, ecologists disagree as to why this is so. .

A food web is the sum of the food chains in a gommunity. Food webs do have the advantage
that they are more realistic than food chains; for instance omnivores can be shown on a food web but
not on a food chain. ,:.:

,j

Pyramids of numbers may quite often be inverted; pyramids of biomass only rarely., lryiamid of
energy show the flow of energy up a food web. Pyramids of energy can never be invertecr,

2.2.12 Expected questions:
l. Write detailed account on concept of productivity?
2. What is productivity and explain the estimation methods of primaryprodpctivity,?
3. What is food chain? Give comparative account of grazinganA Aetritus food chains/ 

^
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4. Explain secondary production and what are the factors affecting the productivity?
5. Sxplain the following:

l. Food Web
2. Ecological Pyramids

6. What are the advantages anb disadvantages of food web/ and add a note on significance of
food chain?

2.2.13 References;
1. Basic Ecology -Odum.E.P (Saunders Publishing)
2. Ecology Principles And Applications - J.L. Chapman And M.J. ReiS ( Cambridge University

Press)

3. Ecology And Environment - P.D. Sharma (Rastugl Publications)
4. Ecology P.S. Verma And V.K. Agarwal (S. Chand Publications)
5. Principles OfEnvironmental Science InquiryAndApplications (Tata-Mc-GrawhillPublishing

Limited) By - William P. Cunningham Mary Ann Cunningham.

Dr. K. Veeraiah, M.Sc., Ph.D.
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BIOGEOCHTMICAI CYCLES

2.3,1Introduction:
\ The elements,and compounds that sustain us are cycled bndlessly through living,t*:,P9

through the gnvironment. on a global scale 'this movement is referred to as biogeochemlcbl cyclmg'

Substances can move quickry or slowly; you might store carbon for hours or days 'while carbon is

stored in the earth for millionof yearr. wh.n ho^un activity alters flow rates or storage times in these

natural cycles'overwhelming the environment's ability to process them these materials can become

pollutants. sulfur, nitrogen, carbondioxide and phosphorus are some of the more serious examples of

these. Global scale movement of snergy alsolhy a role. Here we will explore some of the paths

involved in cycling several important eGments;.water, carbon, nitrogen' sulfur and phosphorus'

Carbon, nitrogen minerals, water and other basic materials move constantly in cycles form the

abiotic environmeni into and througlr living organisms, and back to the environment again' The

actual atoms say of carbon and nitrogen thaicompose our bodies at this moment were present in the

world long before we arrived in it. The cycling to which we refer is a repetitive sequence in which

small molecules are built up into the large complex molecules of living organisms only to appear

again in simple form as a result of the oeattr and decomposition of organisms. These circular path-

ways of elementary materials are called BIOGEOCHEMICAL CYCLES, a term that emphasizes the

participation of living organisms and the rocks, water, soil and aiiof the abiotic environment'

perhaps as many as 40 of the, 90- plus chemical elements participate in such cycles. Sole 
1e

the well known elements that are needed in bulk amounts-carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen' oxygen' some

are trace elements which may enter living organisms in tiny amounts but are nonetheless essential to

their survival. Each of these elements has a rycle of its own in which it follows a distinctive pathway



8t a characteristic flow rate' All of these cycles have greater or lesser capacities for self-regulation.This is important because human beings are altering these cycles in significant ways.

organic and abiotic phases of Geochemical cvcres:
since an element is necessary for maintence of lifl, its movement through biotic communitiescan be viewed in the terms of food chain. The flow of chemical element through the food chain can beviewed as the organic phase of the biogeochemical cycle. Further, the biogeochemical cycles alsoinclude abiotic phases which are the functions of the chemistry of the elements in question. Theseabiotic phases are of critical importance to the ecosystem, as the major reservoirs for all nutrient

' elements are external to the food chains, and flow in the abiotic phases tends to be much lower than inthe organic phase'.The rapidity and direction ornut i.ni cycring through the abiotic phases determinenot only the distribution of the element in the total environment, but also it availability of livingsystems' There are two classes of abiotic phases in biogeochemical cycles, a sedimentary phase whichis part of all cycles and an atmospheri, fhurr, whichls possessed by some. In some cycles, such asnitrogen, the atmospheric phase is more important rathei than the ,riirn.ntu.y phase.

2.3.2 CARBON CYCLE:
The great idservoir of monorganic carbon, and the source of almost all the carbon incorporatedinto living organisms,.it.ft.. free co, contained in the *.norfrro" 

""oirr*r;ld in the ;r;;;:;il,earth' The first quantitatively important step of the carbon cycle in the utilization of carbon from thisreservoir is photosyn$.:lr: largely bl phoiosynthetic bacteri a, algae uno gr.* p-;;;;. A;;il"assimilated each year in this process is a little less than a tenth of the 700x lOe metric tons of co, inthe atmosphere which first becomes pal of simple carbohydrates. These become ploys accharides,proteins lipids and other complex orgartic compounds. A few of these big molecules are broken downby respi9ratiory metabolism of the plants thernselves, and some carbon is again refereed as cor. Butmost of them remain in the plant until it dies or eaten. when herbivorouslanimals eat plants; theyeliminate some of these organic compounds in the urine and faces u, *uri. proo.rcts. They digest therest and then resemble them in their own tissues they, two, rblease some respirutory ior:il;,carnivorous animals eat herbivorous animals, more diiestion and resynthesis takes place.

As long as it is a vital part of,living organism, carbon occurs largely within organic molecules.But most of this organic carbon eventually i.upp"-, as co, and retulrns to the inorganic realrns ofwaters and air' Indeed, the Co; dissotved in the waters of the iarth se.rves as an important rsservoir ofbuffer in the carbon'cycle. elbit ortne'coi.arises as a direct product of respiratory metabolism inplants, animals andprotestsi The position of carbon eliminated by animals in their waste products isstill in the form of fairly cornplex,orygariic oompounds, and therefore does not immediately become

l:Totl.httic 
cor. which could'be reutilized in photosynthesis. Substantial amounts of carbon remain

rn the tlssues of-organisms when they die.

If the carbon in animal wastes and dead.bodies were not reconverted into co' all life would
have ended long ago. Ithas been estimated tlut atmospheric co, would be exhausted in a year werenot the atmosphere continually.recharged yft 90r. Tie microbes attack, digest *a a."oipor" trr"
organic materials of dead plants and-animals. and of waste products, reducingit.- to the simpler and
energy-poor compounds with which the various cycles can begin again.



Other ways in which organic compounds can.be broken down include fire, a rapid type. 9f
combustion and oxidation and-de.o-poiition, s lamer types. 'When wood burns, the carbon if its

cellulose and other constituents is rapidly converted to COr.

Substantial amounts of carbon may be withdrawn from this cycle for long period of time' Some

of this carbon is stored in living organisms, especially trees. But much larger amount is locked up in

the huge deposits of limestone, which is mainly CaCor. Much but not all limestone is result of the

activities of organisms. In the sea, plankton and other organisms incorporate Ca2*and HCo-3 ions into

their calcium carbonate shells. coral reefs are the result of this process. Huge amounts of carbon are

also taken out of circulation for varying periods as fossil fuels petroleum, coal & gas. In time, most of

this will be retumed to the atmosphere. Recognition of these phenomena led to the dir;covery of

another facet ofthe carbon cYcle.

A carbon silicate cycle, a bio-geo chemical cycle that operates on a time scale in excess of

500,000 years. ln this cycle, the atmospheric CO, dissolves in rain water and forms the carbonic acid'

As rainwater weathers and erodes rocks containing calciurn and silicates, Ca2*and Hco-3 ions are

released into the ground water, eventually finding their way into rivers and oceans. There these ions

are used by organisms to build CaCo, shells. The shells are eventually deposited as sediments on the

sea floor and when the sea floor spreads, the sediments slip under the continental land masses. There

heat and pressure cause CaCO, to react slowly with silica or quarter (Sigt with the reformation.of

silicate rocks and the release of CO' which reenters atmoqphere via midocean ridges or volcanic

eruptions. Because of the leisurely pu..r of this cycles vast quantities of limestone now lie deep in

the earth, where its carbon will remain unavailable for a long time.

The Green house effect:
The burning of fuel by humans has increased the COrreservoir in the atmosphere by about25Yo

in the last 140 years - from 280 ppm or less to about 350 ppm. Today more than l;l tons of carbon (as

Cor) is released every year for every human being on earth. Americans contribute stone per person

ptiytut It is believed that this release rate will quadruple by the year 2100'

The causes concern because atmospheric CO, which is not readily decomposed by sunlight,

plays a major role in regulatingthe temperature of tlie earth's surface and thus it climate. It does this

by acting as a one-wuy ,rrr*n. It is transparent to solar radiation at visible wavelengths, where most

oitfr. energy of sunlight is concentrated. However, molecules of CO, in the atmosphere absorb and

re-emit some of the tonger wavelengths of this energy, the infrared radiation that would othenvise be

transmitted back into space the earth's surface. As a result, much of this energy is trapped in the

a0nosphere as heat.

This phenomenon is termed the green house_effect because atmospheric CO, acts like the glass

in a green house, transmitting visible iigtrt and reflecting infrared radiation. At present, the surface

temp-eratures of the earth are ubout 3s0C higher than they would be if CO, and other gases uiere absent

from the atmosPhere



Because of the tending of CO, to warm the earths air blanket, there is alarm ones the possible
long range consequences of increasing atmospheric cor. The most troubling aspect of the green
house effect is the global warming of 3-40C predicted in the next century. Such an occlurence would
likely raise the worldwide sea level by approximately 70 cm. Of the west Antarctic ice sheet and the
ice masses in the Arctic Ocean begin to melt off, an additional 100 cm rise in the sea level would
follow, with disastrous consequences for the world's costal regions.

If human activities continue to increase atmospheric CO, the results could be ecologically
destabilizing. An increase in the average world temperature would enlarge the area of acid lands and
diminish agricultural production.

2.3.3 Nitrogen Cycle: '

Water contains only hydrogen, and oxygen. Carbohydrates and fats contain only carbon, hy-
drogen and oxygen. All other molec'ules of biological importance contain nitrogen. For instance,
proteins, nucleic acids and chlorophyll all contain nitrogen. Nitrogen makes up almost I 3% of our
dry abundant (Rankama and Sahama 1950).

Despite the importance of niffogen to living systems, it is still not possible to present a dqtailed
a quantitative account of the nitrogen cycle. Nitrogen is an essential constituent of different biologi-
cally significant organic molecules such as amino acids and proteins, pigments, nucleic acids and
vitamins' It is also the major constituent of the atmosphere, comprising about 79 percent of it. The
paradox is that in its gaseous state, N, is abundant but is unavailable to most life. Before it canbe
utilized it must be converted to some chemically usable form.

To be used biologically, the free molecular nitrogen has to be fixed and fixation requires and
inputs of energy tin the firs step molecular nitrogen, N, has to be split into two atoms: \+ 2N, the
free nitrogen atoms then must be combined with hydrogen and to form ammonia, with the release of
some energy

2N+39, --1 2NHr.

The global nitrogen cycle with estimates of the annual rates of flow between the various compart-
ments. It is worth emphasizing that the annual movement of nitrogen around the cycle is dwarfed by
the amount of nitrogen present in the atmosphere and in rocks. The atmosphere contains approxi-
mately 4xI02 g pnd rocks approximately 2x1023 g. In terrestrial systems the greatmajority ofnitrogen
(91%) is found in soil organic mater, litter and soil inorganic nitrogen; only 3%o is found in pldnts and
animals (ROSSWALL I 983).

number of stages. They are.



1. AMMONIFICATION
2. NITRIFICATION
3. NITROGEN FXATION
4. DENITRIFICATION

AMMONIFICATION:
When organisms excrete nitrogenous waste or die, the nitrogen is converted to ammonium ions

by the action of Saprotrophic fungi and bacteria. This process is known as ammonification. The

saprotrbphs micros use the ammonia to synthesize their own proteins and other nitrogen containing

organic compounds. Inevitably, though, some of the ammonia leaks into the surrounding soil and so

become available to other bacteria and to plants.

NITRIFICATION;

In warm, moist soils with a pH near to 7, ammonium ions (NHo+) are oxidized within a few

days of their formation or their addition as a fertilizes. This oxidation benefits the bacteria performing

the reactions by releasing energy which the bacteria can use for the synthesis of ATP. Nitrification

takes place in two stages. First ammonium (NHu+) is converted to nitite (NO-r) and thennitrite is

converted to nitrate (NO-J. These reactions are known as nifification and can only be carried out by

certain interfacing bacteria.

In the first stage of nitrification, ammonia is oxidized to nitrite by bacteria of the genera

nirosamines, involves the addition of oxygen to ammonia, giving rise to hydroxylamine,(NI!oH).

This is then fuither oxidized to nitrite.

In 1he second stage of nitrification, nitrite is oxidized to nitrate by bacteria of the genera

nitrobacteria, nitrospira and micrococcus. The reaction proceeds by the addition of water followed

by the removal of hydrogen. The association between nitrosomonas and ninobacter has been de-

scribed as one of commensalisms (Goodday 1988). The two species exist in the same soil envirori-

ment without much mutual influence except that nitrobacter depends upon nitrosomonas for its ni-

trite. Up take of nitrogen by plants: most plants absorb the majority of their nifiogen as nitrite. How-

ever, many plants also absorb ammonium. In acid soils, conversion of ammonia to nitrite is slow and

in forests on acidic soils, many trees absorb most of their nitogen as anrmonium. (Salisbury and

Ross, 1985)

Nitrogen Fixation
Nitrogen fixation is the reduction of atmospheric nihogen (Nr) to the ammonium ion iI{H4+). It

is of great importance to ofganisms. Together with lightning it is the natural way in which organisms.

Together with lightning it is the natural way in which organisms gdin access to the huge reserves of

nitrogen in the atmosphere. Nitrogen fixation can only be carried out by certain species of bacteria

-a



and cyanobacteria. Some of these species are free living occurring in soil or in water. Others exist in
symbiotic relationships with higher plants. i

The most well known of the nitrogen fixing bacteria are in the genus Rhizobium. Ttrese bacte-
ria form symbiotic association in the root nodules of many plants in tn. A-ity Leguminosae, which
includes such important crop such as peas, groundnuts, beans and cloves. Until ii recently thought
that no members of the grass family, Graminae, could perform nitrogen fixation. However, new tech-
niques introduced in the 1970's showed that many grasses have nitrogen fixing bacteria associated
with their roots in a region called the rhizosphere. This is a transition zone between root and the soil.
How important such N, fixation is to grasses, inciuding the world's cereals, it is still under dispute.
However it is clear that fixation rate in grasses are certainly less than for legumes and other species
which posses root nodulEs.

The formation of root nodules has been extensively investigated in the leguminosae.. Species in
the genus rhizobium persist saprotrophically in the soil until they infect a root hair or damaged epider-
mal cell. The plant responds to this infection by producing root nodules containing tetral.ptoiA nost
cells with the bacteria and some diploid cells without the bacteria ofparticular intereJt is the observa-
tion that root nodules contain leghaemoglobin. Leghaemoglobin functions in much the same way as
our own haemoglobin: it transports oxygen. It is thought that leghaemogllobin. Allows the rate at
which oxygen reaches the nitrogen-fixing bacteria to be controlled. Too much oxygen inactivates the
enzyme that catalyses nitrogen fixation, possibly because nitrogen and oxygen resemble each other in
size and shape, however, some oxygen is required for the bacteria to respire, as they are aerobic. The
enzyme responsible for nitrogen fixation is called nitrogensase. Although its chemical structure is
still completely not known it consist of two distrinct protdins, often called components I and II

Component I is an iron molybdenum (Fe-Mo) protein apparently containing two molybdenum
and 28 iron btoms; component II is an iron (Fe) protein containing four iron atoms. More recently, a
second form of nitrogenase has been found in which contains vanadium instead of molybdenum. This
vanadium mtrogenase closely resembles the molybdenum nitrogenase.

Dentirification :

Denitrification involves the reduction of the nitrate ion (Nor-) to nitrogen dioxide (Nor),,dinifogen
oxide (Nro), nitrogen monoxide (NO) or nitrogen 1Nr) bv certain anaerobic bacteria which haveihe
ability to use the nitrate ion as an electron aoceptor in respiration. Aerobic organisms, of course, use
oxygen as their electorn acceptor in respiration, making water. Under anerobic conditions, however,
oxygen is unavailable. Some species of bacteria in few genera including pseudomonas and closhid-
ium, can make nitrite from nitrate under water logged conditions when oxygen tends to; be in short
supply. A few silecies, incluiJing thiobacillus denitrificans, go further than this and reduce nitrate
lNort) to"dimolecular nitrogen (N2) (Hamilton l9S8). It is also new known that plants lose small
amounts of nitrogen to the atmosphere as gaseous ammonia, dinitrogen oxide, nitrogen dioxide and
nit..qg*,^pnoxi{e, especially when well fertilized with nitrogen.

-.,r.
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2.3.4 NITROGEN CYCLE
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'2.3.5 Phosphorus cycle. '

Phosphorus cycle has no atmosbheric phase. It occurs naturally in environment as phosphate

(POo-, or one of its analognes, HPO4-gr H2PO4-), either as soluble-inorganic phosphate ions, as soluble

organic phosphate (i.e., as a part of {oluble organic molecule) or as particulate phosphate (i.e., as a

part,of an insoluble inorganic or organic molecules) or as mineral phosplrate (i.e,, as a part of mineral
gqin as found in a rock or sediment). The ultimate soufce ofphosphate in the ecgsystem is crystalline

rocks. As there are eroded and weathered, phosphate is made available to living organisms, generally

as ionic phosphate. This is introduced into autotrophic plants tfuouglr their roots, whqre it ir.incorpo-
rated into living tissues. From autotrophs, it is passed .along the grazing food chain in fhe same

fashion a's nitrogen and sulphur, with excess phosphate being excreted in the faceces. An.extreme

example of faecal phosphate is the tremendous guano deposilg bui!,up py bi{s oq the deiert,west co

art of SouthAmerica. Phosphates can also be released . s particulate mattqr from forest and grassla4d

fires.

In the detritus food chain, as large organic molecules contaiiirig jltrospiate are'dd:graded, the

phosphate is liberated as inorganic ionic phosphate. In this form it can be iuimediately taken up by
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autotrophs, or it can be incorporated into a sediment particle, either in the soil of a terrestrial ecosys-
tem or in a sediment of a n aquatic ecosystem. The sedimentary phase of phosphorus cycle..1nrio,
comparatively slow than the organic phase.

Besides phosphorus, there are biogeochemical cycles for all the other nutrients used by living
organisms, as well as some that are not. Most of them has complete cycles in sedimentary phase. Thi
availability depends on their solubility in wpter and availability of water as solvent. 

,

Thus, the geochemical cycles of different chemical substances are closed, the atoms are used
over and over again. To keep the cycles going does not require new matter but it does not require
energy, for the energy cycle is not a closed one. Further, the patterns of flow, both of energy and of
chemical substances, are of great significance,. The simpler pattems involve energy, as the sources of
energy are external to the ecosystem, and flow is unidirectional through it. Chemical substances, on
the other hand, are finite and have their origin inside the ecosystem, thus, they must continuously
cycle witfr in the system.

2.3.6 Phosphorous cycle :
PRQTOPLASM
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2.3.7 Sulphur cycle :
Sulphur, like nitrogbn, is an bssential part of protein and amino acids and is charaiteristic of

organic compounds. It exists in a number of states elemental sulphur, S, sulphides, sulphur monoxide,
sulphite and sulphates. Of these three are important in nature elemental sulphur, sulphides and sul-phates. 

:

cy;le is-iong teilrried and in it sitrlphilr is iied up in organic and inorganic deposits. fio- these depos-
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,its, it is released by weathering and decomposition, and ig canied to terrpstrial and aquatic ecosystems

in a salt solution. Atmospheric phase of sulphur cycle is less pronouncad and it permits ciiculation on

a global scale. \

.sulphurenlerstheatmospherefromseveralsourcesthecombustignoffobsil.fuels,volcanic
,r.iption,it e surface of the oceans and gases released by decomposition./ ,Initially sulp{* enters the

atmosphere as hydrogen sulphide which quickly oxidizes into another volatile form,,sulphur dioxide

(SOr), Atmospheric sulphui dioxide, soluble in mater,'is canied back to earth in rainwater as weak

sulpiiuric acid, HrSOo. What ever its source, sulphur in a soluble form, mostly as sulphates (SOo=)is

absorbed through plairt roots, where it is incorporated into certain organic molecules, such as some

aminoacids (e.g., cystine) and proteins. From the producers the fulphur in aminoacids is transferred

to the consumer animals, with excess being excreted. in the faces.

Excretion and death carry sulphur in living material back io ttre soil and to the bottoms of ponds,

lakes, and seas where the organic material is acted upon by baskria of detritus food chain. Within the

detritus food chain, the sulphydral group (-SH0 of amino acids e.g., L-cystine) is separated from the

rest of the molecule as hydrogen sulphide (HrS) by most decomposing bacteria as atnormal part of the

degndation of proteins. In an aerobic environment, the hydrogen sulphide is oxidized to sulphates by

bacteria specially adapted to perform this conversion.

HrS + 2Or- SOo:12"*

The sulphates produced then produced then can be reused by the autoftophs. In anerobic envi-

ronments, such as bottom of certain lakes, it is impossible to oxidize sulphide by this means, because

the process of oxidation requires oxygen. But if infrared radiation is present in these environments,

there are photosynthetic bacteria that can use it to manufactufe carbohydrates and oxidize sulphide

either to elemental sulphur or to sulphates:

6CO2 12H2S thr - C6 Hr2O6 + 6H2O+12S

6CO2 + 12HrO + 3HrS +hr - C6Hr2O6+6H2O+3SO4=+6H+

elemental sulphur can also be utilized by other bacteria to form sulphates. If oxygen is present, the

reaction is quite rapid

25+3O2+H2O -- 2SO4:*4H*

under the anaerobic conditions, elemental'sulplhur can still be oaidrTc$ to sulphaies by certain bacte-

riaifnitrateispresent ,:.,.,. 3.. 1ri.-11"n, ; r:,

6NOr-+55+2CaCOr- 3SOr:*2CaSOo+2Cor*3N, 
...; !,,., :, .i ., ;jr;.,r.'

none of these bacterial reactions is unidirectional; rrndei certain conditions, sulphates can also be

reduced either to sulphide or to elemental sulphur by bacteqa, fhis sgries of reactions operating

withinthe organic phase ofthe sulphurcycle provides amttiu$4qlly;lqnp{"mechani-sm forregulaling

thc availability of sulphur to autotrophs



BIOGEOCHEMICA-iMS

The sulphur is rpmoved from the organic phase in the form of elemental sulphur which is insoluble
and accumulates in sediments:, If iron is present in the sediments, it can combine with sulphide toform iron sulphides, all of which are highly insoluble.

Fe* * S: FeS
Fe (ionic) + 25 (ionic) + FeS"

FeS, is highly insoluble under neutral and alkaline conditions and is firmly held in mud and wet soil.
Some ferrou8s sulp[ride is contained in sedimenlary rocks overlying coal deposits. Exposed to the airin deep and surface mining, the ferrous sulphide oxidizes and in the presence of water produces
ferrous sulphates & sulphuricacid

?I!Sl1 7Or+ zHzO-+ FeSOn + 2 H2SO4
12 FeSOo a 30: + 6H2O- 4 Fe, (SO"), + 4 Fe (OH:)J

In this manner sulphur in pyrite rocks, suddenly exposed to weathering by man, discharges
heavy sulgs ofsulphut Hr.SO-'ferric sulphates and fenous hydroxide into aquatic;;;H;. hh:;;
compounds destroy aquatic life and cause acidic water.

2.3.8 sulphur cycle
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2.3.9rSummaq/ :
'The elements and compounds thai sustain us are cycled endlessly through living things and

through the environment. on a global/scale, this movement is referred to as biogeochemical cycling'

l

Carbon, nitrogen, minerals, water and other basic materials move constantly in cycles from the

abiotic environmeniinio and through living organisms, and back to the environment again'

\ The nitrogen cycle is a complex process involving the activities of several genera of bacteria'

Myconhizal help ptants to obtain phosphate,from soil. An unflerstanding of nutrient cycling helps to

explain why the oceans are saltY'

2.3.10 ExPected Questions:
l. What are bio teo'chemical cycles? Write a detailed account on carbon cycle?

2. Explain the nitrogen cYcle?

3. Write a detailed account on phosphorus cycle?

4. Write notes on sulPhur cYcle?

2.3.11References:
1. Basic EcologY - E.P. Qdum

2. Ecology principtes and applications J.L. Chapman and M.J. Reiss.

3. EcologY - Verma & Agarwal

4. Ecology and Environment P.D. Sharma'

Dr, K. Veeraiah, M.Sc., Ph.D.



LESSON 2.4

CONCEPT OF LIMITING FACTORS

2.4.I INTRODUCTION
2.4.2 Liebig's lawof minimum
2.4.3 Shelford's law of tolerance

2.4.4 Combined concept of limiting factors' ' 
.

2.4.5 References.

CONCEPT OF LIMITING FACTORS

2.4.1 INTRODUCTION
Temperatures, moisture levels, nutrient supply, soil and water chemistry living space and other

environmental factors must be within appropriate levels for organisms to persist every living organ-

ism has limits.to the environment, it can endure. In 1840, Liebig proposed that the single factor in

shortest supply relative to demand is the critical determinant is species distribution. Ecologist Victor

Shelford l^i.r'.*p*ded the same principle of limiting factors by stating that each environmental

factor has both minimum and maximum levels, called tolerance limits, beyond which a particular

species cannot survive or is unable to reproduce. Shelford postulated, the single factor closest to these

s'urvival,limits, is the critical limiting factor that determines, where a particular organism can live.

At-one time, ecologists accepted the critical limiting factor concept so completely that they

called it Liebig's or Sheliord's lawand tried to identify unique factors limiting the growth of biota.

For many ,p..i.r, however, the interaction of several factors working together, rather thitn a single

limiting iu.to, determines the distribution. The mussels and barnacles living in extremely harsh con-

ditionJut generally are sharply limited to an inter tidal zone, where they grow so thickly that they

often completely corner the substrate. No single factor determines their distribution. J1:t.u9' 1.oT-
bination oi tem'perature extremes, salt concentrations, competitors and food availability limits the

number and location of these animals.

' For other organisms, there may be a specific critical factor which determines the abundance and

distribution of that species in a given area.

A striking example of cold intolerance as a critical factor is found in that giant saguaro Cactus

which grows in the dry hot Sonoran desert,of southern Arizona and northern Mexico. Saguaros are

extremily sensitive to low temperatures. A single exceptionally cold winter night with temperatures

below friezing for l1hours or more kills growing lips on the branches. Animal species, too, exhibit

tolerance limits that often are'more critical for the young than for the adults. The fish, cyprinodon for

instance, occurs in small, isolated populations in warm'springs in the northern desert. Adult fish can

survive temperatures between OoC and 42o C and are tolerant to an equally wide range of salt concen-

trations. The Eggs and Juvenile fish, however can only live between200C and 360C, and are killed by

high salt concentrations. Reproduction, the essential biological process therefore, is limited to a small

part of the range of adult fish, for its abundance. Sometimes, the requirements and tolerances of

species are useiul indicators of specific environmental characteristics. The presence or absence of



CONCEPT OF LIMITING FACTORS

such species can tell us something about the community and ecosystem as a whole. Lichens andeastern white fine' for exampl6 re indicates of air pollution becau." they are extrcrnvly oenrluys r(,sulfur dioxide and precipitation. Bull thistle^lr u *ieolit a-igro*, on distributed soil but is not eatenby cattle; thereford, an abundant population of bull thistle in a pasture is a good indicator of overgrazing.similarly, anglers h:* that trout species require clean, *.il- o*ygenafed;;*, so the presence orabsence of trout can be indicator of water quality.
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2.4,2L|nBIG'SLAwoFMINIMUM:;.i,l,'ji'..
An organism is seldom, if ever, exposed solely to the effect of a single factor in its environl:ot.

on the contrary an organism is subjected to the simultaneous action'of afl factors in its immediate

surroundings. However, some factors exert more influence than d9 olhers,ld.theltemptto evaluate-

their relative roles had led to the development of the law of the minimum'by the Gerrhan'biochemist

JUSTUS LIEBIG IN I840.

LIEBIG while investigating the relationship between the available.amounts of essential ele-

ments and plant growth, discovered that crop yield was frequently limitdd by elements other than

those utilized in the largest quantity. Freely, translated, a p,art pf his statement on his experiential

results is that ..growth is dependent on the amount of food stuff that is present in minimum quality".

This statement has come to be known as LIEBIGIS law of minimum' It is now usually'incorporated

with a law of limiting factors developed by British physiologist F.F. BLACKMAN who at thc begin-

ning of this cent'ury investigated the factors affecting the rate'of photosynthesis; Amount of

carbondioxide (COr) available, amount of H"O available, intensity of,solar radiation, amount of chlo-

rophyll present, ani the temperature of the Chloroplast. BLACKMAN discovered that the rate of'

photosynthesis is governed by the level of the factor that"is operating it a iimiting intbnsitv- fL1tre1a

work on limiting factors and substances has shown that a high tevel of one factor will rnodify thc

limiting effect of a second, a process described as factor interaction. The same principle :rf limiting

factors applies well to animal functions.

The law of rninimum has been resrated by TAYLOR (1934) in broad ecological terms, as fol-

lows: .,The functioning of an organism is controlled or limited by that essential environmental factor

or combination of factors present in the least favorable amount. The factors may not be continuously

effective but only at some critical period during the year or perhaps only during some critical year in

a climate cycle".

The fact of the critical minimum becoming determinal to the survival of an organisms was

recognized by JUSTUS LIEBIG who was a pioneer in the study of effect of various factors on the

growth of plants. He found that the yield of crop plants was often limited not by nutrients needed in

large quantities, of carbondioxide, water but by some raw materials,as boron, for example, neeed in

minute quantities, but every scarce in soil. His statement that,the glowth of a plant is depen,lent on the

amount of foodstuffwhich is presented to it in minimum quantity has qome be known as {.IEBIG'S

LAW OF MINIMUM.

Since LIEBIG'Stime much work is done in this area. This additional information could s\ow

that two subsidiary principles must be added to this concept to make it tnore useful in practice. ft\e
\

are ,, '\

L A constrain that the LIEBIG'S law is strictly applicable only undei steady-state conditions i.e.

when inflows balance outflows of energy and materials. For example, we mustassume that CO,
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w:s th9:major limited factorin lake/pond, and thus productivity was in equilibrium with the rate
of suliply of Co, coming from the decay of organicrnuttrr. We assume ttrat tight, nitrogen, phos-
phorus etc' were avaihble in excess ifu this steady state equilibrium. If a storm brought more
Corinto the lake/ pond the rate of production would change, and be dependent upon other,factors
as well' While the rate is changing , there is no steady state and no minimum constituent.

2' The second impdrtant principle isfACToR INTERACTION. High concentration or availability
of some substanco or the action of some factor other than the minimum one, may modiff the rate
of utilization of th& l4tter. Sometimes <,rrganisms are able to substitute at least party, a chemically
closely related substance for one thdt is deficient in environment. For instance, where strontium is
abundant Mollusces are able to substitute this for calcium of partial extent in their shr:lls. Some
plants ,require less since when growing in thershade than when growing in full slnlighu there-
fore, a given amount of,zinc in the soil would be less limiting tollants in shade than under the
same conditions in sunlight.

. 2.4.3 SHELFORD'S LAW OF TOLERANCE:
Not only may too little o{something be a limiting factor, as proposed by LIEBIG but also too

much, as in case of such factors as heat, light and matter. Thus, oigunir*. have an ecological mini-
mum and maximum; range in between represents the limits of tolerance. The concept of tte li;it"rg
effect ofmaximum as well as minimum was incorporated into the law oftolerance byV.E. SHELFORDinl9l3' Especiallyusefularewhatcanbetermed'stresstests',carriedoutinthelaborfield,inwhich
organisms are subjected to an experimental range of conditions. All physical requirements may be
well with in the limits of tolerance for'an organism, and the organism maystill fail because ofbioiogi-
cal interrelations. Studies in the intact'ecosystem must accompany experimental laboratory studiJs,
which, of necessity, isolate individuals \om their populations and communities.

Some subsidiary principles to the lavxof tolerance may be stated as follows.

l' organisms may have a wide range of tolerlnce for one factor and a narrow range for another.

2' Organisms with wide range of tolerance for qll factors likely to be most widely distributed.

3' When coriditions are not optimum for a specieswith respeet to one ecological factor, the limits of
tolerance may be reduced for other ecologieal {actors. For example, pe-nman reports that when
soil nitrogen is limiting the resistance of grass tn drought is reduced, In-other words, he found that
more water was required to prevent wilting at loii nitrogen levels than at high levels

4. Frequently, it is discoverbd thdt organisms in nature are not actually living at the optimum range
of a particular physical factor. In such cases, some other factor or factors are found to have gr.uf,'.
importance. Certain tropical orchids, for example, actually grow better in full sunlight than in
shade, provided they are kept cool. In nature, they grow only in the shade because tirey cannot
tolerate the heat of direct sunlight. In many cases. Population interactions present organisms
from taking advantage of optimum physical conditions.



5. Reproduction is usually a critical period when environmental factors are most likely to be limit-
ing. The limits of tolerance for reproductive individuals, seeds, eggs, embryos, seedlings and

larval are usually narrower than for none producing adult plants or animals. Thud and adult

cypress tree will grow continually submerged in mater or on dry upland, but it cannot reproduce

unless there is moist, unfolded ground for seedling development. Adult blue crabs and many

other marine animals can tolerate brackish water or freshwater that has a high chloride content

and thus are often found for some distance up rivers. The larvae however, cannot live in such

maters; therefore the species cannot reproduce in the river environment and never become estab:

lished permanently the geographical range of game birds is often determined by the impact of
climate on eggs or young rather than on the adults.

The concept ;f limiting factors is valuable because it gives the ecologist an 'entering wedge' into

the study of cornplex situations. Environmental relations of organisms are apt to be complex, but

fortunately, all possible factors are not equally important in a given situation or for a given organ-

ism. Studying a particular situation, the ecologist can usually discover the probable weak links

and focus attention, initially at lest, on those environmental conditions most likely to be critical or

limiting. If an organism has a wide limit of toleranco for a relatively constant factor in moderate

quantity in the environment, the factor is not likely to be limiting. Conversely" if an organism is

known to have definite limits of tolerance for a factor that also is variable in the environment, then

that factor merits careful study, since it might be limiting. For example, oxygen is so abundant,

constant, and readily available in the terrestrial environment that it is rarely limiting to land organ-

isms, except to parasites or those living in soil or at high altitudes. On the other hand, oxygen is

relatively scarce and often extremely variable in mater and is thus often an important limiting
factor to aquatic organisms, especially animals.

To sum up, primary altemation should be giveq to factors than are operationally significant'to
the organism at sometime during its life cycle. The aim of environmental analysis, for example,
preparing an environmental impact statement, is not to make long, uncritical lists of possible

'factors' but rather to achieve these more significant objectives.
L To discover by observation, analysis and experiment, which factors are operationally signifi-

cant and
2. To determine how these factors affect the individual population, or community, as the case

may be. In this manner the effect of disturbances or proposed environlnental alterations can

be predicted with reasonable accuragy.

The actual range qf tolerance in nature is almost always narrower than the potential range of
activity. This might be indicated by nothing short term bphavioral reEponse in the la$.g-q4tory

because the metabolic cost of physiological regulation at ex(reme conditions reduces the limits of
tolerance under field conditions at both upper and lower limits. If a fish in a pond receivi4g ltrgp$
water from an industry or power plant has to devote all or most of its metabolic energy. tp agpipg
with the elevated temperature stress, it will have insu'fficient energy for food-getting e!{,r,g4ryo-
ductive activities required for survival under non-laboratory conditions. Adaptation b.eggr4es

more costly as extreme conditions are approached, and the organism becomes increasingly sus-
ceptible to other factors such as disease or predation
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2.4.4 COMBINED CONCEPT OFLIMITING FACTORS
The presence and success of an orgdnism or a group of organisms depends upon a complex of

conditions. Any condition which approa0hes or exceeds the limits of tolerance is said lo be a
limiting condition or a limiting factor.
By combining the idea of minimum and the cbncept oflimits of toleraqce one can arrive at a move
general and useful concept of limiting factors. Thus in nature organisms are qontrolled by

factors which are critical and

environmenl.

The chief value of the conceptof limiting factors lies in the fact that it gives the ecologist an
entering wedge into the study,of complex situations. For an organism, not all possible factors
are of equal importahce in a given situation. Some are weaker than others. We May discover
these weak links and find those conditions to be critical or limiting. If an organism has a wide
limit of tolerance in moderate quantity in the environment, that factor is not likely to be limir
ing. Conversely, if an organism is known to have limits of tolerance for a factor which also is
variable in the environment them that factor merits careful study, since it might be limiting.
For e*.ample; oxygen, is so abundant, constant and readily available in terrestrial environment
that it is rarely limiting to land organisms, except to parasites or living ion soil at high atti-' tudes. On the other hand O, is relatively scarce and often extremely variable in water and thus
is often an important limiting factor to aquatic organisms, especially animals. Therefore the
main attention should be given to factors that are operationally significant to the organisms at
sometimes during it life cycle.

2.4.5 Summary
If a principle is to become firmly established and to prove useful in practice, it must be eventu-

ally subject to quantitative aswell as qualitative analysis. The present concept of limiting factors were
thus proved. As mentioned, the chief value of the concept of limiting factors lies in the fact that it
gives the ecologist, an "Entering wedge" into the study of complex situations.

: Envirofimental relations of organisms are apt to be complex, so that it is fortunate that not all
possible factors are of equal importance in a given situation or for a given organism.

To occur and thrive in the given situatiqn, an organism must have essential materials which are
necessary for growth and Reproduction. These basic requirements vary with species and with the
situation. Under "steady - state" conditions the essential materials available in amounts most closely
approaching the critical minimum needed will tend to be limiting one. This "law of the minimum is
less applicable under "transient - stage" conditions whenthe amounts and hence the effe,:t of many
constituents are Rapidly changing - as provoked by "Liebig".

The presence and success ofan organisrn depend upon the completeness of a complex c;onditions.
Absence or failure of an organism can be controlled by the Qualitative or Quantitative deficiency or
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excess with respect to any one of several factors which may approach the limits of tolerance of that

organism, as proved by "shelford".

2.4.6 Expected Questions : /

l. Explain the Liebig's law of the minimum? Give examples?

2. Explain the Shelford's law of Tolerance? Prove with examples?

3. What is the concept of limiting factors, write the necessary examples too?

4. What are limiting factors, explain?

2.4.7 Reference Book:
1. Basic Ecology - Odum.E.P. (Saunders Publishing)
2. Ecology Principles andApplication - J.L. Chapmbn and M.J. Reis (Cambridge University Press)

3. Ecology and Environment - P.D. Sharma (Rastugl Publications)
4. Ecology - P.S. Verma and V.K. Agarwal (S. Chand Publications)
5. Principles of environmental Science Inquiry and Applications (Tata- Mc-Grawhill Publishing

Limited) By- William P. Cunningham Mary Ann cunningham.

Dr. K. Veeraiah, tvl.Sc., Ph.D.
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BIOTIC INTERACTIONS
INTERSPECIFIC COMPETITION AND CO-EXISTANCE

3.1.1 INTRODUCTION
3.1.2 CONTENT
3.1.3 STATEMENT
3.1.4 DESCRIPTION
3.1.5 EXAMPLES FOR COMPETITION AND CO.EXISTANCE
3.16 SUMMARY
3.r.7 EXPECTED QUESTTONS
3.'.8 REFERENCES

INTRODUCTION:
Organisms are subjected to the living and non-living environmental factors. Evenr org*irrf,

must share its world either with the members of its own species or with the members of other speciesi.
Animals have interactions with other animals and plants. The organisms experience the influence df
other organisms, through competition, predation and herbivory. The effects of such organisms fonir
the biotic pan of the environment.

In nature, no plant or animal could survive by itself because. it is dependent, on other organ-
isms for food; shelter and certain requirements. Animals have relaiions with other animals, plants
with other plants, some animals are dependent upog plants in their environment or vice-versa. Thus
interdependency exist between species which results in their successful survival in nature. The rela-
tionship or interactions between species is classified as,

"Intra specific relationship". - Relation between the same species.

"Inter specific relationship" - Relation befween the different species. The relationship or
such biotic interaction may be beneficial to both parasites,'harmful to both the pamsites, either benefi-
cial or harmful to one and neutral in respect to the other. Biotic community is nothing bui the..local
assemblage of species" and the interactions between organisms, is called biotic interaitions. Aocord-
ing to the nature of ecological relations between the interacting species,, the type and the nature of
interactions may be negative or positive, and is of different types. Some of them are as given below,

Interspecific competition and co-existence

3.1.2 Content:
If two species compete for, and are limited by, a single resource, then theory indicates that one or
other will be eliminated. If, however, they compete for a range of resources, it is possible that they
will partition the resources between them, and that both will survive. Theoretical models of resourcl
competition suggest that two similar species will usually evolve so as to take different resources. If
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this results in the two species becoming morphologically more different, the process is referred to as
character displacement.: note, however, that character displacement can occur for reasons other than
resource competition for example, selection for mating isolation.

The presence of other organisms nray limit the distribution of some species through "competi.
tion". Such competition is usually confined to closely related species which eats the same types of
food and alive in the same sorts of places. The frst indication of possible competition is usually the
observation that the geographical distributions of two closely related species do not overlap. A second
indication may be the observation that when species a is absent, species b lives in a widr:r range of
habitats. The principle diffrculty in dealing with these situations is that competition is only one of
several hypotheses that will account for these facts.

STATEMENT:3.1.3
Competition in the broadest sense rrf'ers to the interaction of two organisms striving for the

same thing. lnterspecific competition is any interaction between two or more species populations,
which adversely affects their growth and survival. The tendency for competition to bring about an

ecological separation of closely related or otherwise, similar, species is known as 'The competitive
exclusion principle'.

3.I,4 DESCRIPTION
A great deal has been written about interspecific competition by ecologists, geneticists, and

evolutionists too. In most cases, the word "competition" is used with reference to situations in which
negativeinfluencesareduetoslrortageofresourcesusedbybothspecies.

The competitive interaction often involves space, food or nutrients, light waste mat,:rials, sus-

ceptibility to carnivores, disease and so both, and may other types of mutual interactions. 'ihe results

of competition aie of greatest interest and have been much studied as one of the mechanisms of
natural selection. Interspecific Competition can result in equilibrium adjustments by two species, or it
can result in one species population replacing another <ir forcing it to occupy another space or to use

another food, what ever is the basis of cornpetitive action. It is often observed that closely related

organisms having similar habits or life fonns often don't occur in the same places, they are different
food, are active at different times, or are otherwise occupying somewhat different niches.

The explanation for the widely observed ecological separation of closely related (or otherwise

similar) species has come to be knowri as 'competitive exclusion principle' (Hardin, 1960) or Gauses

principle.

The result ol the interaction is at the species with the greatest initiatory effect on the other will
eliminate it from the space, although as slobodkin has shown the trvo species might theoretically

coexist if the competition coefiicients were very small in relation to the ratios of saturatioh densities

to understand the compeiition we need,not only consider conditions and population attributes that

lead to competitive explusion, but alsb dituations, under which similar species coexist, since large

numbers of species do share common resources in the open systems of nature

I

I

,/
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One of the most thorough going and long term experimental studies of interspecific c,rmpetition
is that carried.out in the laboratory of Dr. Thomas park of university.of Chicago. Park, his students,

and associated workers work with flour beetles, especially these belonging to genus Trilobium, small
beetles can complete their entire life history in a very simple and homogenous habitat, namely, a jar of
flour or wheat bran. The mediurn in this case is both food and habitat for larval and adults. If fresh

medium is added at regular intervals a population of beetles can be maintained for a long time.

The investigators found that, when two different species of Trilobium are placed here in this
little homogeneous universe, invariably one species is eliminated sooner or later, while the other
continues to thrive. One species always wins or two species of Trilobium.cannot service in'his par-
ticular ecosystem, which, by definition contains only one niche for flow beetles. The eventual out
come depends on climate rather on number of individuals.

The competitive ability and required parameters ditTer drastically frorn even species to species,

so as the care in Trilobiurn to.

From the Trilobium model, it is easy to constant conditions that could result in cc.-existence
instead of exclusion. If the culture system was "opened" and the individuals of the dominlnt species
were to immigrate / be remove as by predator at a considcrable rates the competitive interaction might
be so reduced, that both the species could coexist. One can think of much other circumstance that
would have favour for coexistence.

Some of the most interesting experiments in plant competition are those reported by J.L.Harper
and et.al. at the university college of north Wales.
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The case for coexistence in populations of clover (Trifolium = T) with mixing, evenly interfere
between two they show reduced density. The difference in growth form allows two species of clover
to co-existence in the same environment i.e., same light, temperature, soil, etc. of the two species,

Trifolium represents grows faster and reachespeek in leaf density sooner. However, I. fragiferum has

longer petioles and higher leaves and is able to overtop the faster growing species, especially after
I.repens has passed its peak, and thus avoids being shaded out. In mixed stands, therefore each species
inhibits the other. but they both are able to complete their life cycle and produce seed, e'ren though
each coexists at a reduced density. In this case, the two species, even though competing stongly for
light, were able to coexist because of difference in morphology and the timing of growth:naxima.

Harper (1961) concludes that two species of plants can persist together if the populations are

independently controlled by one or more of the following mechanisms,

Different nutritional requirements. Legume and non legume, for example
different causes of mortality for ex: differential sensitivity to grazing
Sensitivity to different toxins.
Sensitivity to same controlling factor, i.e., light, water and so forth, at different times.

3.1.5 Examples for competition: and co-existence:
Two closely related protozoa's, paramecium caudatum and Paurelia when in separate culture,

exhibited typical sigmoid population on growth and maintained a constant population level, in cul-
tured medium that was maintained constant with a fixed density of food items.

The food bacteria did not themselves multiply in media and thus could be added qt frequent
intervals to keep food density constant.

When both the protozoans were placed in the same culture, howeve r, P.aureliaalone survived

after l6 days. In this case neither organisms attacked other or secreted harmful substances. P.aurelia
populations simply had a more rapid growth rate i.e. higher instructive with intrinsic rate of increase,

and thus "out-competed". P.caudatum for the limited amount of food under the existing conditions.

On the other hand P.caudahtm and P.burscu'ia were both able to survive and reach a stable

equilibrium in the same culture medium because although they were competing for the same food,
P.bursaria occupied a different part of culture wherd it could feed on bacteria without competing with
P.caudatum. Thus, the habitat feature of niche of these two species proved to be sufficiently different,
eVen though their food was identical.

In nature, where competition would not likely be as severe, or as long continued, as in the small

laboratory cultures, the two species would have less diffrculty co-existing in the some habitat. An-
other example of how habitat diversification can reduce competition so as to allow co exlstence in-
stead of exclusion is described by Crombie. He found that, Trilobium.exterminates Oryzaephilus,

which is another genus of flow beetle, when both live together in an hour, because Trilobiqm is more

active in destroying immature stages-of other species. However, if the glass tubes are placed in the

flour into which immature stages of oryzaephilus may escape then both populations survive. Thus,
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when a simple "one-niche" envirdnment is chhnged to a "two-niche" environment, competition is

reduced suffrcienily for the suppori of two species.'This is also as example of the 'rDirept interferr
I

ence" type of competition.

Interspecific competition in plants in the field has been much studied and is general,ly believed

to be an imfortant factor in bringing about a succession species.

.Keever'describes an interesting situation in which a species of 'ltall-weed" that occupies first

year fallow fields in almost pure stands was gradually replaced in these fields by another species

previously unknown in the regiorr. The two species, although belonging to different genera, have very

ri*ilur liie history with reference to time of flowering, seedirrg; and forms of life thus were brought

into'intense-competition'.

Griggs prepared a 'competitive ladder'that competition between individuals of the same spe-

cies is one of the most imponant density dependent factors in nature, and the same can be said of
"Interspecific-competition;competition and co existence appears to be extremely important in deter-

mining the distribution of closety related species, and Gauses rule - "no two species itt the same

niche" - seems to hold as for laboratory and for field also, altho{rgh much of the evidence'is circum-

stantial.

Competitive interaction can cause morphological change through natural seiection that wel'

comes tire ecological separation. For example, in the middle Europe six species of titmice (small birds

of the genus Parus) coexist, segregated partly by habitat and party by feeding areas and size of prey,

which is reflected in small differences in length and width of the bill. In North America, it is rare for
more than two species to be found in the same locality, even though seven species are present on the

continent as a whale.
'Lack' suggests that'l the American species of tits are at an earlier stage in their evolution, ihan

the European and their difference in beak, body size, and feeding behavior are adaptations to their

respective habitats, and are not yet'adaptations for permitting the co-existence and diversity in the

same habitat".
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fig.-1.2 The effect of c'rrrPctitirrrr orr thc lrabitat <listribrrtiorr of birds. lVhen intraspecific compctit
domirtstes,.the species spreatls out itrrrl ot<:upies lcss.lairrrable (rnarginirl) areas; where interspeciftc competit
is intense the species tends to be restrit tt,cl t() a llarrower .,,ug" 
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the opiimum conditigns. (Modift;d fr

Svtrdson,1949.)



The effect of competition on the habitat distribution of birds when intraspecific competition dominates.
the species spreads out and occupies less favorable (marginal) areas; *ftere interspecific 

"o*p.fiion 
is intense

and the species tends to be restricted to a nanow range comprising the optimum conditions.

The curves in above diagram, indicates range of habitat which can be tolerated
with optimum and marginal conditicns indicated;

by the species,

When interspecific competition is less severe,'then intraspecific competition generally brings
about a wider habitat choice. Islands ar€ good places to observe tendency for wider habitat selection
to occur wheir potential competitions fail to colonize. For example, meadow vales Gyficr.rtusi ;i;;,
occupy forest habitats on islands where their forest competitor, the re-backed vole (Clethrionomyns),
is absent.

.According to 'Crowelll, cardinal was more abundant and occupied more rnarginal habitat in
Bermuda where many of its mainland competitors are absent. There are many cases, which seems at
first to be exceptions to the Gause's rule but which, one on careful study, prove otherwise. A good
example of this is the case of two similar fish-eating birds of Britain, the cormonant (phalacrocorax
carlo) and the shag (Phalacrocorax aristotelis) studied by "Lack". These two species, colnmonly feed
in the same waters and nest on same cliffs, yet close study showed that actual nest sites were different
and, food was basically different. Thus the shag feeds inthe upper waters on the free-swimming fish
and eels, where as corrnonant is more of a bottom feeder, taking flatfish (flounders) and bottom
invertebrates (shrimp, etc)

Just because, closely related species were sharply separated in nature does not, of course mean
that competition is actually operating continuously to keep them separated; the two species my have
evolveddifferentrequirementsorprefeienceswhicheffectivelykeepthemoutofcompetition.

On the nutshell or at a glance, a single example each from plant and animal kingdomwill be
undoubtedly suffrcient to elucidate. ln Europe, one species of Rhododendron, namely..R.hirsufum,,,
is found on calcareous soils while another R.femrgineum is found on acid soils. The requirements of
2 species are such that neither can alive at all in the opposite type of soil so that there is never any
actual competition between thertf. :'

"Teal'? has made an experimeiit'[l study of habitat selection of species of fiddler crabs (uca)
which are usually separated in their occulrence in salt marshes. One species, U.pugilator, is found on
pen sandy flats, while another, U.pungnax, is fotrnd on muddy substrates covered with marsh grass.
Teal found that one Species would tend not to,invade the habitat of other even in the absence of other,
because each species would dig, or burr,ows only in its preferred substrate. The absence of the active
competition of course does not mean'that competition in the part is to be ruled out as a factor in
bringing about the isolating behavior



We may do well to close the discussion of examples by adopting the three tentative modes

proposed by .Philip, as a basis for the feature.obscrvation, analysis and expeiimentation too:

Imperfect competition: Interspecific effects are less than intraspecific effects.

Interspecific competition is a limiting factor, but not the extent of complete elimination of one

species.

2. Perfect competition: One species in invariably eliminated from the niche by a gradual process

as crowding occurs

This was according to unmodified Gause or "Lokta-Volterra

Hyperperfect competition: Depressing affects are great and

imrnediate ly effective
i

This is as in production of antibiotics.

3.1.6 Summary:
Theoretically modes of cornpetition, Indicate that in case of competition between two similar

species, one species may be displaced or both may reach a stable equilibrium mixture. The possibility

of displacement has given rise to the competition exclusion principle, which states that complete,

competition cannot coexist. In sirnple laboratory populations one species often become extinct but

some times coexists with another species. Natural communities show many examples of similar spe-

cies, which are coexisting, and this must be reconciled with the principle of competitive exclusion.

One approach to solve this paradox is to suggest that competition is rare in nature, and hence displace-

ment is not expected. Another approach is to suggest that competition has occurred and interrelations

we now see are the outcome of competition, displacement, and subsequent evolution in the past. Both

views agree that competition is not common in present day populations, but this may not be true.

Experimental work with agricultural crops and range plants suggests that competitiire interac-

tions, are very great in the field populations, transferping the results of the laboratory work on compe-

tition to field populations have proved difficult. , l

Interspecific competition poses problems stated by the competitive exclusion principal, resource

partitioning probably the most widely spread factor explaining coexistence of cornpetitions.

Predators that explaining two competing species could play role,in allowing.coexistenoe,, Regardless ,

,of the particular mechanism, the essential requirement, for coexistence is that.species frorn be suff,r-

ciently different in some way to prevent either species from reaching a high enough density"to'drite '

the other extinct.



3.1.7 expected questions:
l. What are biotic interactions? Explain with examples?

2. What is interspecific competition, describi with examples?

3.Explainco-existenceinbioticenvironment.byrrrakinganoteoninterspecif,rcconrpetition?-

4. Describe with proper examples, to prove inter specific competition as a negative intoraction on
population?

5. Evolutionary significance with reference to the competition?

3.1.8. Reference Book:
1. Basic Ecology - Odum.E.P. (Saunders Publishing)

2. Ecology Principles and Application - J.L. Chapman and M.J. Reis (Cambridge University press)

3. "Ecology'by "L Dodson, stanley I". - 1998

4. tEcology'The experimental analysis of distribution & abundance'- by "Charles J. Krebs".

5. Principles of environmental Science Inquiry and Applications (Tata- Mc-Grawhill Publishing
Limited) By-William P.Cunningham Mary Ann cunningham.

Dr. K. Veeraiahr tvl.Sc., ph.D.
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3.2.5 Summary

3.2.6 Expected Questions
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3.2.1I'NTRODUCTION:
. predaiion, Herbivory Parasitism, andAllelopathy were come undernegative interacticns, which

are operatiog, 9n population.

Predators diversely affect the population size of their prey, but the affect of herbivory on the
population dynamics of vegetation is less apparent. If an organism eat seeds or seedlings, so killing
plants, Jhis directly affects the total plant population size. Herbivore can have a positive effect on
some plant populations by providing more opportunity for new individuals to establish. Predators,
despite their obvious effect on prey numbers, may not always have a long-term effect on population
regulation.

Aparasite is an organism, which lives on or in an other organisms. The organism on which the
parasite lives is called the host. A feavy infection of parasites, called the parasitic load, may eventu-
ally cause the death of the host, direjctly or indirectly, by weakening it so that it succurnbs to a predator
or disebse. But hbw does a parasite differ from a predator or Herbivore? The definition of a parasite
givgn above could fit members of both these groups. Aparasite is recognized as being much smaller
ttran its host, So that often many parasites can live on siqgle host. Parasites usually reproduce much
faster thah theif host and so have a much faster rate of population increase. However, as "with many
other dEfinition in ecology, there is a boundary area between these three groups where it is diffrcult to
decide which category to use.

. For example, European cuckoos (Cuculus canorus) are much larger than their host bids, yet the
baby cuckoo in the nest of meadow pipit is considered as a parasite. On the other hand a golo-rg of-
monkdys eating the fruit or leaves of a tree are much smaller than theif yet are considEfue-
Herbivore, not parasites.



3.2.ZPredation : and Parasitism:
The local distribution of some species seems to be limited by predation.

3.2.2.1Statement:
As already indicated, predation and parasitism are examples of interactions between two

populations which results in negative dffects on the growth and,surViyal of ong of,the populations.
A cardinal principle is that the negative effects tend to be quantitativety small'where the interacting
populations have had a common evolutiohary history in6 relatively stqble ecosystem. In other words,
natural selection tends to lead to reduction in detrimental effects or to the elimination of the interac-
tion, altogether, since continued severe depression of prey or host population by the predator or para-
site population can only lead to the extinction of one or both populations. Consequently, severe inter-
action is most frequently observed when the interaction is of recent origin (when two populations first
become associated) or when there have been large-scale or sudden changes (perhaps temporary) in
the ecosystem (as might be produced by the man). This leads to what we might call". "The principle
of the instant pathogen", which explains why man's frequent unplanned or ill planned introductions
or manipulations so often leads to epidemics.

3.2.2.2Explanation: or content: I

It is difficult to approach the subject of parasitism and predation objectively. The best way to be
objective is to consider predation and parasitism from the population rather than from therindividual
stand point. Predators and parasites certainly kill and injure individuals, and they depress in some
measure at least the growth rate of populations or reduce the total population size. But, predators and
parasites play role in keeping herbivorous insects at low density but they may be ineffective when thc
host population erupts or escapes from density dependent control. Deer populations often cited as rn
example, of populations that tend to erupt when predator pressure is reduced. The most violent erup
tions occtr when a species is introduced into a new area whete there are both unexplained fesourcls
and lack of negative interactions; excluding the cattle and fire, which otherwise, may have also playcd
a:pilrt. The population explosion of rabbits introduced intoAustralia is, of course a well known exam-
ple among the literally thousands of cases of severe oscillations directly caused by man.

We now come to the most important generalization of all, viz, The negative interaction become
lesS negative with time if the ecosystem is sufliciently stable and spatially diverse to allow reciprocal
adaptations. Violent oscillations occur When a host, the house fly, and a parasite wasp are first placed
together in 4 limited culture system when individuals selected from cultures that had managed to
survive the violent oscillations for two years were then reestablished in thelncw culturesy it was cvi-
dent that an ecological horneostasis had evolyed in whiclr both populations had "powd.ex{d:down", so
to speak, and weie now able to cobxist in amuch more sfable eiuilibriurn, r . I

I

In the real world of a man, and nature time and ciar:umstances may not favour such reciprocal
'adaptation by new associations, so that there is always the danger that the negative reaction may be
irreversible 'in that it leads to the extinction of the host. The story of chestnut blight in America is r
e.ose in.which,the question ofadaptation or extinction hangs in the balance, and thcre is little man ctr
do but observed.
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Originally, the American chestnut was important member of forests of Appalachian region of
eastern, north America. It had its share of parasites, and predators. Likewise, the .oriental chestnut

trees in china - a different but related species - had their share of parasites, and so on, including the

fungps"Endothia parasitica, which attacks the:bark of-stems. In 1904, the,fungus.was.accidentally

introdtic-ed into the united states. TheAmerican che.stnut proved to be un resistant to this new parasite,

by l952,all the large chestnuts had been killed and thesimilar exarnples, shows,:

( l) when and where parasites and predators haye long been associated with theirrespective hosts

. and prey,.the effect is moderate, natural,, or even beneficial frorn the longterm view, and

(2) newly acquired parasites or predators are the most damaging. Although predation and parasit-

ism are similar from the ecological stand point, the gxtremes in the series, the larg;e predator

and the small internal parasite, do exhibit important differences other than sizd.

Parasite or pathogenic organisms usually have a higher biotic potential than do predators they

are often more speci alizedin structure, metabolism, host specificity, and life history as is necessitated

by their special environment and the problem of dispersal from one host to another.

Of special interest are organisms which are intermediate between predators and parasites, for
example, the so-called 'parasitic insects', which have the ability of consuming prey and predator and

yet they have high biotic potential of parasite, and host specification and used in control of insect

pegts. The statemeqt that is both challenge and warm warning i.e., one species harvest systems, as

well as monoculture systems, are inherently unstable, because when stressed they are vulnerable to

competitions disease, parasitism, predation, or other negative interactions. Optimum yield, may be

less than the maximum when the cost of maintaining "order" in inherently unstable systenr is consid-
ered.

3.2.2,3. Other glitters ;

The following sequence of studies illustrates how inter4ctions,behveen competitions and preda-

tors and of course parasites, affect density and diversity, with special reference to "man the predator".
l

1. Larkin (1963) - showed the altered equilibriurn.,: . 
: l

2. Slabodkin (1964) - showed the expeirlmental rembval i.e.,-pfedafion by the experimenter )
'of Hydra in nvo-species laboratory cultures prevented density fromreaching exclusion levels,
thus enabling trvdspecies to coexist whele only one could do so,!n absence of predation;

, 3. Palne (1966) - found that experimental removal of pre$ator$jon intar tidal,rockp,i.e. where
.: spa99 is limited . Greally reduced fhe diversity of tlp.hefbir,rorw i.e. 4lgae grazers, because ef

ued absence of predators the number of,species would, evenhrally .be reduced to. one, as in the

tribolium model.



4. Smith (1966) - describes how a succession of species - specific explanation combined with
introductions and eutrophication have resulted in successive rises and fans of comntercial fish
in lake Michigan. First there was the lake trout that supported a stable fishery for half a cen-
tury but this was virtually elirninated by the combined assault if over harvest, atfack by the
introduced parasitic lamprey and eutrophication. Then in rapid succession lake herring, lake
whitefish, chubs,'and the exotic alewife exhibited population growth and decline as each inturn
was exploited and gave way under the pressure of a competitor, predator, parasite.

Recently, Coho salmon have been introduced and are thriving on a die bf alewifes,
much to the delight of the sports fisherman one can predict that this bonanza will soon
run its course unless harvest and pollution can come under better control.

3.2.3: Herbivorv :

3,2.3.1: Content :

Herbiiory can have a positive effect on some plant populations by providing more opportunity
for new individuals to establish, for example, if rabbits are excluded from grassland, the ungrazed
vegetation grows taller and there is an overall reduction in the number of individual plants and in the

diversity of species. Avery rich, heavily grazed, grassland full of flowering plants changed to one

dominated by species of grass with very few herbs. Rabbits evidently eat grasses in preference to

herbs, so that when rabbits are present, the herbs can flower, set seed and increase. Once rabbits are

excluded, the grass crowds out the other species.

Consumers affect primary production by removing plant biomass and recycling nutrients.

Plant production in turn supports herbivore production interactions of producers and the carnivores

are highly variable in time and space and rarely approach steady state. Shifts in top predators cause

trophic cascades that pass through food webs and change the primary production. Despite the nega-

tive effects of herbivores on plants, herbivore biomass increases as primary production ipcreases. "
The relationship of plant production to herbivory is important because, it affects the production and

abundance of animals, including people".

Herbivory rates are faster in aquatic ecosystems than terrestrial ecosystems, for a given rate of
production. Herbivore biomass and herbivory rates increase with primary production with similar
slopes in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. However aquatic herbivores remove about 5Io/o of
primary production three times the amount removed by terrestrial herbivores.

a
;Atmffi{t
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fig.2.3 Annual rate of herbivory versus annual net primary productivity rate in aquatic and terrettrial ecosystems'

Differences in herbivory rate help explain the constant contrasting ratio of herbivore to pro-

, 
drr.., biomass in aquatic andienestriaisystems. In Terrestrial ecosystems, primary producers attain

higher biomass than Herbivores. Herbivoie biomass is constrained by low herbivory and consequently

low secondary Production.

In Aquatic ecosystems, herbivory is faster, secondary production is higher and consequently

herbivores attain higher biomass than producers. How can coniumer biomass exceed plant biomass in

aquatic ecosYstem ?

The Aquatic plant biomass has a fast growth rate [replacing] its biomass several times per year,

or even several ,i;;;;;;;[, * ii, i.ratively high consumer biomass is maintained by rapid growth

and grazing of a relatively small plant biomass'

Are.trophic cascades more common in Aquatic than terrestrial ecosystem'?

The high relative biomass of consumers relative to producers in aquatic ecosystem suggests this

qould be the case on the other hands diet choices by consumers may be more important than their

relative biomass. In lakes, consumers with broad diets, such as the water flea Daphnia and largemouth

bass, are crucial for Trophic cascades. [n Terrestrial ecosystems analogs of Daphnia are la;ge herbiv-

ores like deer, caribou and wildebeest, and the analogs of bass are wide ranging opportuniptic preda-

tors like lions and wolves.
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.#'i,'li,Til:lr:,i||ff.]j:j;'the northern united states cause a 'trophic cascade'through deer to

Ecologists may have the opportunity to answer this question someday at some time, let us wait!Accombdation of ditferent specices landscapes:
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Low Nitrogen: PhosPhorous

Creates P limitation

Growth
0.2 mole P

2.4 moles N

Grazing
l6 mo

Recycling
0.8 Mole P

13.8 Moles N

(17N:lPleads
to P limitation)

consrrants in nutrient lirnitation of plants produccd by herbivores with different requirements of for N& P and raito is l6:

l.theherbivoreingertsanamountof plantmalertal equivalentot I'rolepand l6molesN' and20ohof ingestedPis

assi'rirated. The herbivorewith high N:prequrre assinrilatcs [f .2 molcs p ano $ moles N. and therefore excreres 0'8 moles

p and l2 moles N. the excrered N:p ratio of l5: I would cause the plant to be N-limited' if the herbivore has itri only source

of nutrients. The hcrbivore with a low N:p rcquire'rcnt also assimilates 0.2 rnoles of E but needs only l'4 nroles of N' it

therefore excretes 0.tJ mole of p & l3.g nrolcs ot'N. the excreted N:P ratio of l7:1 would cause the plant to be p-limited

if the herbivore was only source of nutrients'

Thus the Herbivores are the "priurary Macroconsumers," feeds directly on the plants or plant

remains and are ort*o typ", ,viz, zooprankion (Anirnal plankton) and Bentho_s (botton fonns), paral-

rering the two ,yp., oi;fi;;. n,ii r, called Hcrbivory because of its feeding directly on plants.

3,2.4: Allelopathy : [Alleon :of each other ; pathy : sufferingl

3.2.4.1 Content:
Some organisms, plants in particular, may bc limited in distribution by "poisons" "antitiotics"

or..allelopatrric" ug;nil. ftr. u.tion of thc p.n.illin alllong the micro organisms is a classical case

According to 'Muller' ,1966: The terrn Allelopathy ( = harmful to the other) has been pro-

posed for chemical inhibition by plants. The term "Antibiosis" is commonly used for such interac-

tion.

A cardinal principle is that the negative etTects tend to be quantitatively- small whert: the inter-

acting populations havi had a co*.oniuolutionary history in relatively stable ecosystem'

According to ..Ryther", 1954 : Chlorella, a colnmon algae produces a bactericide that not only

kills bacteria but also ietards the growth of Daphnia, which feed on chlorella'

According to..Whittaker"(1970): In his review of botanical inhibitors, concluded: "Higher

plants synthesize substantial quantities of substances rcpellent or inhibitory to the organisms'"

.Alleleopathic effects have a significant influence on the rate and the species sequence of plant

succession and on species comparision of stable comrnunities. chemical interactions affect snecies
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diversity of natural oommunities in both the directions; strong dominance and intense allelopathiceffects contribute to low species diversity of some communitiesl where as variety of chemical accom-modations arg the part of the basis of the high specier J*"r;tty;;il;i,iniiuiorir, of course is notrestricted to higher plants numerous examlnationr r-ont-the micro o.gunir-, are knory; as illus-trated by penicillin; the bacterial inhibitor produced by bre"ad mold.ind nJw widely used in medicine.
Interest in toxic.secretion of plants arose from a consideration of ..Soil sickness,,. It was ob-served in the nineteetnh century thaihas one pice of ground w_as.continuously cropped to one plant theyields decreased and.could not be improved by adiitional fetilizer. tr e,;t; 1g32, De Candolle,suggested that the deleterious affect olcontinuous one-crop agriculture migirt be due to toxic secre-tions from roots. For example. according to the pickering igti,with grass?J apple trees:
Apple seedlings were grown with three different sources of water: a primary source, a second-ary source passing through grass and soil only. The growth of young appr. tr.. *ur apparently intribitedby something production by Grass and carried uy trre water." 
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In the early 1900,s several Agronomists commented on the effect of black walnut trees (Juglans nigra)

on near by grass and Alfalfa, plants. Massey deserved that the zone of dead Alfalfa around a walnut

treee extended over an area of 2 to3 times gieater than that covered by the tree canopy and suggested

that this zone was determined by the outer limits of walnut roots. The rods were suspected of secreting

a toxin to which some plants, for example Alfalfa (lucerine) and tomatoes were susceptible; other

plants for example, corn (Maize) and beets, showed no ill effects.

Schneiderhan (192i), showed that Black walnut trees injured and killed apple trees upto soft away.

The average limit of toxic zone, was greater than the area cover?l UV walnut copy,i.e. 50ft from

walnut trunk, but larger walnut trees did not necessarily have much larger toxic zones'

Davis (1g2S) extracted from the roots and hutli of black walnut a crystalline_substance called "Jugloneo"

5-hydroxy alpha-nopthaquinore and showed that this chemical would kill tomato and alfalfa plants.

others like Kentucty ufue grass become more abundant than usual near walnut tre9s. (Brooks).

Not all walnut species, secrete toxic chemicals. The closely related species, English walntrt (Juglans

regia) and the ialifomia walnurs (J.[indrii and Juglans Califomia) apparently donot senete growth

intibitors.

Agriculturalists have recognized the action of "smother crops" as weed supressors. These smother

crips include barley, ry", ,o-rghum, millet, sweet clover. alfalfa, soybeans, and sunflowers. The intibition

of weed growth was assumed to be due to competition fer water, light or nutrients. Barley, for eg: is

rated as good smother crop and has a exteusive root growth

Overland,(1966), showed that barley (Hordeum vulgare) inhibited the germination and growth of

several weeds. even in the absence of coprpetition for nutrients or water.

Growth experigrents with barley and chickweed (Stellaria media) gave the following results:

No. of chickweed flowers

Controls
(each grown)
alone

Barley

4.t5

chickweed

3.20

1.43

100+

I barley :

I chickweed
mixture 4.85 t0

Extracts of living roots were more inhibitory than extracts of dead roots, The aclive inhibitory

agent was found to be an alkaloid, but its specific chemical nature is not known.

Thus the adverse effect of barley is partly due to the secretion by their roots of chemicals that

reduce growth and gennination of near by weeds.
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Many fruit trees will grow poorly if planted in soil that has previously grown the same kind of
fruit tree. This has given rise to a variety of agricultural problem, which is iilistrated by the ,.pr; -replant" problern Borner reviews the soil-sickness probiem in higher plants and cites many cases in
which crop residues in some way affect subsequent-crops. The causal mechanism for these effects is
not understood.

Eg: In 1922, at Davis, California, pcach and apple orchards were planted: in 1942 these trees were
removed, and the whole area was planted in Faye Elberta fieach trees in the spring of 19.13. with in
one year, it was clear that the peach trees succeeding apples were growing better than the Jreach trees
succeeding peaclies.

'Went? suggested. that two factors might be involved in the reduce of certain annuals:

(l) Organic detritus might be lacking and
(2) Toxic chemicals might be present.

'Gray ' & 'Bonner'(1948) demonstrated that encelia farinasa leaves contained a chemical that
'would inhibit the growth of tomato plants growing in sand in the laboratory. Water extracts of the
leaves of this plant was also inhibitory, and Gray and Bonner were able to isolate tlre toxic substance,
" 3- acetyl - 6 - methoxybenzaldehyde", the effect was less striking on tomato plants giown in rich
garden soil, perhaps soil microorganisms destroyed the chemical inhibitor.

3.2.5 Summary:
Many plants and animals are linrited in their local distribution by the presence of other organ-

isms their food plants, predators, diseases and competitors too. Experimental transfers of'organ[ms
can test for this factor' and cages or other protective devices can be used to determine the critical
interactions

Predators can affect the local distribution of their prey, and studies on inter tidal organisms have
illustrated this influence. The converse can also occur, in which pr'ey's distribution determines the
distribution of its predators, but this is not common. In some cases an animal is dependent on a single
food source and may have its distributions limited by the distribution of the food few such such caies
have been described.

Some organisms poison the environmcnt fbr other species, and local distributions may be af-
fected by these chemical poisons, or allelopathic agents. The action ofpenicillin is a classical example
chemical interactions have been describc{ in variety of crop plants and in native vegetation.

Thus predation and parasitisrn and allelopathy are as already indicated are examples of interac-
tions between two populations or species which results in the negative effects on the growth and
survival of one of the populations.

Herbivory can have a positive cffect on some plant populations the herbivores are the primary
macro consumers feeds directly on the plants or plant remains and are of two types viz zooplankton
and Benthos.



3.2.6 Expected Questions:
1. What are the negative interactions which are operating on a population ? exlain

2. What is predation explain with examples along witHf,arafitism ?

3. what is Allelopathy ? Describe briefly with ex4mplgs ? i
4. Explain the Herbivory and also mention its importanie on tlie ecosystem ?

5. Can the negative interactions leads to evolution ? if so explain ?
If not mention with examples too?

3.2.7 References:
l. Basic Ecology - Odum.E.P. (Saunders Publishing)
2. Ecology Principles andApplication - J.L. Chapman and M.J. Reis (Cambridge University Presq)

3. 'Ecology'The experimental analysis of distribution & abundance'- by "Charles J. Krebs".

4. Principles of environmental Science Inquiry and Applications (Tata- Mc-Grawhill Publishing

Limited) By-William P.Cunningham Mary Ann cunningham.

Dr. K. Veeraiah, M.Sc.,Ph.D.
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Positive interactions Commensalism cooperation mutualism

3.3.lIntroduction
The biotic environment is experienced by an individual as interactions with other rtrganisms.

These include individuals of the same species and individuals of many other species. Throughout its
life an individual will come into confext with many other organisms. Within any community there
will be a complex interplay of relationships both within and between species.

Such sort of interactions or relationships may be leads to positive or negative. The negative
interactions were described in previous sections, viz., competition, predation, parasitism, etc. The
positive interactions viz., Commenralism, cooperation, mutualism goes like this.

3.3.2statement
Associations between,two.specigs populations, which result in positive effects, are exceedingly

widespread and probably asimportant as pompetition & parasitism and as so forth, in determining the
nature of populations and communities. Positive interactions may be conveniently considered in an
evolutionary series, as follows.

C{rr|rnensalism - one population benefitedt'

ffi



Cooperation 
t 

- Uoth populations benefited

Mutualism - both populations benefited and have become completely dependont on each other'

Enrich and Raven first introduced the term co-evolution, in 1964, a paper on the relationship

between butterflies.and the host food plants of the larval stage. 'They were concern in particular with

the patterns of interaction between two major groups of organisms with a close and evident ecological

[i.iioortrip. Within thg paper they also introduced the term community evolution'

3.3.3 DescriPtion
Evolutionary interactions found among differentkinds of organisms where exchange of geneti'

cal information among the kinds is assumed to be minimal or absent. The moqt restricted use of the

term co-evolution should be used aptly, in interactions particulady positive. According to Darwin,

every organism has to participate irrthe competition either directly or indirectty i.e. by natural selec-

tion, whi-ch has a direcied attention to the competitive aspects of nature. The widespread acceptance

of Darwin,s idea of survival of the fittest as an important means of bringing about natural selection'

By all these means, cooperation between species in nature has perhaps b€en underestimated' Atleast

positive interactions have not been subjected to as much quantitative study as have negative interac-

tions.

As in a balanced equation, it seems reasonable to assume.that negative and positive relations

between populations eventually tend to be balance one auother, if the ecosystem is achieve any kind

of stability.

3.3.3.1 Content

Commensalism represents a simple type of positive interaction and perhaps represented as first step

toward the development of beneficial relations. Association behveen two organisms in which are

benefits and otrrer.neittrer glins nor loses "commensdism" the relationship between members of

different species in which orrly on, of the partners is benefited and the other is not harmed. Usually

the parfirer, which is benefited gets shelter, transport and food and in this process the other partner is

not at all harmed or when different species associate in such a way that only one of the species is

benefited but neither is harmed, it means "eating at the same table" when two or more animals live

together, and if there is no physiological dependence between thetn, they are referred to as commensals

and Relationship benveen such organisms is called commmensa[,ism. commmensalism is rare among

vertebrates but common in invertebrates Commensalism is oftwo'types. Commensalism with continuos

contact.'It especially common between sessile plants and artimals on hand, and motile organisms on

the other,hand. The ocean is generally u gooi place to observe Commensalism practi<:ally every

warm borrows, shell fish , or rfong, contains uuriout ' Uninirited'$,uestsl, organisrns whish require

the shelter of tho host but do neither good nor harm is return if : small delicate ffab in mantle cavity

of oysters, are calleJ'commensal cra6s'^ Many of the com:nenY$arc nglhost speCific'ahli-some not

like so. The late W.C. '^dilee', worked extensively on the zubjbct bn the species, w,hich care, in

association both the species get gained something. He had observed fie tnre practica!$ in nature and

so showed practically too, documented. -;' '"' "''
ng.iCtuUt and Coelenterates. r: 'r 'r'
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In fact, instances of Mutualism are most
different requirements.

The coelenterates grow on the backs of crabs, providing camouflage and protection, with sting-ing cues of coelenterates' In tum, the coelenterat.. ur. transported about and oltain particles of foodwhen the crab captures and eats another animals

In this instance the crabs not able to depend absolutely on the coelenterate, nor vice versa. Af^urther step in cooperation results when each population L."ornes completely dependent on other.Such cases have been caled 'Mutuarism'/ ,obligaie 
symbiosis,.

A relationship between two different species in which both the partners are benefited is calledMutualism. Depending on the nature of association between the partners, The M;;il;, i;,-1""t-fied as:

(a) Mutualism with continuos conracl
(b) Mutualism without continuos contacts. 

!

In terms of population growth rate, Mutualism occurs when an increase in the density bf eithermember of species pa-ir increases the per capita population growth rate, of other species. Most re-search on Mutualism focuses on determining how the species benefit, each other and how,the Mufu-alism could have evolved. The study are.a is yo_ung and still g"idil;"gh i"iri.ipr,"res of describingthe natural history of Mutrllistic interactionr. oftJn, quit difrerent t inoJororganisms are associated.

likely to develpp between organisms with widely

Eg: Most important.interaction between Autotrophs and Heterotrophs.

Obligate Symbiosis between ungulates and Rumpn bacteria.

Mutualism seems to replace parasitism as ecosystems evolve toward Maturity, and it seems tobe especially important when some aspect of environment is limiting say for example, in fbrtile soil ,to an gktent that mutual cooperation has a strong selective advantage.
'I

3.8.4.1 Commensalism' ..with" continuos contact:
In this case' commensals remain more or less ih pennqnent contact with their hosts.

l' Epiphytes, which are found growing, attached to branches of fiees: Epiphytes - uses tree forattachment and manufacture their own food photosynthesis. Thes. .pipt yt., are simpty ai-tached to outer surface of host ., and are called ectocommensals.

2' certain green algae glows on the 
lo.ng grooved hAirs of a sloth .Extensive growth of the algae

. ,r Et"ves 
r9reen 

co]oy11 to the sloth which is advantageous to sloth to conceal itself between thegreen leaves of the tree.

3' Basieladida anot'her green algd grows on the back of fresh water tortoiseg which gives green
colour to the host.
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4. Sea barnacles are found attached to shells of molluscs, or to the body of whale' These barna-

cles get free transportation from place to place providing new feeding pounds' The barnaclejs'

do not harm the host.

5. The bivalve ostrea frons is found attached on the roots of the red manqroves in shallow waters'

The bivalv, p*r.r, special hooks from its lower shell and cling to the body of the host'

6. Mollusks, barnacles, and tube worns are in close association with the marine king out, limulus

pollphernus and living as ectocommensals without causing any harm to the host' Latget

number of motile.o*ir"nruls are found living in the book gills." Certain commensals living

inside the tissue or cavities of host "Endocommensals".

Examples l: Bacteria like Escherichia coli is found living in the human'colon is a common

Endocommensals.

g.g.4.2 Commmensalism without continuos coniext :

In this case, commensals remain only in temporary contact with each other or their context is

only for a short Period.

l. A sucker, which is modified dorsal fin in sucker fish, Echeneis is found attached to the upper

side of a shark with sircker. Here commensal gets free transport 4nd canied to new fcod

grouods. The attachment is not permanent, and sucker fish releases the attachment afi:er some-

time an swims in search of food'

z. A marine crab, polyonyx living in the 'U' shaped tube of chetopterus (Annelid), gets prrotection,

in the tube and does not harm the polychaete warn, the host.

3. A small tropical fish, the Fieraster lives with in the cloacal chamber of sea cucumber

(Holathurian of echinodermata). It usually comes out of the cloacal chamber to feed in the

neighborhood.

4. The pea crab, Pinnotheres lives as a commensal in the mou{h cavity of certain sea mussels' The

crab steals the ftiod collected by musqel'

5. Many small fishes live among the stinging tentacles of physalia (a.Portuguese man of war) with-

out any harm from the host. These fishis.get plotegtion.from the predators' Because of the

stinging,ceus piesent in the tentacles'

6. The pilot fishes move in-groups underneath the big sharks, so that they not only get protection and

at the same time collect the food particles left ovgr by thetsar'k" n'r ' I ''

7. An Oystercrab is carried into the mantle cavity of one oyster along with Tt tiqq:-'4iYlTt,1
planktonic iu*u. The larva remains inside the mouth and grows to adult stage.As the adult craD coulo

lo, .rrup, through nalrow gqEning present between,yalqes,gf'oyBter,'the cfab beqq$eq p€'rma$ent

prisoner, getting nourishment + protection from the oyster. ., ' : " , r j'
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3.3.5 Oblieate symbiosis or mutualism examples

I "' Pollination and seed dispersal: The most familiar and possibly the most important mrltuali'sm,in nature is between plants and animals that disperse the piants pollen uno ,..0r. ur;;:'
operating the aid of insects and other animals, flowering plants have found an admirable solu-tion to the problem of being sedentary. Animals carry pollen between flowers and disperse
seeds to distant sites. The benefits to the animals that aid plants are numerous. plants provide
both nectar to attract pollinators and fleshy fruits to attract seed disperses, and may animal
depends wholly on nectar or fruits that plants produce.

Plant nectar provides only a dilute concentration of sugars forcing pollinators to visit manyplants and there by disperse pollen to many recipients. Some ptants take even advantage ofpollinators without providing any benefrts, for example, by *ititr ttotaing nectar or by attract-
ing unsuspecting insects not with a reward, but instead with a chemical Jompound inimickingthe insect's sexpheromoes animals also take advantage of mufulistic advantage frcm plahts.
Some bees, rather than climb down the flower to collect nectar and there by get covered inpollens instead chew through the sides of flower to steal the nectar.

Even though mutualism is predicted on both the species benefiting from their interactions,
mutualism should not be confused with the altruiim mutualism must be viewed from theperspective of natural selection with favors those characteristics in both the plants and animals
leading to increased survival and fecundity. Mutualism arises Jv rr"- the mutual self-interest of plants & animals acting through natural seiection.

2' Digestion of cellulose: Many mutualistic reaclions occur between microbes and animals that
eat relatively undigested food. Cellulose, the compound that makes up the bulk of structural
material in plants, is largely indigestible to almosi all organisms except certain bacteria ;;protists.

When a cow chews its cud, it is grinding up plant material_so that cellulose grinding digesting
microbes in its rumen has earlier access to the cellulose. similarly, termite; have in *y oiprotists that join the termites' aum-cellulose digesting enzymes to decompose the wood that
termites feed on. In this mutualism; the animaliakesihe advantage ortt.'auorable environ-
ment of the animals' gut and the regular servings of food they receive.

-3' Nitrogen fixation: another mutalism occurs between bacteria & plants, and involves the nitro-
gen fixation although nitrogen makes up 78%oof atmosphere, plrants can not use it in its gase-
ous form' In fact, many plants live in contact nitrogen Jhortages-nitrogen are the prime iigre-
dients of most fertilizers. Several groups of bacteria & Cyanobacterl, @rokaryotes) have a
requisite biochemistry to convert atmospheric nitrogen into nitrate or ammonium, forms of' nitrogen that plunjt can'use readily. With the"obvious benefits, that nitroge, fi.iG ;";;;;;

",'several gr9ups of plants have developed specializedstructures for culturing nitrogen fixers.
. ,'Leg1ffnes including peas, clover and beans develop nodules in their roots that fovide the

perfect environment for nitrogen fixing bacteria. Tire frequency of'plant species having spe-



cialized structures to cuiture the nitrogen. This is particularly true in tropical areas' with heav-

ily leached soils, where coopting the-help of nitrogen fixers is critical to may tropical trees'

Myconhziral fungi: This is the mutualism between plants & fungi' Mosts of plants of higher ones

have their root system surrounded by hyphae of specialized fungi, viz, mycorrhizal fungi'' The fungi

are particularly effrcient in absorbing water and nutrients, (NPK), from soil' These n,trients are

passed to the roots of the plants, andln some species the hyphae of the fungi actually penetrate the

ioot cells. The association is basically of 3 types'

Ectofiophic mycorhiza: Mostly basidiomycetes'

Endotropiic mycorrhiza : Mostly phycomycetes'

frrit op^fii" mycorrhiza: Extramatrical do not penetrate epidermis of root'

In rehrrn, for water & nutrients, the plants provide the fungi with attest some ofthe carbohydrates they

require. These mycorhizal associatior,, ur. extremly important for trees and grasses' When no-native

pines were introduced into both puerto rice and Australia in attempts to establish commercial planta-

tions, the tree gro* n.ry slowiy until receiving applications of soil containing the appropriate

mycorrhizal fungal to helps the pines'

3.3.4.4 Materialism with contagts: (Physiological interdependence)

Examples: I lichens consists of matrix made up of fungi enclosing algal ceus' Lichen prov'ides mois-

ture, potection, mineralS. Algae manufactures carbohydrates for its own and don lichen this is an

evidance that, lichen run nru.i grow in nature without algal assoication and vice versa'

2. Rhizobium bacterial and plants'

j. Animal and palnt -zoochlorellae (green algal), zooxanthellae (brown or yellow algae) live

symbiotically in the outer tissues of some sponges' coelenterates, mollusks, and wolms'

A classical example, furnished by partnership of seaanemone, admisa pilata and the hermit crab

Eupagurus prideause the nematocysts present in ten,,tacles of sea anemone prevent the approach

of predaoeous fishes to fded upon anemone. In return, hermit crab provide fiee transportation of

the anemone to new places:'for food access'

A best known example of symbiosis is association between coelenterate chlorohdyra. and gr.een

algae carteria, in eniodernal cells of hydra, for O, by photosynthesis algae in return, the algae

grt prot"rtion and also nitrogen substances from irydro for synthesis of its food material'

3.3.4.5 A Mutualism without continuos contact:
Examples:

l. Bird and grazmganimalthe cowbird inAmerica, the oxpecker, the little w-hite heron inAfrica and

cattle ,*irt io India and other certain birds are often riding on the back of grazing animals where

,ft"v 
"Ui.iii"ady 

supply of food from ectopar/sites like, ticks and mites. The grazing animals get

rid offtheir Pests.
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2' The crocodile bird removes the leeches found between the teeth of crocodiles, which suck bloodof crocodile' The bird gets the food aspect since they feed upon leeches and crocodiles getting ridoffleeches

3' The associations of Ants -and Aphids. For honey dew. Aphids suck the sap of plants and theysecrete this in the form of a nutritional fluid called honeydiw. The ants are very found of honey-dew, hence they maintain the aphids which are well protected by the ants.

4. Pollination of flowers by bees, butterflies, etc.

5' Associations of ostriches and zebras for watching attack by predators by the keen right of os.triches and the greater sense of smell of zebras unJ urc said to-be derive mutual help and benefit.

3.3.5 Cooperation: ,

The interaction in which both the organisms gain by an association or interaction of some kind,in such care' we called it as protocooperationthe IaG w.i. anee studied and wrote extensively on thissubject' He believed that the beginnings of cooperation between species are to be found throughoutnature' He was able to document many of them, and to demonsnate the mufual advantages by experi-ments.

Example: Returning to the to the sea as an example, like commensalisms crabs and coelenteratesoften associate with mutual benefit. The coelenterates grow on the back the crabs or are some timesplanted there by crabs, providing camouflage and proiection since the coelentil;, h.;;ffi;*cells as mentioned earlierly. In return, coeienterates are transported about and obtain particles offood, and when the crab captures and eats other animal. In this case the crab is not absolutely depend-ent on coelenterates nor vice-versa, as in mutualism

Thus this cooperation has its owns significance, but in many situations, animals cdmpete foraccess to resources; in other situations we see cooperation instead. ln-the Florida'scrubjay (Aphito"o*a
coerulescens) and a number of other words, ,o*" young individuats tretp at-the nest of a relativerather than reproducting on their own.; Fema,le grouid ,qitrrrls work together to defend each other,syoung; Lionesses cooperate in bringing down large preyivampire bats thit foraged successfully sharetheir blood meals with less succesful roostmates; tronev bee workers grve up thJir own reproductivityto contribute to the effort of their mother, the queen, tt rear more hei o/fsprings. Given that naturalselection fovours individuals that behave to as to maximize their own rrilrrr,Ir., to act in their ownselfish best interests, how can such seemingly altruistic behaviourarise and be maintained in a popu-lation? The social insects are extreme exariiples of "Altruism" in the animal world, posing a dilemmr
that'( Charles Darwlrt,' recognized !

3.3.6 Summary:
Associations between two species populations can leads to positive interaction and is as impor- .

tant as negative interactions every species in the population, andlvery population in the entire com-munity and community in the entire ecosystem hai to get interact"{ ;d rrto"ia furti6;;r-;;organism or species has to live and should coope. rate to ttre other species to done ih jgi. ..Eve;
organism has to fall under a basic principle L,ive and let live, such sorts of t1iotiig"leads to



POSITIVE

commensalism, cooperation and mutualism to get maximum and to give maximum or minimum bas-

ing on the situation.

All those positive interactions were mentioned with clear cut examples in the content of previ-

ous sections.

3.3.7 Expected questions

1. What are the positive interactions operating on population? Explain with necessary examples?

2. Explain cofirmensalism and cooperation? Describe with examples?

3. What is mutualism, define and give significant features of mutualism along with mutualism?

4,. Which type of positive interaction is most useful for speeies, explain with apt examples?

3.3.8References:

l. Basic Ecology - Odum.E.P. (Saunders Publishing)

2. Ecology Principles andApplication - J.L. Chapman and t t 
Yl: lCamUriOge Univei'sity Press)

3. 'Evolutionary Genetics'- By-"John Maynard Smith" Second Edition

4. .Ecology,The experimental analysis oidistribution & abun$a.nce'- by "Charles J. Kiebs".

Dr. K. Veeraiah, MSc., Ph.D.
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concepts of Habitat and Ecological Niche and Guild

3.1. Introduction:
These words are used extensively in ecology and has their own importance and is often have

quite recognition too. The word Habitat is used significantly in ecology, when describing where arr
organism lives.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to give a precise definition ofthe term Habitat. The word is
lattin one and literaily means it inhabits or 'it dwells'.
It was first used in 18th century flora.s or faunas to describe the natural place of the growth or occur-
rence of a species. These guides to the plants or animals of a region used always to be written in latin,
hence the latin word, habitat.

When flora and fauna began to be written in a modern languages, the term 'habitats' remained
untranslated and began to be used as a technical term.

It is easy to give the habitats of some species.

3.2: Content:
The habitat of an organism is the-place, where it livcs or the place, where one would got find it.

For instance' the lowland gorilla (Gorilla gorilla)asits habitat,lowlaud tropical secapdary forest; the
fungus Hericium abietis is found on conifenous logs and trees in the p4riinr north west of the Uil.-

Some species, though have several habitats. Those of the tiger (panthera tigris) include tropical
rainforest, snow-covered coniferous arrd deciduous forests and mangrou. ,*"rni, t.*qri.r, it*r)

Ecologists soon realised that for smaller organisms, especially if they lived in a very restricted
area such as on a particular plant or animal on in a specific region of the .oil, it was useful to be more
precise 4bout where they lived. Consequently the term Microhabitat was coined. Any one environ-
ment is divided up into many, possibly thousands of microhabitats. 

1
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The term habitat is generally understood to mean simply the place where art orgarrism lives'

Thus the habitats of some Jrganisms are given as "Back swimmer", Notonecta is the shallow, vegeta-

tion choked areas (littoralzone ) of ponds and lakes'

it. t ubitut of rrillium plant is moisture shaded situation in a mature deciduous forest.

Different species in the Genus Notonecta orJrillium may occur in the same general habitat but

exhibit ,-utt differences in location, in this event we can say that Microhabitat is different other

species in this genera exhibit large habitat or macrohabitat, differences'

Habitat may also refer to the place where entire community was occupied. For example, the

habitat of the..sand sage grasslandiommunity" is the series of ridges of sandy soil occutring the

north sides of the rivers in ttre southern great plains region of the united states. Habitat in this consist

mostly of physical or Abiotic complexes whlre as habitat as used with reference to Notonecta and

Trillium, mentioned above includes living as well as Nonliving objects. Thus the habitat of an organ-

ism or group of organisms (population) include other organisms as well as theAbiotic environment. It

is quite important to recogniz" th.rr two possible uses of the term habitat in ordor to avoid sonfusion.

Bystudying particular trauitat we'becorne acquainted wittrorganisms and physical factois actually

associated in a particular ecosystem. This helps mitigate the pitfalls the may follow excessive

generaligation.

There.are four major habitats in the biosphere, viz

-Marine
-Esturine
-Freshwater 

and

-Terrestrial.
Since most biologists, postulate the life began in ocean, it would be logical to study with the

starting of marine habitat. But, it is best to start the study with the fresh water habital, in actual

practi;. In the first place examples of fresh water habitats are available wherever man liyes. Many

freshwater habitats are freshy and small and therefore, are more readily accessible throughout with

the use of relatively simple equipment. Finally, there are fewer kinds of organisms in smalf bodies of

fresh water than in the oceans making it easier for the beginner to comprehend something of the

nature of the natural community without an overburden of effort in learning to identiff the organisms

in a large number of classes and phyla. For these region reasons, the section study to be begin with

freshwater environment.

Any one environment is divided up into many, possibly thousands of, microhabitats.

The following diagram elucidates the range of rnicrohabitats available to insect Herbivores and fun-

gal parasites on a typical flowering plant.

..This diagram indicates the specific habitats of particular organisms on plants and has given

with specificilyonly. Likewise, every organisms has its own habitat with habit, and can shows its

perfect agtions with caliber in that specific habitat only".



galls (Clavicepsl
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(many Hemiptera)
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Fig.3.5 A generalized diagram of a typical flowering plant showing the microhabitats available td insect
herbivores and fungal parasites. Examples are given of insect herbivores (left) and fungal parariites (right)
which can attack particular parts of a plant with specific habitats. (After harpcr, lg77).

3.3: Ecological Niche and Guitd.

3.3.11 Introduction:
'" The ecological niche,is,the conceptual comerstone. This multi dimensional frame work defines

allof what a species coulddo and all of the places where it could exist.
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Bruchki beetlss
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Diurnaa (Lepidoptera)

Stem borers (Oscinellal
Bark beetles (Scotytusl

Stern rots (C,erocospore I lal
Woody stem rots (Nectrial

Root gaf f s (Ceutorhynchus!

Leal galfs (Neuroterus spg.l



The concept of 'Ecological niche' is a foundation for thinking about how organisms are distrib-

uted and what controls their relative abundance the most congent presentation of that idea owes to

G.E. Hutchinson in this description of niche as an "n-dimensional hyper volume".

What does this mean ?
Think of the niche as the equivalent of an ecological hologram for each kind of organism. Each

environmental variable is like a land in the color of that spectrum that define some part of the halogram

seen in three dimensions.

Using the niche as the general frame work emphasizes the importance of ecological master

factors. Temperature effects, water balance constraints, and oxygen availability.

The niche concept is intimately involved with the competitive exclusionprinciple, and we must

clarifi this concept. The term niche was almost simultaneously defined to mean two different things.

"Joawph Gfinnell' in I9l7 was one of the most first to use the terms niche and viewd it as a

subdivision of the habitat (udvardy 1959). Each niche was occupied by only one species.

"Elton" in 1927 independently defined the niche as the "rale" of the species in the community.

These vague concepts were incorporated into 'hutchinson's-redifinition'of the niche in 1958.

In ecology, it came to stand for the precise way in which a species fits into its environment . --
"nichgtt.

3.3.3 Content:
The term 'Ecological niche' is more inclusive term that includes not only the physical space occupied

by an organisms, but also its functional rate in the community, and its position in the environmental

giadienti of temperature, moisture pH, soil and other conditions of existence. These three aspects of
ecological niche can be conveniently designated as, viz.,

l

Spatial or habitat niche,
Trophic Niche, and

Multidimensional pr Hyper volume Niche.

Consequently, the ecological niche can be conveniently desigrated and depends not only where it
lives on what it does i.e., transform energy, behavior, response to physical and behavioral biotic
environment; and how it is constrained by other species.

By analogy, it may be said that
Habitat - "organisms addresse'

Niche 
-"prot'ession" - 

in biological sense

Since a description of the complete ecological niche for a spggips ryquld includq aniqfiniteset of
biological characteristics and physical paramenters, the concept is most useful and quantitatively
most applicable, in terms of difference between species or the some speciesat ti,vo or i.nore loca.
tions in one or a few major operationally significant features. The distinction between nibhe and

habitat is an important one in ecology. The word niche originally mebnt a shalloy, c'rnbmental
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racess formed in the wall of a of building, usually for the purpose of containing a statue or other
decorative object. 'Habitat orly referes to"location" of organism, *here as'nichi'gives a compete
description of " how the organism relates to its physical and biological environment"., which
requires a great deal of field work to determine the niche of an organism in detail. According to
J.Grinnell l9l7 and 1928, niche means "To stand for the concept of ultimate distributional unit
within which each species is held by its structural and instinctive limitations" no two'species in
the same general territory can occupy for long identically the same ecological niche". fnus, Crinnett
thought of the niche mostly in terms of the microhabitat, or what we would now calling .The
spatial niche.'

According to C.Elton in England, who was one of the firsts to begin using the term..Niche,,(as
mentioned earlier) in the sense of "functional stalus of an organism in its community". Since, this
person placed the emphasis on energy relations, his version of the concept might be considered as
Trophic niche.

According to G.E.Hutchinson, suggested that niche could be visualized as multidimensional space
or hyper volume within which the environment permits an individual or species to survive, indefi-
nitely. His new which can designate as the multidimensional or Hyper volume niche, is comenable
to measurement and mathematical manipulation.

Ilutchinson, had also made a distinction between the fundamental niche and Realized r.iche. Fun-
damental niche - The maximum abstractly inhabited hypervolume when species is not con-
strained by competition with others. Where as

Realized niche.

a smaller hypervolume occupied under the biatic constraints

According to 'Mactrthur'niche and phenotyhpe (genetical term) are most useful in determining
the differences between 'individuals' and 'species'. Thus, niches of similar species associated
together in the same habitat can be compared with 'precision' when the comparison involves only
a few operationally significant measurements.

Mac Arthur gone on to compare the niches of four species of American warblers fuarulidae)
which all breed in the same Macro habit, a spruce forest, but forage and alert in differe,nt parts of
spruce tree. These four or five species, very similar in size and beak length, are all malnly insec-
tivores, and all belong to the sanie genus; Dendrocia. The average beaklength differ oirly by few
millimeters in terms of percentage.

Mean beak lengths of 5 species of warblers studied by Mac Arthur (1958)

Species

Dendroica Coronata
D.Virens

mean beak lenth(mm)

12.47
12.58
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D.tigrina
D.fusca
D.castamea

t2.82
12.97

13.04

MaxArthur chose to study these species precisely because, earlier ecologists studying them had

been unable to find it out any differences in their requirements.

The warblers feed on firs (Abies and spruces (picea). Most of the trees in which the birds fed

were 50-60 feet tall. He classified the trees into 6 vertical zones, each approximately 10 feet in height'

He then divided each branch into three horizontal zones.,viz,

a)bare/lich covered bare

b)middlezone of oldneedles

c)Terminalzone of needles and buds (<l'5 y old)

The number of seconds each bird spent in each of the l6 possible zones was recorded

It is apparent from that the five warblers occupy feeding nciches, of course

whicir, to a considerable extent are distinct. Furthetmore, he noted that even when feeding in the

*u-. 
"onu 

of a tree, the species appear to use different feeding "techniques. Not only this, the five

warblers also showed some differentiation in their" nest positions" within the trees. Obselvations by

Mac Arthur on the ..winter feeding behaviour" of the birds also showed differences between the spe-

cies.

Conclusion of this aspect:- According to law of Ecology i

..each species has its own unique niche ['Grinnell',1924) max Arthur suggests that three niche ar-

rangements might be detected by examining species abundance distributions, namely the contignous

Nonoverlapping and Random pattern

Just noted, a Discrete pattern and over lapping pattern

Groups .*iriuitirrg intense interspecific gompetition and reryitorial behaviour such as forest birds tend

to conform to the nonover lapping niche hypothesis. " Whittaket'' represented a graph which finds

that curves approximating ttre iimplg geometric series are found in some plant communities, in rigor-

ous environments, but the plant populations in most nature communities overlap in use of space and

resources. Land plants as well as many animals apparently coexist under conditions of prytial rather

than direct competition. Some of the adaptations that promote niche differentiation withot'rt competi-

tion exclusion form habitat are considered euening tribolium-Trifolium model.(as mentionLd earlier).

Examples: 1. niche segregation in Millepeds (Diplopoda) in the Microhabitat on the forest flgor of

maple-oak forest. All the ipecies, live in the same generdl habitat, namely the forest fl$ ojm3ile

oak'forest in Illinois, and all belong to the same basic trophic level, that is they are detritus feeders.

Each species predominates in a different microhabitat, presumedly, each speciesis using a some

what different energy source since the stage of decompogition and microflora will change in the

gradient from the centei of log to the position undemeath the leaf litter.
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2'Notonecta and corixa * twoAquatic bugs which are similar, which can be collected fro;n the same
sample from a small vegetation choked pond but which occupy very different trophic niches. The
backswimmer (Notonecta) is an active predatof that swims about grasping and eating otheranimals in
its general size range. In contrast' the water boatman (Corixa) eventhough it looks very much like the
backswimmer, plays a very different role in the community since it feedi largely on decaying vegeta-
tion.

,ASIC ECOI.,OGICAL PIIINCIPLES AND CONCEPI.

Fig.3.6 :

Dominance - diversity curyes for a hypothetical example of 1000 individuals in 20 species fom a communigr.

Number of individuous in the species coordinate are ploted against species number in seqauence frop the most abundant
to the least abundant (absissa)

A - Geometric series.
B - Non overlapping random nichb hypothesis.
C -. Intermediate sigmoid pattern..

SPECTES SEOU€I{OE



Fig.3.7 sche'ratic represelrtation of thc lrypervolume concept-of tlre ecol.gical niche' The bac\grorrnd

cllts represerrt ervirorrurental fu"t,,r:. ti"i"p.i"i,rt., innd sources' rnineials, tithc'r organisrns) trrojt'cted onto a phnt

Th. irros,,iai-pni.tg.,,.,. enclose sc,ts of fircltors that irrc operatioually signiffcant for a species poprrlation' trn A trs"

,p.",". n".l rpi ,.,i,i.r.ri ippi.g ni"h**, *'hil* in r ni.her of two species ovcrlap to such irtr cxtent that sev9re conr'

pctition tirr shared resources nr"1, ,e.uli iri t'tinrination .rf,r,t. .p..i", ni a cljterg""c" of niches as indicat{d byth'

ir..ows. iRedrnwn from Bruce lv:rltace oira ,r. t t. srl't. A&tptaiion. Prentice'Hill, tirrglewood Clilfs, New lenet

i;lriifrillrf,y,nooouced into areas not ociupied by thespeci., *aerc able to survive, srow and

reproduce in their new habitat, the distribution of species must be restricte$ either by lack of dispersal

oiby behavioral reactions. The behaviour of individuals in selecting their hapitat may thus restrict the

distribution fo some species of animals. Habitats than it usually occupies.. Birds have' also been

studied from this point of view; outthought little expert mental work has been done so tbr to find out

why birds select iome habitats for breeding and avoid others. Hatitat is the physical location of a

spe;ificity for the species, where as niche is the physical location as well as physiologica.l relations

with the surroundings and there accurate study comes under ecological niche, and in that, species with

similar ecological resource requirements which have the similar role in community comes under the

concept of guild.

3.5 Expected questions
l. Concept of habitat? Explain briefly?

2. Concepts of Ecological niche and guild? Explain?

3. What is the functional role of niche, Explain with proper elucidations?

4. Differentiate the niche with habitat?

3.6 References
l. Basic Ecology - Odum.E.P. (Saunders Fublishing)

2. Ecology Principles and Application - J.L. Chapman and M.J. Reis (Cambridge Univeisity Press)

3. Ecology and Environment - P.D. Sharma (Rastugl Publications)

4. Ecology - PS. Verma and V.K. Agarwal (S. Chand Publications)

5. principles of environmental Science Inquiry and Applications (TataJMc-Grawhill Publishing

Limited) By-William P.Cunningham Mary Ann cunningham.
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4.I.I INTRODUCTION
The concept of a community in the study of ecology is one of the most important principles in

ecological thought. It emphasizes the fact that diverse organisms usually live together in an orderly
manner. It is considered as a functional and an organized unit with characteristic trophic relations,
patterns of energy flow and exhibit a compositional unity.

Population is a collective group of organisms of the same species occupying a particular area
exhibiting certain characters unique to that group. The changing numbers in the population and the
factors that control population growth are considered under population dynamics.

All living organisms generally live in groups. These organisms interact with the other mem-
bers of their species at various times during their lifetime and also with the environment. Apopulation
is defined as a group of organisms of the same species, which live together in one geographical area,
during a given time period. Within a population all individuals capable of reproduction, have the
opportunity to'reproduce with other mature members of the group. 

:

' In the following account an attempt is made to explain the basic principles underlying the growth
ofthe population the environmental factors controlling its growth, characteristic features ofthe popu-

r lation, interrelation with the other members with in the populations and those in the commudty.



4.I.2 OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this unit is to

o To define a population of organisms
o Describe the popdlation grawth fonn '

. Explain the factors that influence population growth

. Explain the interactions among the members to understand the concept of energy llow in the

ecosystem.

4.1.3. Properties of a Population group
Each population shows certain characteristics, which are unique to that group. As a group

alone they **6iUit these characteristics and include density expressed as number of individuals in the

population at a given time, natality referred as birth rate ands monality referred to as death rate of the

population. Populations also possess certain genetic traits such as adaptiveness, reproductive fitness

and persistence, chiefly related to its ecolsgy. Population attributes can be considered under two

categories:

a. Those related to numerical relationships and the structure of the population

and.

b. The genetic properties such as adaptiveness, reproductive fitness and persistence

Fig. 4. I The changes which take place in numbers of a population. Gains of population numbers are dub tb births (B)

and immigration (l) : Losses are due to deaths (D) and emigration (E).

Population density is the size of the population in relation to a unit space. It expresses the

number of individuals or the biomass of the population per unit arga or volume. This is referred to as'

Crude Density', the number or biomass per unit total space and 'Specific or Ecological Density' the

number or biomass of the populations per unit of habitat space or as number of individual animals of
a given species per hectare of area. It also expresses the staniing crop per unit area, to know whether

a population is changing indices of relative abundance is more informati,ve. One of the difficulties
faced in the expression of density is that the living organisms are not uniformly distributed, but show

(,f



clumped distribution in certain areas whilc they are spaced in others. Hence care must be taken in the
choice of size and number of samples used for the study of density. Many, different techniques are
used for estimating the population density

a. total count of the population in an area which has certain operational difficulties

b. quadrat sampling involving counting or recording t!,e weights of individuals in plots or
transects of appropriate size and number to get an estimaTe of the population density in the
area sampled

c. tnarhing and recapture rnethods for mobile organisms where in data on the marking and
recapture are utilized in estimation of the population size

d. remor.'al sampling, in which the numberoforganisms are removed from an area in successive
sampling is plotted on y-axis of a graph and the number previously removed on thd i-axis
and the population size is estirnated.

e. plot icss methods in estimating the sessile organisms such as trees, where in from a series
of ra::"iom points the distance to the nearest individual is measured in each of the four
quadritnts, the density per unit area is estimated from the mean distance. This method is
referred to as the quarrer method.

4.1.4 BASIC CONCEPTS OF RATES
. Populations always change in numbers, i.e. the population shows increase or decreases in

size and are said to be dynamic. Populations often fluctuate in size considerably depending on.the
season. Populations increase in number when young individuals are born in the area or new individu-
als join the existing group, from otherpopulations (immigration). Populations loose individuals when
they die (death) or when they leave an area to join another population (emigration). Change in num-
bers of individuals in population can be diagrammatically represented as in figl. It is important to
know how a population is changing. Many important population characteristics are conCerned with
the rates of change. A rate of change is estimated by dividing the change in size(numbers) by the time
period during which it took place. The growth rate of the population_is the number of individuals
added to the population over a time period. The average rate ofpopulationlrowth is calculated by the
standard notation AN/At where N is the population size and F time. The instantaneous rate,of growth
the notation is dN / dT A population growth curv€ is obtained by plotting the time on the horizontal
axis, x-axis or abscissa and the number of individuals in population on the vertical axis, y-axis or
ordinate Fig represents the growth curve of a population of insects._Certain types of processes affect-
ing the population give characteristic type of population curves. tn terms of growth.uru. the slope of
the line at any point is the growth rate.

:

4.1.5.1 Natality:
Natality expresses the inherent ability of a population to increase. It is equivalent to the birth

rate, it expresses the production of new individuals of any orglnism under ideal conditions under
ideal conditions under ideal conditions . Any population shows a theoretical maximum natality whish
represents the maximum production of new individuals and is consttntdor-a given population. The
realizecl or ecologlcal'natality or natality refers to populationinerease undeithe spelif;c ambient
environmental coriditions. This varies with the size and composition of the population and the abiotic



environmental conditions. It is generally expressed as a rate determined by dividing the number of
new individuals produced by time or the addition of new individuals pe1 unit of time pe-r.unit of
population AN/ At, the absolute natality rate or as the number of new individuals per unit of time per

init of population AN / NAt, the specifig mortality rate. Natality rate may be zero or positive but is
never negative Natality can be expressed in many ways as follows.

ANn : production of new individuals in the population

ANn / At = B or natality rate

ANn / NAt = b or natality rate per unit ofpopulation

N may represent the total population or only the adults (Reproductive part) in the population.

The specific mortality rate, b, can be defined as the age-specific mortality rate for different ag,e g{guPs

in the population. Natality rate may be zero or positive but is never negative. Maximum natality id the
theoretical upper limit which the population or the reproductive portion of the population would be

capable of producing under ideal conditiotrs. Estimation of this rate is important as it provides basis

for the comparison with the realised natality and is useful in setting up equations to determine or
predict the rate of increase in a population

4.1.5.2 Mortality
Mortality refers to the death of individuals in the population. Mortality rate is also referred to

as the death rate. It expresses the number of individuals dying in a population in a given period of
time. Ecological or realized mortality-- the loss of individuals under a given environmental condition
as the mortality varies with population and environmental conditions. The theoretical minimum
mortality a constant for a population, which represents the loss of individuals under ideal or nonlimiting
conditions. The individuals die because of old age. The survival rate of population is of interest and is

expressed as a fraction M, the survival rate is l-M

Generally specific mortality. is expressed as a percentage of the initial population dying with
in a given time. It is often more meaningful to express mortality in terms of the reciprocal survival
rate. Mortality varies with age of the individuals in the population

4.1.6 Survivorship curves
For a population the cohort life table data are often represented as survivorship curve. This

graph shows the number of individuals that survive through each phase of life per thousand of popu-
lation. This sort of survivorship curve is seen in figure.

'Time

Fig.4.2 The three general shapes of Survivor ship curves on a semi - plot to illustrate different pattenls of populatlon
grouth (i) shows a steady mortality rate throughout life (ii) shows good surviral of young with high death rates in old

age (iii) shows high mortality in the young with very little ifi adults

Log (population size)



Another way of presenting survivorship curves is to use a log scale for the number of
individuals these values are presented(y-axis) against time(x-axis). This iype of semi- log plot in
presented in fig' For any population where the proportion of individuals dying during each unit of
time (per month or per year) is a constant. when the plot forms a straight tine. f[is plot is quite useful
in indicating the population dynamics of the organism. A straight line as in (i) showi that thi mortality
is constant whatever the age of organisms. A curve as in (ii) shows that the highest mortality rate
occurs in older individuals and in curvc as in (iii) the rnortality rates are very high in young ipdividu-
als and relatively low in older ones. Whenever thcrc is a steep fall in the curve it indicates in increase
in mortality, which indicates some environmental or developmental affect on the population. A
survivorship cull/e can help to pin point critical periocls in thc life of the organisms.

4.1.7 Biotic potential and environmental resistance
The maxirnum possible rate of incrcasc fbr a population of a specics occurs under icleal condi-

tions; in which the natality or birth rate is the highest possible fbr the species (potential natality) and
death rate is the lowest (potential rnortality). The values of rnaximum birth rate and lowest death rate
are fixed by the lifb process inherent rvith in the organisrns the maximunt rate population rate in-
crease, referred to as biotic potential, is an innate charactcristic of each specics and also differs widcly
fi'om species to species

Under natural conditions the ftrll biotic potcntial of an natural population is not released ordi-
narily since the conditions are rarely cornpletely f'avorable. A moderate increase in the density may
have an ameliorating affect, but the efTccts of over populations-scarcity of food supply, breeding
sides, accumulation of metabolites-will appear. The combined affect of these factors tending to limit
the population growth is called environmc,ntal resistance. The capacity to increase in size resides with
in a species, but the degree to which it is realized is detennined by the environment.

4.1.8 POPULATION GROWTH FORM
Populations exhibit characteristic patterns of increase, which are tenned Population growth

forms. TWo basic patterns of population growth are colnmonly encountered. -the S-shaped or sig-
moid growth fonn and the J-shaped growth fonn. In the S- sigmoid form the population increases
slowly at first called the positive acceleration phase and then more rapidly-approaching a logarithmic
phase. lt soon slows down gradually as the environmental resistance increases percentage wise,-nega-
tive acceleration phase till a morc or less equilibrium level is reached and maintained. This form may
be represented by the simple logistic model

{envrronmental resrstancel

dt:rN""IKIN)'/K i ; i I

Fig. 4.3 The Population grows exponentially at t'irst, then fluctuates around the carrying capacity.
by biotic potential but levels offowing to environmental resistance.
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Where K represenrl rhe upper asynlptotc of the siilmoid curve and is called the carrying capac

ity. In the J-shaped form(dcnsity of the population increases rapidly in exponential fashion and stops

abruptly as the Lnvironmcntal resistance becornes cffectile suddenly. This form is represented by the

exponential equation

dN/dt = rN

In this fonn of growth of the population thcre may be no equilibrium level but the lirnit repre-

sents the upper lirnit imposed y the environment. The two growth forms are represented shown in

figure

1500 -
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Fig. 4.4 Populatiott growth showing J - shaped growth curve

Populations possess certain genetic chamcteristics related to their ecology namely adaptive ness,

reproductive fitness and persistence. Populations show cefiain biological attributes, which it shares

with its competent organisms and also show certain group attributes unique to them. The characteris-

tics shared with the other rnembers are its life.history in that it grows, differentiates and maintains

itself as soes the organism. The population has a definite organisation and structure.

A population is said to be stable when the number of individuals in the population neither

increase nor decrease. The population is said to be in equilibrium. If the births and immigration of,

individuals are equal to the losses due to death and emigration then symbols representing increases

and loses'can be expressed by the following equation.

B+I:D+E
If the gains are greater than losses, the population size tends to increase and

B+I>D+E
if the- losses are greater than thegains in number the population size will decrease

q
o

o
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B+l<D+E



4.1.9 Age Structure in Populations:
One of the important ways of studying the populations is to determine the age structure of the

population at a given point of time. Age distribution is an important population characteristic, which
influences both natality and mortality. Thc ratio of various age groups in a population determines the
current reproductive status of the population. A rapidly increasing population will contain large number
of younger age groups while a stationary populations an even distribution of different age classes in
the population and a declining population shows large number of older individuals. Apopulation may
undergo changes in age structure without changing in size of the population. Studies show that many
populations establish a 'normal' or stable age structure characteristic of it and unusual natality or
mortality rates result in temporary changes frorn it, which later returns,to its characteristic age distri-
bution over a time period. For a population Bodenheimer ( 1939) identifies three ecological age groups,
the pre reproductive, reproductive and post reproductive. The relative distribution of these ages in
proportion.to the life span of the organisms varies greatly in differenf organisms. The stable age
distribution of a population is an important attribute and il,frelps in analysis of the actual or realized
age distributions The whole theory of populations is that r\ is a real biological unit with definite
biological constants and defined limits to the variations that may affect them.

TYPES OF AGE PYRAMID

. PEBCENT IN A6E CLASS

Fig. 4.5 Three types of age pyramids represcnting a large. moderate, and small
percentage of youug individuals in population

The data on the age distribution of a population is represented in the'form of a polygon, com-
rnonly referred to as age pyramid, the nunrber of individuals or the percentage in the dillerent age
classes being represented by the relativc widths of successive horizontal bars. Among fishpopulations
a phenomenon known as dominant year class has been noticed which have high potential natality rate.
This represents a large year class due to an unusual survival of eggs and larval fish during a particular
year of spawning.

4.1.10 The Study of Populations:

The Basic Equation:

The changes in the size of the population could be studied through different methods. This
involves the collection of data on the numbers and ages of organisms. This study of population dy-
namics is referred to as demography.

The basic aim of demographic study is to quantify the changes in a population by estimating the
numbgr of births, deaths immigrants and emigrants. The changes in the population size over a given
time period can be estimated by the addition of number of births and the immigration of iedividuals

s
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and subtracting the number of deatlrs and ernigratcd individuals to give the population size at time t*l
(Nt+ I ).

This is represented by thc equation

Nt*1 : Nt +B+I-D-E

For estimating this the agcs of the inclividuals in the populations and the total number of

individuals (size) is to be detennined.

ln case of organisms. which are stationary and reurain at a place like plants and sedentary ani-

mals, it is easier to estimate the number of inclividurals in a population. lf the organisms are rnobile like

fish, insects. or lnammals, it becornes difllcult to deterrnine the number. One of the commonly used

methods to estimate the population of such organisms is called the Mark-Recapture method. In this

method individuals ur" .upiut"d from thc population, they are marked by use of tag or an identifica-

tion mark and are rcleased back into the population. These tagged/marked individuals mix with the

other members of the population and rnove about. After sometime when a sample from the population

is collected it containi both the unmarked and nrarked individuals. Using the equation can use these

data to calculate the proportion of individuals in the rvhole population, which are originally marked,

and the population size. by working with c'cluation

Ri C =Mi N

N=CNI/R

This methocl of estimating the populatiorr size 'N' calculated by using the method is called the
.Lincoln Index ' Estirlation of the population by this lnethod is carricd out under certain assumptions

regarding the rnarked and released individuals

l. The rnarked ildividuals. aflcr releasc into the population, mix freely with the other mem-

bers a1d have the sarnc probability of the capture as any unmarked individuals.

. Z. the narked individuals in the population during the experirnent do not loose the identifi-

cation marks
3. the rnarked individuals do not undergo selective mortality being identified by the predator

within the habitat or the tagging or marking method lower th6 survival cha;rces if the

markings / tags wear offor lost
4. Addition of new individuals to the population by migrationpr nearly born individuals will

also affect the population estimation. . ., . ;

As long as rhese conditions are lullilled the marl; and recaptdre method for the estimation of the

population size provides a method. Problems in estimation.ofrthe sizg.wiil arise if boih ?nd the

number of marked individuals decrease and the ttumber of new additiqns through immigqation' into

the population increase. This results in overestimation of the population size. ,,**'

Another information needed to describe the population is the agg Of the in{iyidu"4fs. ip thgpopu-

lation. In some organisms the age of the individual could be determined;ylth ac.curacy,as$[eypoqsess
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some character leaves a regular pattern in their strucfure representing fixed interval of time such as a
year. The formation of growth rings in an year in temperate trees is a good example. In animals
structures used to indicate the age include the growth rings on the scales of fish, bones and shells of
mollusks and otoliths in mammals. In majority of organisms determination of age of the organisms
employing this me principle and not be made.

4.l.ll Factors affecting the growth of population : Density independent and den-
sity dependant factors

Populations tend to be regulated by physical components of the environment such as weather,
water currents, and chemical limiting factors, pollution and so on in low diversity ecosystems . In the
high density ecosystems populations tend to be biologically controlled. In all ecosystems there is a
strong tendency for all populations to evolve through natural selection process through self-regula-
tion of the population numbers.

Any factor, whether limiting or favorable to a population is

L Density -independent, if the effect is independent of the size of the population. Density-
independent factors limit the population size regardless of the population density (number
of individuals per given area)

2. Density- dependent if the effect on the population is a function of density. Climatic factors
often act in a density-independent manner, where biotic factors such as Competition, para-
sitism and pathogens often act in density -dependent manner

4.l.ll.l Density-independent factors:
Weather is the most important natural density-independent factor.' Many insects and annual

plant populations are limited in size by the number of individuals that can be produced before the first
hard freeze in winter. Such populations typically do not reach their carrying capacity, because the
density-independent factors intervene first. Weather is responsible for the sudden increase and col-
lapse of the population cycles. Severe storms sudden drops in temperature and other sudden changes
in the physical factors generally provide the examples for density-independent action. Frank (1965)
found that in the snail, Acmaea that lives in the intertidal zone following severe winter frosts, when
portions of the rock surface crumble away removing tbe snails regardless of the numbers present.

Space is also a fac'tor that regulates the population size. The number of adult barnacles that can
inhabit a rock is determined by the number of barnacle bases for which area of the rock affords room.
The english sparro% a practically domesticated word will breed regularly in large avarivs but not in
small cages. Natural ecosystem in the temperate zone or the best noon from the ecological stand point
and or intermediate in terms ofimportant of physical and biotic regulators.

The density - independent abpects of the environments attend to bring about variations, some
times severe, in population density and to cause shifting of upper asymptoeic are carrying capacity
levels, whilc the density dependent natality and mortality tend maintained a population iri a state of
equilibrium.



Anthropogenic activities can also limit the growth of natural populations in ways that are inde-

pendent of pfputation density. Pesticides and pollutants released in to the environmentrcan cause

sudden decline in natural populations

4.1,.11.2 Density dependent factors:
population, iorr.r, certain genetic characteristics related to their ecology namely adaptivity,

reproduclive fitness and persistence. Populations show certain biological attributes' which it shares

with its competent orgunirrn, anfl also show certain group attributes unique to them. The characteris-

tics shared with the other members are its life history in that it grows differentiates and maintains

itself as does the organism. The population has a defrnite organisation and structure.

Biotic factors such as competition, predation, parasites and pathogens often act in a density

depenrJent manner. They aroconsidered as one of the chief factors. Preventing over population and

responsible for the achievement of a steady state. The density dependent natality and mortality tend to '

maintain population in a study state or to hasten the return to such level. Interspecific interactions are

less likely to show linear density-dependance. Varley's (1947) studies on knapweed gall fly showed

that the action major parasitic ittr."t Eurytoma curta is density dependent, since it killed a much

greater percenrage of host population, when host population is high. Natality and mortality rates also

iary *iit the density of the population. In the laboratory cultures of cladecera(water fleas) and in the

wili populations ortne gt.ui Titr (birds). [t was observed that the production of eggs and voung, per

female decreased with increased density

Predation
predation is a feeding strategy, which results in controlling the prey population and acts in a

density - dependant manner. tutuny predators will eat a variety of prey depending on what is most

abundent in the environment and is the easiest to find. Some species exhibit species specific diet

regimes. Coyotes might eat more mice when the mouse population is high but switch to eating more

sq-uinels ur i6" mouse population declines, incidentally the mouse population recovers.

predators can also exert density dependent effects by increasing in number, as their prey

population grows, Preclators that feed heavily on lcmmings, such as arctic fox and snowy owl, regu-

late the number of oft-spring they produce according to the abundance of lemmings. Snowy owl might

produce up to ! 3 chicks, *h"n lemmings are scarce but not reproduce at all in years when lemmings

are abuttdant.

ln some rlses or increase in predators might cause a orash of the prey populations and a

rjecline in predator population follows. This pattern results in out of phase population cycles of both

prey ancl piedator'. Predators maintain the population well below the carrying capacity

Parasitism:
parasitism is a type of association between individuals of different species, in which a smaller

sized organism obtains nourshment from a large organism. Parasites live on or in"their larger prgy.or

host in certain iqstaiices the host anirnals die due to heavy infestation. Parasitism is also density

dependent, Most parasites have lirnited mobility and spread more readily at high pcipulation densities.

Parasitism is also density dependcnt factor that affects populations growth'
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The resources that determine the carrying,capacrty of the system are oiien lirnitr:c , relati'e 16,the demand for them' competition among the individuals which atiempt 1o utiiize the limiting re-sources limits population size in a density.lependent manner. There are tw. nrajor forms of cc*rpeti-tion among organisms a)interspecific(arnong the members of the difierent species) andb)intraspecific(among the individuals of same spe-cies;. Since the neecls of the mernbers of the samespecies for water' nutrients, food, shelter. breeding sites, light and other resources are almost irJenti-cal. Intraspecific competition is more intense than interspecific competition.
organisms have evolved several ways to dealwith intraspecific cornpetition. Studies conductedby the Hudson Bay company between 1845 and 1935 showed that Lynx (predator) and show shoehare (prey) show out-of-phase population cycle of predator and prey in natuie. Laboratory stu4ies onBraconid wasps(predator) and the Bean.wlevil lprey) fopulations showed regular cycle:r, r,",ith thepredator population rising and falling, slightly rui.r tilun that of the prey populations. tr\4any animalshave evolved "context comiretition 'iwhich nltp to regulate the popurlation ,ir" and reduce competi-tion' context competition consists of social or chemicil interactions used to limit access to impodantresources' Territorial species such as wolves, many fish, song birds- defend an area that containsimportant resources' only the best adapted individuals are able to defend adequate territories.

oean weevils (prey)
brar tcor rid lvasp (pre<jator)

tl
in rR

generation

Fig' 4'6 out'of-phase fluctuations in predatory - prey pupulations of the bean vevil anci its bracririci wasp prcda'-.r

As population densities increase an<lc,-rmpetition beccnles morc intense, SOr;,to ?rjirals react bymigrating to colonize new'areas. Mass rnovementof Lenim;;rgs anl rnigrating r;u.;;;l; iri.-r'i;
examples of this type of movement.

4.1,12 Evolutionary sirategies: r and K strategies
Living organisms show different types of strategies to rnaintarr, the pcpulation size. [n containspecies these is relatively low mortality of young*n-uge groups, li.tile the <llderage groups.sholv

higher mortalit;r. In sorne other species, the you*g inoioidirals'have -"-Uglh;;;rtaJity rare than theolder individuals' Mac Arthur and wilson (1967) classified these evolutionary strg1g_glgs. Thet-+f-plied the terqs r-selec.ted and k-selected to popuiations for those w@ exhibit different sirategies.The initials r andk are'taken from the logis\ic equation describing th; 
";;;igrqwth ofa?oFularion.
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R - dN/dt =m(l-r/k)'

where r = the maximum rate of increase of the population

K: the number of organisms able to live in ttie population, when it is in equilibrium, that is the

carrying capacity of the population' 
I- i: the number of organisms in the population at time t.

An r-selected population is one in which the maximum rate of increase R is important' An r-

,rt.rt.Jpoputution 
"un 

tut" advantage of a fav.rable situation by having the ability to increase the

population size rapidly. Many offspring under normal circumstances die before they reach maturity'

Similarly a k-selected populations with a steady carrying capacity (k)' hale leJS abilitylo&ke

advantage of particular opportunities to expand. They are in general more.stable and less likely to

suffer high mortalitl rates of immature individuals. Usually k-silected organisms'have few well cared

for young individuals

In ecological systems, it is probable that populations are constantly.undTpoins r- o1k- selec-

tion. Some of the populations enter new conditions suitable to a more r - orientdd swtegy;fhen a nerv

balance will be set uP.

4.1.13 Population energy flow

In a population, energy flow (the rate of assimitation) provides the most important factor evalu-

ating the observed fluctuations in density and in determining the role of a population within the

community. The energy defined as the aUiiity to do work is of paramount importance in the ecosystem

ildt.;. V*irt' of mlifestations of life, are all accompanied by energy chargds, even though no

energy is created or destroyed. The energy that enters the Tth'lsurface it I9h'is 
balanced bl the

,rrrrfr *ru, leaves the earth's surface u. i*itiblt heat radiation' En9rry is trat*ferred from one form

to the other during changes such as growth, reproduction and synthesis of coinplex relationships of

matter. All ecological systems show energy transfers, which accompany these changes' In ecological

studies the chief concern is about the maniier in which light is related to ecopYrstems an$the manner in

which energy transformed within the system. The radiation that is dssocia{bd with and l.ea'1e.s the sun

uiJ furr.r-in to the space. some of tiis radiation falls on the earth paibgl through the piosphere'

When light is absorbed, light energy is transformed in to another form of energy called the heat

energy, thi, .nrrgy in the ecosystem transforms in to other types such as kinetic and potential energy,

During photo synthesis green plants synthesise carbohydrates which contains potential energy, that

changes to other types alther" ur. utiiised as food by other organisms. It is possible to calculate the

. transformation of energy from one form to the other since the quantity of light energy absorbed and

the conversion factor.* ur estimated to determine the amount of heat energy. In the ecosystem the

ratio of the total community respiration to the total community biomass (RlB) can be considered as

ure thermodynamic order function. This is also called the " Schrodinger ratio" and represents the

ecological turnovers. In the ecosystem, Turnover is defined as the ratio of throughput to content' It

cdn be conveniently expressed as a rate fraction or as "tumover time' which is the reciprccal of the

ratio fraction. The productive energy flow is considered as the throughput and the standing crop

expressed as biomass (g dry wt/m2) as the content. This can be better understood by the following
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examp'e' lt we assume that a pond and shadow show a gross photosynthetic ratio of 5 grams per m2per day' then the turnover rate for the pond would be sJs or I and the turnover the would be I day.while in a shadow the turnover rate would be 5/500 or 0.61 and the turnover time would be 100 days.Tlrus in the pond, the tiny plants replace themselves in a day when the pond metabolism is at its peak,lvhile land plants are much longer lived and the 'turnover'-much more slow. The larger the biomass,the greater would be the maintenance cost .

DASIC ECOLOGICAL PNINCIPLES AND CONCEPTS
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Fig' 4'7 A sirnplified energy flow diagram showing three trophic levels in a food chain : I Total energy input pc- grossprimary production A- total assimilation Pn - Net primary pioduction, p - secoundary (consumer) production

The primary productivity of an ecosystem or a community or any part of it, is defined as the rate
at which radiant energy is stored by photosynthetic and chemosynthetic activity bip;;dg*;rg*-
isms, in the form of organic substances which can be used as food . The transfer of food energy from
the source in plants through a series of organisms, which eat, or being eaten is referred to as the food
chain' At each transfer 80 to90 trercent of the potential energy is loit as heat. The,shorter the food
chain the greater tl,re available energy. Food chains are of two basic types the grazingfood chain,
which starts from a green plant base, goes to grazingherbivores- organisms eating living plant mate-
rial and on to carnivores i.e. the animal eats and the detritus food chJin which goes from dead organic
matter in to microorganisms and then to detritus feeding organisms (detritivoris) and their predators.
Food chains are interconnected with one another. The interlocking pattem is referred as the food web.
The organisms whose food is obtained frorn plants (producersl Ui trre same number of steps are said
belong to the same trophic level. The green plants occupy the-fust trophic level, plant-eaters the
second trophic level (the primary consumer lev.el) c4pivores whioh eat the 

-herbivoreso 
the third trophic

level(the secondary consumer level) and sdcondary carnivores the fourth trophic level(the tertiary
consumer level). The trophic classificatiol ref9rs,19 the function only; a given species population may
occupy one or morb than one trophic level aciording to the source 6f .irrgy u.tuutty urrirnilated.

The energy flow through a trophic.level gqu4ls the total assimilation(A) at the level, which
equals production (P) of biomass plus respiiation R-The principle of food chains can be represented in
the form of flowcharts. '; :; : ' -

,l

- 

Pe orA+
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. Fig. 4.8 A generalized food chain showing passage of.food enerry from producers to 3'd level carnivares'

4.I.L4 SUMMARY
* The growth and development of a population is the fesult of to opposing forces, the capacity

for reproduction or is also called bioticpotential and the capacity for the deattr/mortaliry or environ-

nrental resistance.

* Growth curyes of.populations demonstrare an S - (sigmoidal) shape or a J shape, the former

type being predominant, both can be mathametically described in form of a logistic equation'

* The rapid phase of growth in both s - and J - sheped population curves in a logarithmic phase;

the equilibrium phasc of a S - shaped curve reflectes the carrying capacity of the environment' a

variable that reqults in oscillations and fluctuations of varying degrees'

* Under optimal conditions, biotic potential of a populations is its inntrinsic rate of natural

increase : l

.* Surivorship curves constructed from the propbabilities ofdeath rates and life expectancies are

of three major forms - convexr concave and straight line.

t Age structure of a population is generally stable being variable within certain limits, in most

. populations.

* The population growth is affectgd by both abiotisgnd biotic factors of the ecosystem' These

factors effect tlf Ropulation grwoth in a density independent anddgnsity dependent manner'

*ln autotrophic ecosystems the energy accumulated thlough net plima-ry,production is used to

support higher trophic levels, moves unidirectionally through those levels and decreases in amount at

each level. in detritus based ecosystems energy also moves unrdilliionally, wrthiosl;s ti:* oil1"

level. The detritus chain is of greater importance in energy flow in may ecosystems tharr is that of the
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producer / consumer chain' In general, the transfer of energy from one trophic level to the next is in
the order of l0 percent' Generally food chains show 3 to 5 trdphic links with l5 to 20 species; with in
fbod webs the number of links involved ranges from 20-30.

4.1.15 KEY TERMINOLOGY
Assimilation efficiency: Percentage of energy ingested that is actually absorbed across the wall of
the gut

Autecology: Study of the ecological relationships of an individual organism.

Biome : A major re_gionar community extending over a rarge area

community: collection of organisms of different species which occur together in some common
environment or habitat in which they are integrated in someway with one another.

Ecology: A scientific study of the interactions that determine the occurrence, distribution, abundance
and characteristics of the organisms.

Ecosystem : community of organisms and its physical, chemical and its biological envircinmcnt.

Growth Efficiency: Percentage of energy assimilated that is devoted realised has growth rather than
used in respiration.

Habitat A place where an organism lives naturally

Niche: It is the functional role of the organism in the habitat. It is defind spatially, functionally and
behaviorally and is inclusive of all the environmental factors of the species.

Population: group of organisms of the same species living together with is a common area at the
same time:

Synecology : Study of the ecological relationships of organisms in a community

Trophic level: It is the position at which an organisms feeds in a community.

4.1.16 SELF ASSESSMENT TEST

l'Explain the term population. Write an account of the factors that influence the
population growth

2. Explain the population growth.form

3.what is energy flow in the ecosystem. Exprain the energy flow in an aquatic ecosyste-m.
-1. Short Answer qucstion
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a. Sigmoid growth

b. J shaPed growth curve

c. Predation as a population controlling factor

d. k- oriented strategics

e. Biotic Potential

f. Food web

4.1.17 Additional Reading

Auderisk,PandE.M.Auderisk200lBiology,PrinticeHall.

chapman,J.L. and Reiss,M..r. lggg. Ecology-principles and Applications cambridge Univ.Press.

330 pp.

Collinvaux.P. 1993 Ecology.2"dcdn'' John Wiley Nctv york'

Odum,P.E. 1996. Fundamentals of Ecology(lndian Edition) Nataraj Publ' 574 pp'

Prof. S.V. Sharma M.Sc., Ph'D.
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5.1.1 Introduction
The expression witd life is a broad term covering any or all non cultivated and nondomesti-cated life forms' Earlier, only wiid animals r.oulTqd.;iy in Nature were considered to representwild life (Brokow' 1978) but presently the word wililife encompases fish, amphibians eptiles andbirds which live freely in Nature. It is bei,lg.used largely iii recent times to gdme and t.ur-bearingvertebrate animals and the plants which directty interac"t *itt tt . game speciesl It is realised that thepreservation of out door recreation in general depends more on the preservation of the totnlity of thewild life.ecosysrem.

wild life conservation and rnanagement is an area under applied ecology which is receivinggreater attention in recent ybars, in view of the benefits to ttre society. It also p'rovides opportunities

ffil::".tment 
and training for wild life conservation and Mand;r*#niques in devetoped

- Harvesting ofwildplants-and exploitation of wild animals influences the composition, structureand functions of these populations. Ecological oiversity in the community and densify may be af-fected due to selectiveiarvesting of induviduals of u o*, ugr, size or ofother phenotlpes. Deerhemp, an often-targeted animal ai a large dominaftt male, i, * ,"*ple of selective harvesting, af-fecting the population. vr ev'!

Earlier, wild Lir'e management was chiefly.based on the ecology of the individual species of
.interest' Management approaches now, often recognize differences iniie individqal populations thatare harvested (cougliley, J994). Conservatiot, uni.lt{unag€ment requires a precise ecological infor-mation about the wild Life populations. Environmental iariations."u.".rrungm in the size of thepopulation and also promotes the coexistence of genotypes or species in the communities. Recentstudies have identified certain ecological conditiois thai retate .rruiron*e*ui 

"*",ions 
to the long- .termpopulationdynamics, of the wihJ animars in nature.



ln addition to tlre environmental changes, haryested populations can increase ot' decrease in

abundance, in relation to other species in thl community' As such there is need to develop multi-
.l irc rccmrrce hete-aDunqanggr lrl rsr(rsll

species models in wildlife management. wrrich incrude the species harvested and its resource base'

Trrey srrould Consider all-important associations related to sustainable harvesting of the species of

intenr. They also should consider the weatrrer conditions, which may affect the resource base of the

target species. Risk factor assessment for estimation in the context of changing environmental condi'

tions should also be made (Lande et at. lgg4). In cases, where the population estimates are uncertain'

the optional rong-term strategy is to harvest the stock at less than maximum sustainable yield (MsY)'

5.L,2 Wild Life values .,-. r,.^e ^r
In Nature wild life has certain values, some of which are negative that affect other animals in

the community while others are positive values, which enhance its importance. when coyote, Jackal'

Wolf, Hyaena begins to hover aiouncl the flocks or hercls of a sheepherder or a cowboy the value of

trrat particurar kind of wird lilb seems totaily negative to the human involved, but when a school of

fish entangles itserf in the nets spread 
"ri 

;;; niing boat, its value is positive. A mocking bird in the

back garde', a giratfe 
'roving 

u.*r, the plai's. a Ootpfrin playing in ihe surf can have values to the

observer that cannot fit any body's economic yard stick

Commcrcial value
The comnrercial value of wilct is life best seen in the worlds marine fisheries yielding about

l t0 milrion tons of food a good percentage of worlds uni-ut proi"h 
"lg 

at a affordable priie to many'

rts cash value is in bilrions of dollars. Iicreates livelihood opportunities to those who process' pre-

pare. uansport and sell fish products. It is a value provided entirely by the wild stocks'

other than fish, the commercial value of many forms of marine life such as aquatic mammals'

sea turtles, shell fish. rarge variety of invertebrates a[ have a cash value attached to them. They have

provided oppurtunities for biologists,.managers conservationists who seek to preservg these wild

species. Freshwater fish another aquatic life have a direct commercial varue in many countrics glo-

bally. The cornmercial varue of the wild animal life on land is well recognised. They are the principal

base. wild anirnal rife makes a considerable contribution ro the monetary varue of wild foods' Fur of

animals,Ivoryofelephants,hornsofrhinoceros'glandsofmuskdeer'Antlersofdeer'commandhigh
prices in the market.

wild life has its negative economic values that often besome much too clear to the farmers or

fearers. Elephants in African gardens, deer in the arruond orcharcrs, wild predators rn the papture lands

can cause serious.e.conomic loss'

Barancing rosses and gains controiling negative effects while enhancing positiveovalues are a

part of the the Wild Life Management' 
: ...

Game Value
AmongEuropeanpeopleWildlifehasgamevalue,arecreationalvaluetothosewho.huntor

fish for sport. The principar rocal industry in many parts of these countries is tourism, which fetch

millions of dollars"
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Aesthetic \hlur.

wilcl lil'c crii,vs 
'alttrr 

fttr rts bcauly ancl appreal to human spirit. Bircl warchirrg is onc suchactivity' ornitlrolosical Societics all .vcr the rvorld are a major force for wilcj life'c.nscrvation.
Ethical value

To some titcr tnain rcasoll fbrprote'cting the nature is that we have an obligation to do so and noright destroy rvild specic.s.

Scientific Vhluc
' The pursuii L)l'sclr-llce has led nlat) people to a knowlecrge and understanding of many of theearth's species and ltuiv they interact to keep the planct habiiable. sea Urchins have helpecl anunderstandiltg of thc huiltan er'buolo-{,u. rhesus .',o,rk.y, have contributed to wards an understandingof human blood groups' the antiers of ,1.., huue prouiJec a means for measuring the degree ofradioactive contanrination of Natural envir:onmcnts.

Ecological value
wild life shows definitivc ecological valucs. Ths interactions betweenpopulations ofthe speciesand among otlter species in the .ont,r'tr,rity establishes needs an ecological approach. Ma'agement ofwild life has a basis in the ecorogicar rore they pray in trre ecosystem. 

.,du'' rvra.agement (

wild life conservation is an irnportant activity. wild life is a natural resource which is vulnerableand useful to hurnanity and its economic value is measured partially. wild life constitute a renewableresource, rvhich renews itself through reproduction.

5.1.3 Causes of Depletion
wild life populations show changes in their distributional range and also in their numbers, overa period of time in nature. [n cet"tain rc'gions they decline in numbers under different conditions oftheenvironment wlrich they encounter. Thc irnportanr causes for the depletion in numbers;;;;;i"*,

l) Destruction of thc tropical rain forests and tropical humid forests in general, in which most speciesof land animals are now live' This is a rvorld rvide threat that could seriously endanger many landspecies.

2) The growing spread of desert into the drier lands of the rvorrd and rnto regions that were not sodry' This is bringing the elimination of a broacl category of animal and plant species.

3) The wide spread use of chemicals substances for the control of animais and plants considered tobe pests' Accidental or deliberate release of numerous chemical substances, organic and inorganiccompounds, radioactive substances and gases in to the biosphere. d; Jubr,on.., may haveadverse environmental effects globally including destruction of the ozone screen of the atmos_phere' that now protects the life on earth from severe ultraviolet radiation and climatic changesthat are mostly unfavorabre to the existing forms of iifb.
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5.L.4 IUCN classification of rare animals

species conscrvation should begin rvhen a species is knolvn to be declining in numbers but is

not trrreatened rvitrr extinction. The worrrj conservation union, fornierly known as the Internatioui'l

Union fbr conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), keeps record and publishes de-

Oit.a list of species at risk of becomilg extinct. They recognize four categories:

l) Rare spccies that have small populaiion, usually n':thin restricted geographical limits or localizetl

habita;s or wiclely scattered individuals, that are at risk of becoming extinct'

2) 'y'ulnerable species are those which afe rare.orunder threat or actually decreasing itt number or

species whichhave been seriously clepleted in the past and have not yet reo'rvered'

3) Endangered spccies have very low population sizes and are in considerable dangcr of bcooriling

extinct..

4) Fxtinct specics are believed no longer to cxist. and cannot be found in areas they ones inhabited

nor in other likelY habitats.

The 1UCN and the conservation organizations produce Red Data Books on species at risk' 'n

nur'bcr of groups, including vascular plarits, swallowiail butterflies, cetacedns, African primates nnd

hicrv worlcr birds (cors ton et. ot.). The Rcd Data Book for some of the groups, lists all knrwn speclcs

in tl.,csc fbur categories. Nature reserves are created as refuges for threatened species or as a fteBnS irl'

preserving one or rnore ecosystems. Nature reserves are intended to preserve the biodiversity of an

area, though they may also bL used for recreation and tourism.

Threatened sPecies

Threatened species are those ttrat are rare, often genetically irnpoverislted, crf low recundity ; ;l 
-

with extremely variable population density or otherwise prone to extinction in human - dotninatc<'

landscape (wcMW tqqi). es the numbeiof threatened species increases rvorldwide, the ider"rtificir'

tion and monitoring of these species is critical for conservation.

The IUCN Recl list represenr species that are recognized globally as threatened specics with

extinctior"r. The threatened species caregory used in red list provides the most widely used system for

describing the threatened staius of a species. The current categories have been.in place now for nearly

30 years and highlight the species und", higher extinction risk. These categories are being used to set

priorities for conseivation. These categoriis have undergone a review of the categories delimitation,

iuring the past six years (Mac and Stuart' 1994)'

The nerv IUCN Red list categories (IUCN, 1994) requirc specific approach for assigning the

threatened status of the species. Under the threatened status there are three categories'

1. Critically endangered 2. Endangered 3' Vllnerable

For listing under these categories, there is a range of quantitate cryteria. meeting any:nt:11Tt'
cryteria qualifies u o* on for:listing at the level of threat. the defferent cryteria mentioned are drived

from a wide review aimed at deteciing risk factors across the broad range of organisms'
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l. Criticallv end;lngered (CR) :

l,lT:.:,1r,:il_r""b" Critically Endangered when is facing anthe wild in the immediate future, urJ*oiog'ffi; r"rr"rir",

population reductiott with in the 80 percent over the last r 0 years or three generations which-ever is the longer.

ftTHifft#"t" estimated to be less than l00km2 or area of occupancy estimate to be

c' population enstimated to number less than 250 mature indivitluals or continuing decline of atIsast 25 percent within three years.
d. population estiniated to number ress tha' 50 mature individuars
-e' quantitative analysis showing the probability of extinction in the wild is at least 50% with inl0 years or three generations which ever is iongdr.

2' Endangered (EN)' A taxon is said to be endangered nit 
"n 

it is facing very high risk of extinction inthe wild in near futurc as defined by the foilowirig criteria :

a' If there is an estimated or observed reduction of atleast 50 percent in the populations sizeover ihe last 10 vears or three generations which ever is longer 
r^ r'v vvpl'r4'ru'D sl'

b' Extent of oocuffence estimated to be less than 5000 km2 of aiea of occupancy estimareci iessthan 500 km2, severely fragmented or continuing decline and extreme fluctuationsc' Population estimated number less than 2500 maiure individuals and either an estimated con-ti'uing decrine of arreast 20 numbers with in 5 years or 2 generationsd' Populatici* estir'ared to number ress than 250 mature individualse' Quanitative anaiysis showing the probability oiextinction in the wild is at least lg pcrcenrwithin 20 years or 5 generations lvhich.u.. i, the longer.

3' vulnerablc (vN) : A iiixon is said to be vulnerable when it is not critically endangered or endan-gered tacing a high risk of extinction in the wild in the mid-term future as defined by the followingcritgria. eo svrr

a' population reriuction observed, estimated or suspected is at least 20 percent over the last l0years or three generations
b' extent of occurrence estimated to b,e less than 20,000 km2 or the area of occupancy less than200 kml
c' 'population is estimated to number less than 10,000 mature indi.vidualsd' population very small or restricted to form either of the following, poputation estimated tonumber less than 1000 mature individuals orpopulation is chara cleizeaby an acute restric-tion in its area of,occupancy.
e' quantitative anaJysis showq the probab-ility of extinction in the wild is at least l0 percent inloo years vvr^s rr 

:

. .Tl.rese,categori.es qe defined on {hg,quaptitative criteria that can be applied to a taxonomic unitat or below the level of specieg{IucN t:*l Meeting one of the criteri^isLted above qualifies atu"-9tt 
lfter listing l-t,Jhat level of threat- 

]{9se categori;s piovide an assessment of the likelihood ofextinction under current circumstances. Extinction is ,""n 
^ a.probabilistic or a-chance process andthis in higher risk categories implies higher expectation of extiriction,

extremely high nsk of extrnction
criteria:

ln

a.

b.



5.1.5 Exotics and their imPact
These are newly appearing species in the natural or human - influenced ecosystems' They m'y

be almost any type of oigunir* trvhich becomes, a new pathogen, a vector, a weed or an invasive

animal. Monitoring the spread in respect of these invasive species is a critical component ofbiodiversity

conservation.

potentially all ecosystems cbn suffer the ravages of exotic invasives. Introduction of species

into alien habitats are of three major categories:

l) Accidental introduction 2) Species i:..ported for limited pu{poses which often escape in

to Nature 3) Deliberate introduction

As stated by Levin 1989, many introdustions relatc to the human interest, in providing spe-

cies that are especially helpful to people. This is an essential part of humal welfare in virtuirlly all

parts of the world.

Despite some protective effects on biodiversity at the local level, overwhelming evidence indi-

.ut", n"gutive effecis on species'and genetic diversity at both local level and global level. Globally

almost 20 percent of the vertebrates thought to be in danger of extinction are-threatened in somewats

by invasivl species. As a result of introduction of Nile perch, Lates niloticus into lake Victoria at least

ZbO of the 3000 endangered species are probably lost (Lowe-McConnell, 1993).

Invasives have been found in almost all parts of the rvorld. lnvasive species are.1r.r'1:'''1l l': hsve

wide-ranging effects on eco-systems, affecting both the ecosystern structure and functi'.-r.': "r'iii'..'; '.iirri-

nate native species directly through animal predation or the brr.trvsing effects ogSg;'1,'r'.::::. ', 1 
'$

happened, for example in fish (Balin et ul.1985), rnollusks (\\ells, 1995), many bird spe':ici, 1l.; 'r:16

et a1.,1988).

Invasi\ species may also act in concert, to threaten native species in a variety of direct and

indirect ways. For example, inAustralia European settlement also broughtwith themrabbit(OrTtctolagts

cunicttlatuil and fox (Vutpes vulpes). Rabbits soon reached very high numberl and led to further

habitat destruction. Foxes increased in number and had a considerable impact on prey populations -
native mammals, reptiles, frogs, scorpions and large insect species. Certain species have been shown

to have ra/ge of indirect eff6cts, which have an impact on several species arid sometimes whole

ecosystems. The probableextinction ofsnail.Bu limulus darwini on the Galapagos islands, as a result

of the destruction of this habitat through the effectsof"introduction of goats (Coppis, 1995) is another

example. Another serious effect at the ecosystem structure level is the genetic effect on the species.

Through hybridization, serious dss in genetic'tliversity with local species have been recorded in

ducks, wild cats, donkeys, fish, birds, grasses (Hammer et al.). 
:

The consequenses oP invasion on ecosystem ,functions are generally less studied than on its

structure. trnvasion of exatics can alter the conditioils'of llfe for all organisms;.alter soil erosion rates,

biogeo-chemical cycles, hydrological cycles, nutrient cycles and their regimes (MacDonald et al.,

1989).
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l*-":T::i,1T"T*:::.. in witd tife species (witd tife trade)

If fy::""':i::::ll.lj: T**:, is rarge. E,ti*ut",,r,;; dffi; rees), ure interna-tio'al tradc in wild species rivals thar of the forest una nrrr"rii";"#;X;ilffii;
'rhe trade of wild fauna and flora is restricterj under the convention on International trade inEndangered Species of wild flora and fauna (crrEst to ',.r,i.t 122 countries in the world are pafties.About 675 Species consjdered to be endangered are prohibited from *J" grlualy are listed in Ap-pcndix-l of the clrES convention. Appendix-ll of the convention includes 3,7x|species of animalsand 2l'000 species 'f plants which are allowed in International trade under specific guidelines andsubject to tnonitori'g a'd reporting in an efforr i".i"irire the impact o{-legal trade on speciessurvival' Trade in the species listed in this Appendix-tl is regulated thiough issue of export permirs,when the harvest of the species has not been detrimental to the survivaT in the wild. Most of thereported exports conle front a handful of countries in Asia (Indonesia, philippines, Thailand), andAfrica (Carneroon,'lanzaniabnd Mal i) (WRI, | 992).

Historically, the principal rnarkets for the wild flora and fauna were in USA anci Europeancountries' Thc rnajority of the trade is now directed at several Asian countries (Japan, singapore.Hong Kong' china, Taiwan), while the US and a few European countries (Gennany, Belgium, Francc,Austria, Italy and UK) irnport most of tlre rest.

As commerce in wild species has become more regulated and controlled, captive managementor cultivation of species has begun to replace supplies, trlcitionatty harvested from the wild. Butter-fly ranching in Papua, New Guinea is a succerriul .*u*ple, where ranching has produced economicbgnefirs ancl protected the Wild resource.

5.1.7 Conservation of the wild life
ltr situ consenration of the wild lifc indicates the development of a comprehensive system ofprot'rtted areas' There are different categories of protected areas, which are managed, with the objec-tive of confbrring benefits to the society. These include:

a) National parks
b) Sanctuaries
c) Biosphere reserves

Th6se areas vary in sizes of protected areas, purpose of design of management strategies. Thenational parks are created, oriented towards the conservation ofparticular species ofwild animals likeTiger' Lion' Rhino etc" they range in size from 0.04 .q. t -. to 3162 sq. km. As these are createdthrough a legislation the boundaries of the national purk urc specified. Except in the buffer zone nobiotic interference is permitted. In National Parks grazingis prohibited. iourism is permissible.sanctuaries are also created based on protection of a pirticuLr species e.g. great Indian Bustard. Thearea varies ranges from 0'61 to 7818 sq. km. and usually between 100 to sob m, in area. Boundariesare not well demarcated and very limited biotic interference is permited. Biosphere reserves areecosystem oriented and aims at conservation of all rp..irr prrsent in th" 
".oryrtlt );t* ffi;;size over 5670 sq' km' I iic 

':'oundaries 
of the biosphere."r.ru", are earmarked through legislation.
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't i .",- :n bufT"er zonl- rire:c is nn bir:tic interference. Tourism is not perrnitted with the objective of

:c,,:r..ielv:ition of rvil{.!iii:. Ihe biospirere reserves are ibrnred under the Biosphere Reserve Network

!.,iogrtir iaunchcil b1r uNESCC in 1971 under its N{an and Biosphere program' There are four major

.,bjectii cs.

!).Conserr,ation2)Research3)Education4)Localinvolvement

l,i{an and Biosphere commitrcc in India has identified in 1979 a network of l3 representative

ecrx:ystems to be protected as Biosphere reserves. Table I presents the list of Biosphere reserves in

lnrlia alonp. with the states in rvhich they aie located'

Tabic l. tliosphere rcsclves in India

i:"i"i t-r.

I

:.
l.
1_

-).

5.

8.

9.

10.

ll.
12.

i3.

Uttaraklianrl (Va"lley of flowels) Uttar Frartresh

Gulf of ,liannar "l'aniilnadu

Sundarlrans st Bengal

Thar Dcsert Raj3sthan

Manas Assam

Little Rann of Kutch Gujarat

Biospltere reserr/e

Namdapirn

North Islands of Aldamans

Nanda Devi

Kaziranga

Kanha

Nokrek (Tura Range)

Nilgiris

State/Union TeritorY

Amnachal Pradesh

Andaman and Nicobar

IJttar Pradesh

Assam

Madhya Pradesh

Meghalaya

Kamataka. Kerala, Tamilnadu

Biosphere reserves include natural, disturbed. modified and degraded ecosystems' For man-

agement purpo.", biosphere areas are divided into:

a) core zone-natura! and rninirnally disturbed eeosyst,..il's

;i Manipulation zone - Areas dernarcated for fo.restry, tourism and agriculture

oj Restoration one - degraded areas selected forrestoration to natr.irai condiiions

These areas are ereated with different purposes lik-e protectirn of a habitat and protection of a

particular species. In tndia, i. national parks, ii. sanctuedes iii. hiospheri.: rtserves i.v" biature reserves

v. Irlatural mgnuments vi. culturai landseapes for in ,vitu conservation of Biotrogical Diversity, are

dreated with the aim of protection and conservation of declining wildlifr: population' '

For conservarion of the declining populations of following wildlife animals special projects

were initiated by the Govemment of India"



cENTRE FOR ptsrnr.lca eoEiio^,- ACHARyA NAGARJ UNA uNlvEnsiii
l) Project tiger
2) Gir Lion projecl
3) Crocodile Ure.aing project
4) Rhino conservation
5) Snow-lcopard projcct
6) Projecr elephant

As biodiversity conservatio't is a pragmatic science with the managcment component, it is im-portant to note those species that highlight conservation efforts. There ;; ;;" general caregories:

a) umbrella and flagship species b) Threate'ed species

a) umbrella species are those whose occupying area (plants) or home range (animals) are largcenough thaq if they are provided with a sufficientl/large irea for their protection. will bri'g otherspecies under prtltection' Many of thc u'orld's norur. o,:gun',. reserves created pri'cipally for largemamntals or birds and have also becoltlc reserves for other spccies rvith small ranges particularlylnvertebrates (orven.Smith. 1983). Sonre habitat types may also acts as urnbrella and these can bewider than those p'ovicled by large vcrtcbrates nrug;har rf.cie, are popular charismatic scecics tharserye as symbols a'd rallyi'g points to sti'rulat..on..*ution awarfness and;;;t"*;h."" *.,r0.Pandas' Rhinos' Iarge prirnates, Butterflies. Flagship species may serve as both indicator and orumbrella species ancl also provicle a hi-rrhly crcdibli ,.e,rinicr of trre progress of a particular conserva-tion and management plan.

b) Theatened species : Threateucd spec.ies arc. tlrose wild organisrns that are rare, olten ge'eti-cally inpoverished, with exptremely variablc p.pulation densities aniJ are prone ro extenction inhuman-dominated land scapes. These species n..d .onr.rvation mesurcs. uabitat destruction due toincreased arltlrropogenic activities. envirorrrncntal degradation, overxploitation ofthe natural resourcesare the cliief'reasons for these specics to be categori"sed under threaLned .f..irr.
5.1.8 National wildlife action plan

with the increase ofdepletion in thc number wild lifespecies and the continuous hreat to them,as early as 1887 an act, The wilcl birds and Game Protection Act 1887, for the preservation of wildbirds and ganle anirnals was proposect by tire tlren govemrnent. Later, another act for protccting ,,viltifauna' the wild Birds and Animals Protection act iq l2 was passed. In certain regions of t5e countlv,special protection acts were tnade. such as rvild Elephants preservation Act 1g79, Bengal FJrinocerosPreservation Act I 932 fot protecting the. vanishing species. The wild Bird and Animal protection Act1912 was extellded to the whole of tndia to inctuae various animals and birds e.g. bustarcls, ducks,floricans, jungle fowls, partridges, pea fowls, nheasant, pig.onr, quails sand gr-ouse, painted snipes,spur fowls, wood cocks, herons. egerts, rollers, king fisheis,"antelopes, asses, b[on,s, buffaloes, deers,gazelles, goats, hares, oxen, rhinoceros, and sheef,when in their wild state. rrris-e.t Jr;;;ffi;state governments to declare the rvhole year or any part of the year as a closed i;eriod. penalties wereprespribed fbr killing. capturing, selling such scheduled animals or buying and selling of their flesh,fur, feather or droppings cluring ttre close<l periods. The state governments accordingly issued licensesfbr capture or hunting. Some areas were declared as sanct;aries where shooting was prohibited inorder to prevellt the extinction of rare species.



The Government of India madp gflorher Act "wild Birds ancl Aninmls Ftotection Act 1935,

with improvements over the alread'existirlg ggrtier.Act. It enabled the"Sta{e Governments to declare

a particular area as a sanstuary where killing of birds and anirnals living in that aFea waE prohibited

More birds and animals were addcd to the Appendix of l9l2 Act. : ' I

The Indian Forbst Act l927s,4pplicablc to a majority of the states of{he couolry,contained

provisions for protccting wild liie ifl,rcservcd and, pr.otected forests'fhe Aetalso regulated the activi-

ties that cause disturbance to the habitat. Realizing the need for protcctingthi.forests and the habitats

of the wild life. the following directive principle in Article 48 of the IndianCon;$tulign,was included'

rr srates, "The stares shall endeavor to prctect and irnprole th1 lnvilnf:"1;il1"l? ffe s.uaia tne

for.estsandwildlifeofthecountry. lnthe42ndCgistitutionalAmgn{rnen1,$rtiCldiiAwasincluded

which makes u fundu,oental duty of tile ciiizen 
";ifr. 

country.*lt siiurf u",9r3$*W,"f 
"i1ery 

citizen of

India, ro protecr and improve tlie natulal.environment including forcgtep, lakps,,riv.e19 and wild life

and to have compassion for the llyip,s cr_e.,atpres. sThe fole$s and proteclion g{gildblSds and animals

were rransfened from the state lisl{LiE Il,of the,conrtitgtign) tqufhe c,oncgr.rqg$'list'(List III orthe

Constitution), there by empowering thc Gp. vcrylnegg gf Indip to legislele gn,$eoq,gubjeets and issue

directives.

Indian Boarcl for wildlife has been constitutcd in 1952, to promote conservation and propagate

wildlife. Govemrnent of Indiatconstitured an expcrt codttrittde in I969:to et'amine thb'otistihg na-

tional parks and wildlife sanctulries in the country and suggest-suitable md'isffre'$fcirbevetoprnent. It

was suggested that a four percent of the total land area be iesl*irO for *itO'lifd'hnb irational parks
' 

' 
' :! 1

needs special tbgislation. The national parks created are to be pleservea 
is 

i 
iitiSlral 

heritage"

ln 1970. when the report was submitted there are-seven natiorral parks and 130 sanctuaries over

an area of I 8,500 ,0. n*. .rpr.rrnfing 2.3" pcr cent'of t[d .foresr ir.u uri,i orify O'Sf : 0., ,i* of the

total tand area. The committee recommenrl*.qn area o{+ pqrgent of the total lan$ area. Today India

has 80 national parks and 441 sanctuaries i6vering area of 1.48 lakh sq. km. Representing23.Z per

cent of the tbrest area and 4.533 per cent of the total land area.

:", Wild life (Prorection) Act, 1972 wes passed and e$c$g{.by-thefarl$ryI$:With ttle,q$neurrence

of I I States and deals with all aspects relating to the protection of wiid,lifg hsilingr,fofrnation of

sanctuaries, National parks and closed areas. Regulation of trade in wild life and its products. Accord-

ing to this act the state governments wefe unpowered to'dectdre aii arei ad"z'
:r

or a national

park. Aceording to the sections 18 & j+ Atthe ait, tke State Govefrtment mtiy set'tfp i.safibtuary by

norification an area if such an areA i! of uaeqiiate eiologi'e*l fafii{at, n<iibl ge!norn1t31bq1.al, natural

or zoologrcat significance for the purposE of protectiiig, irbpagathg anli-hev$ffi Witi fife'ahd its
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S.No. Name of State Name of the National
Park

District , Area'
($q.km.)

1 Andhra Pradesh Sri Venkateswara Chittoor. Cuddapah 352.62

2 Arunachal Pradesh Namdapha
Moulino

Tirap.
Siano

1985.23
,483,00

3 Assam Kaziranga
Manas

Jorhat , , .."
Kamruo-Golaodra

'430.00' 500.00

4 Bihar Betla
Valmiki

Palamau
West Cha'mPara# 'i' i' :'aq ' $"

231.67
335.65

5 Goa Bhaowan Mahabir GOa '), :. ,i;'rlr.:nr, : r'. 1 107.00

6 Gujarat Gir Nati"onal park
Velavadar
Vansda"
Marine

{gnagarh , .,: , :r..,i1^i,. .,,), .,,.

Bhavnagar .

Balsael : I r' ': ' I ;i fi':jn'r; 'rr" :

Jamnaqaf..rr .:.],J :r:.. , ,.. .Ii

258.71
s+.oe. 24"'00

162.89

7 Harvana iultanour Guroaon 1.47

8 HimachalPradesh Great'flirfiHlayah
Pih'Vallev.; ,.' .,I

''765.00

675;O0

9 Jammu & Kashmir . DaqhigAm , i

Kishtwar
Hemis High Altitude
Citv Forest

sr'inaga!"i I lr fi Ii.:f:,ir' 1 ; Ii;, :"fr r"i

Kishtwar
Leh
Srinaqar

, M1n0
3i1o.oo

35Fo.oo
\9.07

10 Karnataka BandiPur','', r'i:{;i!
BannergfiaJtq
Nagarhole
Kurqdrernukh
Anshi i : :r

MySOb { : ':{!'i--n'i ltl:1i'.. 'i.':'t

Bangalgrg .; . .:tE,:, .r,,: .

Mysoni-Koorg
,S6utH Kafiadd8:r .:: :',', '"
Chtf$gngloof;js;,,',iip",.41',;;.,
Uttar Kana.

i:" ,. : : , .: {; .r li;' t "'f,; t"

874.20
.104,27
643.39

, 600.32
?50.00

''.r1..,-,-: 
l!

11 Kerala Eravikulam

t

!:
ldukki
rt. i: rr.r, :.:.1 ;1 3.; ; * 1,i::'-: )!,,13",':':;li. ),,Jll
Palohat'.';1v."-l'*, 6i' ;iil .l .f:'Jr& ",t$' r,;

ldukki
'i=--ll :i"!llr'. lrl r;,'*/""r" / r;.rrti -j I

97.00

89.52'jai'l' . ,- '...''

350.00
ri.i.' ;,' .i' ,

12 Madfiya Pradesh Kanha

Bandhavgarh

Mgfdiidvq,- rri-r' :rJ{ :":::Ii:,ii 
" 

?i: i1

lndfettiil-, i i,ii. ;:l.r i r;'i*,'- fi

Panna

Satoura'l';.t, t, . 'i ;ejit 'r: tJL i3i'-

.?9qinv,.ii,:,i; ; 1"r1 .'3ii *; ri$s?r

,VanJilp.fl; i.r"_.d .r,:l,;ii r

Mandla-Balaghat .:,rhr1,| :

Shahdol

tShirlptit{t dJ dxo,'3'}ts;/r+ iit{+'it&

rEHgtUFtu* :rl$i{st {ti.s',$# I tn:qtr

k: xrrrilnqr:tt

#'9',F't3fiq3k$-n lai* sll -*{8

'qigs-SqF.He{ 
bnoilrt{ w{isi

F*Wl..u*sil,srii Y{nq arrw

l,',,;9*?'00
105.40

i"t 337.00
,i*il5gr00
q r'&#.uo

","524.37

Statewise Lidt of National Parks"ln ltidil

tSft,.sf l*"'q



Fossil

Kanger Valley

Pencfr

Mandla

Bastar

Seoni

0.27

200.00

293.00
13 Mizonam Murlen

Blue Mountain
Aizawl
Chhimtri-Pui

200.00
50.00

14 Manipur KeibulLamjao
Sirohi

lmphal-Bishnupur
East District

40.00
41.80

15 Meghalaya Balphakram
Nokrek

West Garo Hills
West Garo Hills

339.22
47.48

16 Maharashtra Todoba
Panch
Nawegaon
Sanjay Gandhi
Guomal

C;hanclrapur
Nagpur
Bhandara
Bombay-Thane
Arnararrqli

116.55
.257.z0,r
133.88
86.96

17 Nagaland Itangki Kohima 202.A2

18 Orissa North Simlipal
Bhittar Kanika

Mayurbhanj
Cuttrak

845.7A
367.00

19 Rajasthan Flanthambore
Sariska
Keoleo Ghana
Desert

Sawai Madhopur
Alwar
Bharatpur
Jaisalmer

392.00
273.80

28.73
3162 nn

20 Sikkim Khanchendzonga North Sikkim 850.00

21 Tamilnadu - Guindy
Marine
Indira Gandhi
Mudurnalai
Mukhurii

Chennai
Gulf of Manner
Coimbatore
Nilgiris
Niloiris

2.82
6.23

117.11
143.24
7A4

22 Uttaranchal Valley of Flowers
Nanda Devi
Gorbett
Raiaji
Govind Pashu Vihar
Ganootri

Chanpli
Charnoli
Garhwal-Nainital
Dehradun-Hardwar
Uttrarkashi
Uttarkashi

87.50
630,33
520.82
820.03
472.08

23.90
23 Uttar Pradesh Dudhwa Lakhimpur ffizT
24 West Bengal Sundarbans

Neora Valley
Singhalila
Buxa
Gurumara

24-Pargannas
Darjeeling
Darjeeling
Jalpaiguri .
Jal:aiouri

1330.10
88.00
78.00

117.10
79.45

25 Saddle Peak
North Button
Middle Button
South Button
Mount Haniet
Marine

Andaman
Andaman
Andaman
Andaman
Andaman
Andaman

32.il
0".44
0.64
0.03
0.4e

281.50



5.1.10 Inventorying and monitoring for conservation
A number of existing international agreements are concerned with inventorying and monitor-

ing eco-systems and species for their saf-c use and conservation.

1. The Ramsar conservation
The Ramsar Conservation ( i 971 ) is an international treaty that provides a framework for c"r*

ordinated designation and conservation of the internationally important habitats. As of 1994, 8l state

were contracting parties to the conservation and 654 Ramsar wetlands liad been designated covcrittli

an area of over 43 million hectares lDavid, 1994). The conservation has generally been very success-

ful. :

\ ilES '\ I i
The Conservation of an \ntertatioiiofiur r,{a. !riae ]in pndangered Species of-wild fauna a1d flora

\P. CITES
\
tlu,

,icrrnsilisiiip'*ia"'"" rnte.nati{nar pger.f{a.i, *q* ttrat 
1ms 11i.11111{'j}1lj1:1yT:

itft. tnt.*utiolal trade in threatened s$ecies, whQse $umbers and conditions suggest that further+e-
ii - ' I .'h, 1--:,L-r----:-.^l/r:^--^ tnoo\ r1 :-^t,,J---licl n{
[lro.,ral of individuals would be detriilentdt to slieci'bs survival (Farve, l9S9). It includes a iist of

f

species which might be effecdvely be'regulated aind for which trade must be effectitely monitorqd.

ll3 countries.of the world are'\w parties toihe convention (WCMC 1992). CITES monitors tlte

trends in trade, and routes of trade overfho short and fong term.

3. Species Survival Cpmmission (pSC|

, Established in Ip49, {Uq${'s Specie

tl \/-' -',;;;;blirir.oi" 
rFq, iUCh{', i!""iip survival Ccjmmission (SSC), qhichnow has approxirnately

3500nurnbc1qin l35coutrfri{s]tWQ*a, 1,992)hasbqcnvery\uccessful.Itsar)n'istopromoteactio,t
to arr€sr the ibss of the W[tfbs Biofogical Diversity fand to-res,te,{e threatened species to safety/and

p5oyided arJ excqllent forur{r throughlwhich amaturesdndprofessiorids cpnmake adirectcontriFllon,
iie SSC i$ Oi"ilqs into 9$ spqcialist groups wl1icfu-coveq'different taxonomic groups, geogphphical

areag and qr$eOt areas. Tlie taxon based qpecialiped.gloups are responsible reviewing the status and

requiremer{sbfitnelir taxon and therl prod\\ingqagtion plaqs {or their long-terin.conservation. .- ,l:l.Ir
-\ | I

4: Wdlld Consdrv4tionMonitoriigCenter ' '

' ' 
The Worlh Cdnt.ryation Monitpry Center (WCMC) was founded in 1998, jointly by. the World

Conseffation Union (IUCN), thE UnitEd Nations Envirorunent Program (UNEP) and the Woin, fiaq

Fund fo\Natur.e (WWF), having been previously 'IIICN conservation and sustainable development-1---=.\--.'--'-;\qL,,--\-:'
informp-thU oirGlobal Oonservdtion issueis. WCMC's global database includes,in{ormation gn Na;,
renaf $3$s and Protectq'd Areas, threatened plant and animal species and habitats of cons_ervati-on

li

and Red Hst

ra$g$ !v]
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6. The International species inventory system
These systems have been designed for monitoring rlie genetic resources of vertebrates in captiv-ity and to facilitate the co-operation among differcntlnstitutions in manager'ent plans for species.Standard books present an international register, listing ali the captive indiiiduals of a taxon, to helpprevent inbreeding prdgrams. Sinqe 19g4, the standairt book systeni has U..n ,ffi;;;;;;;.

International Species In-ventory System (lsn), a global network designed to help the zooiogical coi-lection and to enable zoos to meet the increasing conservation."rpon.ibilities.

5.1.11 SelfAssesment euestionsl. Difine wild life? Explain the values of wild life.2. Explain the wild life protection measures taken in India.3' What is mant by conservation? Explain the international actions to monitor conservation activities.4. Write an essay on National parks in India.
5. Write short notes on

a. Tiger project
b. wwF
c. Wild life protection Legislations in India
d. Bioreserves

5.1.12 Reference Books
l. Anon, 1985. ProtectedAreas in India.
2. Anon, 1998. List of Nation parks of India Ministry of Env. & Forests.
3. Bisht, R.S. 1995. National parks of India. Reprini ZOOZ
4. Raymond F. Dassman,1982. Wildlife Biology, 2"d edition.
5. Sharma, P.D. 2001. Wildlife Management in India.

Prof. S.V. Sharma M.Sc., ph.D.
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|tt.Sc.(PREV|ouS},zooLoGY,EXAM|NAT|oN,i'AY2011.

Paper lV - ANIMAL ECOLOGY AND WILD LIFE

Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks

Answer ALL questions.

Each question canies equal marks'

1. , (a) Describe the life supporting properties of water'

Or

(b) Describe the classification of ecosystems with examples.

2. (a) Give brief notes on food chains'and food webs'

Or

(b) Describe the Shelford's Law of Tolerance'

3. (a) write an essay on interspesific competition and coexistence.

Or

(b) Describe the concept of habitat, ecological niche and guild.

4. (a) Describe the properties of the population group'

Or

(b) Describe the r-and K-selection.

b. (a) Write an essay on IUCN classification on rare animals and write the causes of

dePletion.

Or

(b) Write an essay on NationalWild life Action Plan.



M.Sc. (PREVIOUS), ZOOLOGY, EXAMINATION, DECEMBER 2010.

Paper lV - ANIMAL ECOLOGY AND WILDLIFE

Time: Three hours Maximum : 100 marks

Answer ALL questions. 
:

Allquestions carry equal marks.

1. (a) Write an essay on nature and scope of ecology.

Or

(b) Write short notes on :

(i) Availability of light in natural waters

(ii) Ecosystem.

2. (a) What is productivity? Explain.

Ori
(b) Write short notes on :

(i) Nitrogen cycle

(ii) Food chain.

3. (a) Write an essay on concepts of habitat.

Or

(b) Write short notes on :

(i) Mutuatism

(ii) Ecologicalniche.

4. (a) Give a detailed account on population dynamics.

Or

(b) Write short notes on :

(D PoPulation growth form

(ii) OPtimization.

5. (a) Explain the IUCZ classification of rare animals.

Or

(b) Write short notes on :

(D NationalParks

(iD World wildlife fund.

i,
l-
,.lt



M.Sc.(PREVIOUS),ZOOLOGY,EXAMINATION'JUNE2010'

Paper lV - ANIMAL ECOLOGY AND WILD.LIFE

Time: Three hours Maximum : 100 marks

Answer ALL questions

Each question carries 20 marks.

1. (a) Write an essay on concept of ecosystem with detailed classiflcation.

Or

(b) Short notes on :

(i) Scope of EcologY.

(ii) Life Supporting properties of water.

2. (a) Write an essay on fundamental concepts of energy

Or

(b) Write short on :

(i) Phosphorus and sulfur cYcles

(ii) Concept of limiting factors.

3. (a) Write an essay on various types of Biotic interactions.

Or

(b)Write short on :

(i) Ecological niche and guild.

(ii) ConcePt of habitat.

4. (a) Write an essay on Population dynamics

Or

(b) Write short on

(i)r-andk-selection.
(ii) Population growth form.

5. (a) Explain the characteristics and objectives of Biosphere reserves.

Or

(b) write short notes on :

(D Wld life trade.

. (ii) National parks and Sanctuaries



M.Sc. (pREvtous), zooLocy, EXAMINAT|ON, MAy 2009.

Paper lV -ANIMAL ECOLOGY AND W|LDL|FE
'[ime: Three hours Maximum : 100 marks

Answer ALL questions.

Each question carries 20 marks.

1. (a) Write an essay on nature and scope of ecotogy and its retation to other sciences with
suitable examples.

.or
(b) Short notes on:

(i) Feed-back toop

(ii) Thermal stratification.

2" (a) Write an essay on bio-geo chemicalcycles.

Or

(b) Write short on:

(i) Ecologicat pyramids

(ii) Liebig's law of minimum.

3. (a) Explain various types of biotic interactions.

Or
(b) Write short on :

(D Concept of habitat

(ii) Commenslism and co-operation.

4. (a) Explain the properties of population growth. Add note on population dynamics.

Or

(b) Write short on:

(i) Energypartitioning

(ii) Density dependent population control.

5. (a) Give an account of National parks and Sanctuaries.

Or

(b) Write shgrt notes on:

(D Management strategies.

(ii) Biospherereserve.



1. (a)

(b)

M.Sc. (PREVIOUS), ZOOLOGY, EXAMINATION, DECEMBER 2009.

Paper lV - ANIMAL ECOLOGY AND WILDLIFE

Time: Three hours Maximum : 100 marks

Answer ALL questions.

Give a detailed account on the factors affecting light avaitability in naturalwaters

Or

Write short notes on

(i) Ecosystem

(ii) ThermalStratification.

(a) What is energy? Explain the fundamental concepts of energy.

Or

(b) Write short notes on

(i) Food webs

(ii) Ecologicalpyramids.

(a) Write an essay on Interspecific competition.

(b) Write short notes on

(i) Predation

(ii)' Cooperation.

Describe Density-independent action in population control.

Or

Write short notes on

(D r - and k- selection

(ii) population group.

(a) Give an account on Rare and Threatened species.

Or
(b) Write short notes on

(D Values of wildlife

(ii) Nationalsanctuaries.

2.

3.

Or

(a)

(b)

5.



M.Sc. (PREV|OUS), ZOOLOGY, EXAM|NAT|ON, DECEMBER 2009.

Paper lV - ANIMAL ECOLOGY AND W|LDLIFE
Time: Three hours Maximum : i00 marks

Answer ALL questions.

1. (a) Give an account on Life supporting properties of water.

Or

(b) Write short notes on :

(i) Feed-back loop.

(ai) Concept of Ecosystem.

2. (a) Explain the fundamentalconcepts related to energy.

Or

(b) Write short notes on :

(i) Liebig's law of the minimum.

(ii) Carbon cycle.

3. (a) Describe the predation and herbivory in animals.

Or

(b) Write short notes on I

(i) Positive interactions.

(ii) Mutualism.

4. (a) Give an account on Density - Independent and density-dependent action in population
control.

Or

(b), Write short notes on :

(i)'Populationdynamics.

(ii) Energypartitioning.

5. (a) Describe the positive and negative values of wildlife.

Or

(b) Write short notes on i

(i) Biosphere reserves.

(ii) NationalWildlifeActionPlan.



M.Sc. (PREVIOUS), ZOOLOGY, EXAM|NAT|ON, MAy 2008.

Paper IV-ANIMAL ECOLOGY AND WILDLTFE

Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks
Answer ALL questions.

1. (a) Describe the classification of ecosystems with suitable examples.

Or
(b) Write short notes on :

(i) Nature and scope of Ecology.

(iD Factors affecting light availabitity.

2. (a) Explain Biogeochemicalcycles and describe nitrogen cycle.

Or

(b) Write short notes on :

0 Concept of productivity.

(ii) Shelford's law of Tolerance.

3. (a) Write the properties of a population group.

Or

(b) Write short notes on :

(i) r- and k-selection

. lai) Population grovuth form.

4. (a) Dedcribe the parasitism and allelopathy.

Or
(b). Write short notes on :

0 Biotic interactions.

(ii) Ecologicat niche and guitd.

5. (a) Describe the different National parks and sanctuaries in India.

(b) Write short notes on , 
O

(i) World Wildtife Fund.

(ii) Rare and Threatened species.
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